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R€'al Estate, estab-

institutional investment, sports and the

lished in 1953, is an intemati()nal group
trl high profile professi,rnals rncluding
members of prominent real estate, tinancial, legal, and accounting firms as well
as leaders of Bovemm(.nt and aea.lemia
who provide expert. objective advice on

communitv, real estate r,thics, tenant representation, break-even analysis, the

complex real property situations and

range of books and monographs pub-

land-related matterc.

lished by Thc Counselor organization. A
major player in the technological revolution, the CRE rcgularly accesses the most
advanced methodologies, techniques
and computer-generated evaluation procedures available.

The Counselors

Membership is selective, cxlended

by invitation only on either a sponsored

or self-initiated basis. The

CRE

Designation (Counselor of Real Estate) is
awarded to all memb€'rs in recoBnition of
supt,rior problem solvinS ahility in vari'
ous areas of specialization su.h as litiSation support, asset management, valuation, feasibility studies, acquisitions/dispositions, and general analysis.
CREs achieve results, acting in key
rolc,s in annual kansactions and/or real
estate decisions valued at over $41.5 bilIion. Over 300 of the Fortune 500 companies retain CRES for advice on real estate
holdings and investmL,nts. CRE clients
include public and private property owners, investors, attomeys, accountants,
financial institutions, rrension funds, and
advisors, govemment institutions, health
care facilities, and developers.

Eai ch m ent Through

N e tu) o t ki ng,

Educotion €t Publicatiotrs
Networking continues as the hallmark of
The Counselor organization. ThrouShout
the year, programs providL' t1rtting-ed8e

educational opportunities

for

CREs

including s€minars, workshops, technology sessions, and business issues forums
that keep membe$ abreast of ltadin8
industry trends. Meehngs on both the
local and national levels also promote
interaction betw..en CREs and members

from key user groups including

those

specializing in financial, legal, corporate,
and govemment issues.
CRE members benefit from a wealth
of information published in The

Counselors' quartcrly .rward-winning
joumal Real Estnlr Issu.s which offers
dt<isive reporting on tod.ry'\ chJn8ing
real estate industry Recognized leaders
contribute critical analvs('s not otherwise
available on important topics such as

environment, cap rates/yields, REITS,
and capital formation. Members also

benefit from the bi-monthly member
newsletter, Tht Cttrotstlor, and a wide

What is a Counselor of Reol Esta.te
(CRE)?
A Counselor of Rtal Estate is a real estate
professional whrr*. primary busine:c is
providing expert advisory services to

clients. Compcnsation is often on an
hourly or total fixed fee basis, although
partial or total contingent fe'e arrargements are somctimes used. Any possibility of actual or perceived conflid of interest is resolved before acceptance of an
assi8nment. In any event, the Cor.mselor
places the inte'rests of the client first and
foremost in any advice provided, regardless o( the method of compensalion.
CREs have acquired a broad range of
experience in the real estate field and
possess teclrnical competency in more
than one real estate discipline.
The client relics on the Courselor for
skilled and ohjective advice in assessing
the client's re.rl rstate needs, implying
both trust on thc part of the client and
trustworthiness on the part of the
Counselor.
lly'hethc,r solc practitioners, CEOS of
consulting firms, or real estate department heads for maior corporations, CREs
are scriously c,rntmrlted tr) applying their
extensivc knowlcdge and resources to
craft real estate solutions of measurable

to alients' businesses.
CREs assess thc real estate situation by
Sathering the facts behind the issue, thoroughly analvzing the collected data, and
economic value

then recommrndinE key courses ol

@

rt'sponsibility of the client-counselor relationship.
The extensive CRE network stays a

of the ever-changing real
estatc industry b]., reflecting the diversity
of all providers of counseling services.
step ahead

The mtmbership includes industry
expefis from the corporate, Iegal, financinl, institution.rl, appraisal, acadr.mrc,
govemment, Wall Street, management,
and brokerage sectors. Once invited into
membership, CREs must adhere to a
strict Code of Ethics and Standards of
Professional Practice.
Userc of Counseliflg Senices

The demand continues to incrtast'for
exFrert counseling services

in real

matters worldwide. lnstituhons,

cstate

estat€,s,

individuals, corporations and fedt'ral,
statc and local Bovernments have recognized thc ne.essity and value of a CRE's
objectivity in providing advice.
CREs service both domestic and lbreiEn clients. Assignments havt, bten
accepted

in Africa, Asia, the

United

Kin8dom, the Caribbean, Central and
South Anlcrica, Europe and tlre Middle
East- CREs have been instrumental in

assisting the Eastem European Rtal
Property Foundation oeate and develop
private sectot market-oriented real estate
institutions in Central and Eastern

Europe and the Newly Indcpendent

of The Counsclor
organization, CREs have the opportunity
to travel and share their expertisc with
real estate practitioners from several
States. As a member

devtloping countries including I'oland,

Hungary, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Czech
Republic, Slovak Republic, and Russia as
they build their real estate businesses
and dc'vclop standards of professional
practioe.

Only

1,100 practitioners

throughout

the world c.rrry the CRt

Dosignnti()n,
denotinB the highest recognition in the
real estate industry With CRE members

averaging 20 years of experience in the
real estate industry, individuals, institutions, corporationt or govemm{'nt enti-

objectives. Thc,se rtal estate professionals

tit's should consider consulting with a
CRE to define and solve their complex

honor the confidentialitv and fiduciary

real estate problems or matters. kI

action that best fit the client's goals and
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Manuscripts

I

Tsr Gnowruc Werrn

Info rm ati on

As the. aclage goes, "the only constant is change." For 28 Yr.ars,
lleal Estate Issues has bttn a constant s()urce of icleas, insights, arrcl methocls,
assisting inclustry trperts in meeting the challenges of a changing market.

Cnrsrs:

Why not givc thc gift of a REI subscription to a colleague or
business associate? Real Estate Issucs prublishes four times per year
(Spring, Summer, Fall, Winttr). Place vour order todar,!

PUBLIC PoUCY \TRSUS PRIVATE PRoPERTY RIGHTS
by lanres D. Tirnntons
Water is the staff of lifc. We cannot survive without it. W(r drink it, cook with it, bathe in it, play in it, irrigate crops
with it, and use it in manufacturing. Will water be in thc 2lst century what oil was to th(, last? It is quite possible
that vast forhrnes will be am,rssed by those who control water and nations h,ill Bo to tvar to presen,e access to one
of earth's most precious resources.

Order your single copies €t subscriptions below or online at uttula.cre.org
Qty

S

MEASUREMENT oF LocAL EcoNoMrc GRowrH
As A CRITICAL PART oT MARKET ANALYSIS
by Dondd R. Epley

copits (,' $15 (+ sr4,l,ir.gr

-Single
Sultslilttiott ptrices:

An important part ol real cstate market analysis is an estim.rte of the economic growth uf thc Lrcal economy. The
correlation between local tconomic growth and competitive, growing rental incomc and incrcasing property equity
is a well-known relationship that causes profitable rates of return and signals new invcstment. This paper suggests
that median family incomt, is a conceptually correct and readily available indicator of [amily well-being that can be
examined periodically to det(,rmine the level of productivity of the local ivork force. This slatistic is used to show
the history of one MSA, its comparative performancc relative to other meho areas in thr. stnte, and its relative position with selected MSAS in the Midwest and West.

j

U.S.; $6 Jttrdgn).
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No.
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O2-year $80 (8 issues)
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DEFLATToN RrsK ON Ir.tcoMr Pnoprnrv
PERMANENT LoAN AND INvESTMENT PoRTFoLIoS
hy Marc R. Thonpson, CRE
Over the past 18 years, the outhor has observed pattems in large income property loan portfolios during both inflationary and deflationary investment cycles. An inflationary investment cycle is whcn rent!i-prices for investment
properties are increasinS in aggregate. This inflationary trcnd occurred in the San Francisco Bay Area Tech Boom
period from 1997 through 20ft). A deflationary investment cycle is when rents-prices ti)r investment properties are
declining in aggregate. There is significant evidence to support a deflationary trend in the San Francisco Bay Area
investment properties comnlencing 2001 with a 3- to 5- ytar duration.
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by

lose1th S. RnlinrrsA'i
Iieal estate education takc's at least three general forms: academic education

in colleges and universities; professirrnal education from professional organizations, tradc associations, and educational programs; and experience garnered from on-the-job training. This article considers thcse three educational forms and discusscs past and present
relationships between and among these options. It points out thc best interrelationship among th('se three options
and discusses the benefits to thc real estate professien that can come from the bonding of thesc educational options.
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CONTRIBUTOR INFORMATION

four time's annually (Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). The,oumal reaches a lucrative
segment of the rcal estate industry as well as a representative cross section of professionals in rclat'd industdes.
Subscribe'rs to Rrfl/ Estate lssrr's (RE,l) are primarily the owners, chairmen, presidents, and vice presidents of
real estate companies, financial corporations, propcrty companies, banks, management companies, libraries, and
REALTOR' boards throughout the country; professors and university personnel; and profc,ssionals in S&Ls,
R?rli Esfrt'Issrirs publishes

insuranct, companies, and law firms.
Rr,a/ Estaft lssrrcs is published for the benefit of the CRE (Couns(.lor of Real Estate) and other rcal estate professionals, planners, architects, developers, economists, govemment persomel, lawyers, and accountants. [t
focuses on providing up-to-date information on problems and topics in the field of real estate.

REVIEW PROCESS
Member and non-member authors are encouraged to submit thc,ir manuscripts to:
Rc/i/ Esfr?tu hs!.s, c/o The Counselors of Real Estate,430 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. All manuscripts are reviewed by three members of the editorial board with the author's name(s) kept anonymous. When
accepted, the manuscript and any recomnrended changes is retumed to the author for revision. If the manuscript
is not accepted, the author is notified by letter.
The polirl of R.rrl Esf/?fe Issu.s is not b accept articles that directly and blatantly advertise, publicize, or promote the author or the authort firm or products. This poliry is not intended to exclude any mention of the
author, his/hL-r firm, or their achvities. Any such presentations howevet should be as general as possible, modest in tone, and interesting to a wide variety of readers. lf a product, service, or company is featured, it should be
inJormational vs. promotional in nature. Potential conflicts of interest between the publication of an article and
its advertising value should also be avoidtd.
Every effort will be made to notify the author on the acceptance or reiection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyright is held by The Counselors of Real Estate (American Society of Real
Estate Counselors). The publisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author for pcrmission to reproduce any of his/her contributions to thL',oumal.
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9/11 REAssEssMENTs oF URBAN
LocATroN Cosrs AND RrsKS
hy lames H.lohnson, lr., and ltthn D. Kasarda, CRE
Followi-ng the September ll, 2001, terrorist attacks, corporate leaders, their employees, and the insurance industryall began to re-evaluate location risks and costs associated with occupying commercial real estate in densely settled
urban centers, especially downtown high rise of6ce towers. [n this article, we review these post-9/11 re-assessments
and their likety impact on corporate location decisions and employment distribution across U.S. cities and metropolitan areas.
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NEw BRowNFTELDS INcENTTvES

Aoo ro DrrurusHrNc INvENToRY
oF DEVELoPABLE Srrrs ru Sours FLoRTDA
by Michael R. Coldsteirr

All of the empirical evidence available to close observers oi the brownfields marketplace points to this: the scarcity
of land combined with the demand for land set against tht, backdrop of a maturing regulatory approach to contaminated property means that anyone involved with developmcnt needs to take brownfields redevelopment seriously
and make it a viable part of their business strate8y. Those that fail to do so will forego a competitive advantage and
fbrteit opportunity to industry peers and rivals.

DEADLINES
See Editorial Caltndar on inside back coyer for deadlines.

MANUSCRIPT/GRAPHICS PREPARATION

disk (along with hard copy) in IBM or PC format only-Mac
files cannot be accommodated: .txt (text) file format or Word for Windows 6.0. AII submitted materials, including abstract, tcxt .rnd notes, are to be double-spaced. Number of manuscript pages is n()t to excetd 25 singlesided shc'ets (approx.7,000 words). Submit a 50- to 100-word abstract* and a brief biographical statement,
including author's e-mail address. Computer-created charts/tables should be in separate files from articl€ text.
1). Manuscripts must be submitted via e-mail or

2). Craphics/illustrations are to be considcred as "Exhibits," numbered consL'cutively and submitted in a form
suitable for r('production. Craphics must eithcr be submitted camera-ready or computer-generated as PC compatible ONLY. DO NOT submit colorized computer files-the graphics must be created in grayscalt, or black and
white onlv. If possihle. save in all of trr at le.rst one of the followinp formals: .em(: .eos: -wmf.
3). Number all graphics (tables/charts/graphs) conseotively. All graphics should have titles.
4). All notes, both citations and explanatory, are to be numbered consecutively in the text and placed at the gnfl

of the manuscript.
5). If appropriate, and of good qualitv, includc photographs to clarify and e,nhance the content of tht, article.
6)- Arhck, titlc should contain no more than eight to 10 rvords including an active verb.
7). For uniformitv and accuracy consistent tlith our editorial policyi rtfer to Ti,. Assocrrifuri Prcss -Sly/r'iror:t.

THE BALLARD AWARD MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION INFORMATION
The REI Er/ilolirrl Boonl is accepting manuscripts in competition for the 2002 William S. Ballard Awartl. All articles publislrt d in REI during the 2002 calendar year will be eligiblt, for consideration, including mcnrber and nonmember aauthr>rs. The $500 cash award and plaque is presc,nted anntrally each sprinp during Tht, Counselors'
Midyear Meetings to the author(s) whose manuscript best exemplifies tlre high standards of contt,nt maintained
in the joumal. The recipient is selected by a thrte-person srrbcommittr,(, comprised of members oI The Counselors
of Real Estate. (Tht'2002 recipient will be honortcl at The Counselors 2003 Midyear Meetings.)
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Jam6 T. Barry Co., Inc.'Milq'auke, Wl
Orr|en M. Beitsch, CRE
Real Estate Research Consultanls -

Orlando

[L

ne of the real joys of working in the real
estate field is its complexity. There is always
somethin8 new to discover, and everything
seems linked to evervthing else. The "seven degre.cs
of separation" game has nothing on our business. At
times, it feels like the only rvay to get arvav from rtal
estate is to take a cruise and to stay out of sight of
land. When it appears that real estate is ubiquitous,
it helps to remember that the planet is two-thirds
coyered with water.
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other new guidelines that must be follorved by the
enhre sector or bv certain companies operating
within the sector - businesses such as opportunity
funds, mortgage banks, pension funds and others.
For some in the real estate industry, this is a time of
tremendous upheaval, of momentous change. The
good news is that, for others, this feels like back to
the future. Which is to sav that, to some degree,
we'r,e been herc' before. There have been times
when the industry has had to adjust, reconfigure,
regroup. The comforting aspect of all this is, that
for as much as the industry has been forced to
clrange or take steps back, it has always, eventually, moved on.

issue or one that impacts sparsrry
popu latL'd areas between the
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These are just the tip of the iceberg. There are manv
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tions of urban growth and the sustainability of tconomic expansion in such huge states as California
and Texas. Couple his in\.estigation u,ith an au.areness of aquifer depletion in Florida, and real estate
professionals should immediately start thinking
about the distribution of proiected population and
employment change in sume of the nation's most
dynamic markets. This is a timt'ly and provocativt
piece.

For most of our professional lives, the leitmotif
of economic discussion has bc'en the impact of inflation. For a while, real estate was touted as a great
inflation hedge for investors. No one has been arguing that recently. For one thing, inflation has bee'n
largely tamed since the Oil Shocks of the 1970s and
the double-digit CPI increases of the early Eighties.
For another, real estate has witnessed some rather
sharp ups and downs in its pricing and it is clear
that whatever its ability to hedge inflation over the

long haul, values can clearlv fall behind inflation
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Reg C requires that when a company presents non
GAAP financial measures, a numerical reconcilia-

tion of the non CAAP financial measure must be
made to the most directly comparable measurement calculated using GAAP (generally either
Eamings per share (EPS) or operating cash flow.) lf
a REIT elects not to present FFO, it would have to
use Earnings Per Share as the measuring tool, in
which case depreciation would become a key issue
for analysts and investors. For FFO calculations,
depreciation is an add-back, so investors paid little
attention to the useful life of an asset. By contrast,
depreciation expense reduces EPS, and the useful
lives of assets would be a key focus of investors if
the SEC proposal were adopted.

It has been estimated that the overall impact of
Sarbanes Oxley and increased corporate governance requirements on REITs could be anywhere
from two to five cenls per share on an eamings per

share basis. There has been an expectation for
some time within the industry that there is another major wave of consolidation coming in the REIT
sector. Given the new playing field and it's heightened cost of doing business, this wave of mergers
and acquisitions may be even closer at hand and
there's also the strong possibility that some REITs
will abandon the public arena once and for all and
retum to private status. Some REITs with weak
share prices and portfolios of underperforming
assets might improve shareholder returns by
merging with larger, stronger REITs by converting
to private companies or partnerships, or simply by
liquidating assets and passing the proceeds along
to investors.
OFF BALANCE SHEET TRANSACTIONS
The Financial Accounting Standards Board in
January issued a final rule (lnterpretation No. 46,
Consolidation of Variable lnterest Entities, also
known as FIN 46) as to when companies must consolidate variable interest entities, including special
purpose entities that have been widely used as off
balance sheet financing vehicles. It is estimated
that U.S. companies have financed approximately
$60 billion of real estate, much in synthetic leases,
and another 940 billion of equipment leases
throuSh property owning entities that are SPEs.
Off balance sheet transactions have also been widely used by homebuilders, REITs, and other real

Putting SPEs back on their balance sheets could
saddle companies with major debt, raise debt
covenant and credit rating issues, and make it
more difficult for them to raise capital in the future.
As an altemative, companies could dispose of the
assets underlying SPEs through sales, saleleasebacks and other disposition strategies, and a number of companies could follow this route.
One unintended victim of FIN 46 is the residential
development sector. Homebuilders typically
option land for development several years out and
typically this land is held off balance sheet in joint
ventures, development partnerships or other such
structures until the land is "taken down" for development. Under FIN 46, homebuilders must now
determine whether they are required to consolidate these entities - a move that may have significant financial ramifications for manv
FIN 46 came into effect immediately but public
companies weren't required to comply with the
rule until 10 Qs filed in the third quarter of 2003.
For private companies, FIN 46 applies at the end of
the first year beginning after June 15, 2003.

OTHER ACCOUNTING RULES
Other new or proposed rules that affect real estate
include:

FIN 45 is a new FASB interpretation of a guarantor's accounting and disclosure requirements for
guarantees. Because many real estate transactions
contain some kind of guarantee, broader disclosure requirements could affect sellers, buyers,
lenders, and others who issue guarantees, including the reevaluation of guarantor transactions. This
new rule is already having an impact on business
strategies in the sector. Look for an even wider
impact as companies begin to gauge the impact of
this additional disclosure requirement.
Under a clarification of a FASB rule, a portion of
the cost of acquiring a propertv must now be allocated to existing leases, based on whether the lease
is valued above, at or below market value.
Historically the cost of the acquisition has been
allocated between land and building, with the
building being depreciated over its remaining useful life and with no value allocated to the in-place
leases. This is retroactive to acquisitions since
7l-U01.

estate companies.
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and even drop substantially while the general level
of prices is rising. The debate has shifted to the
potential threat of deflation, and we are pleased to
bring you a thoughtful analysis of asset deflation as
it affects permanent loan and investment portfolios.
Mortgage lenders have long known that they have
to price the prospective change in the general prices
into the interest rate. Now there is a further question of yield degradation and/or default risk due to
systematic asset price deflation. If AIan Greenspan

and his colleagues are talking up the Fed's preparedness for coping with deflation, it is clearly
something for all of us to be thinking about.
Now that it has been two years since the watershed date of September 11, 2001, we have an opportunity to look someu,hat more dispassionately at

the ramifications of that date on our lives. lames
Johnson and Iohn Kasarda offer us their views on
"9/11 Reassessments of Urban Location Costs and
Risks." Drs. Johnson and Kasarda, both at the
Kenan-Flagler Business School at the University of
North Carolina, examine the post-9/11 environment
irom the perspective of corporations, employees,
and insurance firms. ln this tl.roroughly researched
article, they also examine the debate about the
effects on central city business environments in the
future. While they conclude that 9/11 is likely to
accelerate the pattern of deconcentration of businesses, thev acknowledge that how (and whether)
such a pattem in fact plays out is quite uncertain
and so they offer some useful hints on how to monitor this issue in the coming months and years.
Dr. Donald Epley, who holds both the CCIM
and MAI designations, contributes an applications
article that should prove of direct practical benefit
to real estate counselors concerned with fundamental economic drivers, "Measurement of Local

Economic Growth as a Critical Part of Market
Analysis." As a rule, real estate professionals look
to employment statistics as the primary measure of
economic vitality in any locality. Dr. Epley's article
helps us understand incomes measures as a supplementary analysis. Clearly, income data is directly
relevant to property types such as housing and
retail, but also provides clues to the health of the
local economic base, especially be comparison to
alternative locations across states and the nation.
Epley shows how this data is being used in the public and private sectors, and how to access it on the
Web and elsewhere.

Our menu of feature articles is rounded out
with joseph Rabianski's overview of "Education in
the Real Estate Profession." Dr. Rabianski, the chairman of the real estate department at Georgia State's
J. Mack Robinson College of Business, takes head-

on the question of how academic and experiential
learning confront one another - "bookJearning"
versus "on-the-job training." He seeks to transcend
the debate with a "matrix approach" where the two
intersect. Rabianski offers some pragmatic suggestions on how such an approach can be implemented by a partnering of academia and industry. We
hope that this will be one in a series of articles Rta/
Estnld Issues will publish on the subiect of educational challenges facing our business.

Rounded out by our Insiders' Perspective
columns by Ken Riggs, Mark Levine, and Dale Ann
Reiss, we hope that our readers will find this slim
edition of our journal an example of "good things in
small packages."
Hugh

F.

Kelly, CRE

Editor in Chief

ple of years will continue to be publicized and
will continue to create uncertaintv within the
marketplace.

with many earlier-mentioned items
(including the current U.S. cleficit, r'luestions on the
recently passed Federal tax change,s, economic
strain in the economy btcause of commitments to
rebuild Iraq, other global financial commitments,
and overall, an increase in supply and lack of proportionate demand) are indicators that 2003 will
not see a major recovery in almost all real estate
markets throughout the United States. It is likely
that such recovery and improvc'mc'nt in real estate
rycles will not occur until 2004, at the earliest.
AND, should any of the "indicators of concem"
(such as rising interest rates, and unemployment,
along with decreasing consumer confidence) not
be favorable, such recovery could be even further
postponed in the economic cvcle.
Concern
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From a distance, Planet Earth looks like a beautiful blue sphert,. This
special color arises from the vast amounts of water found on Earth.
However, the apparent abundance of this life-giving source is an illusion. Almost all the water on Earth is salt water in the oceans and is not
useful for normal human consumption. Only about 2 percent is fresh
water, and of that, less than half is available for use b1, tht nearly six billion people around the world.
Global consumption of water is doubling every 20 years.r That is twice
as fast as the world's rate of population growth, and according to
United Nations data, more than one billion people on Earth already
lack access to fre'sh drinking water. The U.N. estimates that by 2025,
approximately 2.7 billion people will face severe water shortages if consumption continucs at current rates.2
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Obviously, some areas, like the Amazon River
basin, have a surplus of water. Other parts of the
world, such as the arid deserts of Africa and the
Outback region of Australia, have very little. Watcr
shortages are, likely to grow as the world population increases and as the number of "mega-citir.s"
continu!, to expand. In the past, manv cities were
located next to rivers. Toda1,, a growing number of
large cities, such as Mexico City and Los Angeles,
depend upon distant outside sources for their
watt'r supply. Drought, pollution and unsanitary
sewage conditions, and private control of water
rights are sonre of the factors escalating the urban
water crisis. History is littered with tales of major
cities that disappeared mainly because they ran
out of water. Can what happened in the past, happen again in the future?
U.S. PERSPECTIVE
This article will focus on water issues in the United
States. North America is a region that is ge.nerallv
rich in rvate,r resources. ln the U.S. most of the
health problems associated with poor rvater quality havc bee'n alleviated, but we still may be facing

a }vater crisis. Throughout the countr\i a recent
drought and population growth have placed a premiunr on water. [n manv states, the days of plentiful watt,r are Bone. As the population grows ancl
droughts occur, states will face continuing pressures on their limited supplies. To a lartie extent,
the way we deal with this issue will determine our
economic futurc and the quality of life we enjoy.
Who owns the watL'r, and how will it be distributed for human consumption, agricultural needs,
and rtcreational uses? The politics of water are
becoming quite interesting. Private propert), rights
will be severelv tested as urban areas find they cannot sustain growth without securing water rights
that mav come from great distances. City dwe,llers
will compcte with farmers and ranchers for adcquate amounts of affordable water. States sharing
water resources such as rivers, lakes, and undc.rground atluifers are already battling their neighbors when they perceive an unfair overuse of this
precious commodiry

and cities, individuals, and businesses have found
that it has become much mort' expc'nsive. Mark
Twain once commented "whiskt'y's for drinking,
and water's for fighting." This may have always
been true out West, and today it may be true in
many parts of the countrv.

DROUGHT
The Rio Crande rvas n:nning so drv last spring that
the famous Texas rivet that shares an eight hundred mile border with Mexico, failed to reach the
Gulf of Mexico for the. first time in fifty years.
Across America water supplit's ran out, drained bv

drought and rising consumption. Drought is a normal, recurrent feature of climat!-. It occurs almost
everywhere, although its features vary from region
to region. For the record, 2002 was the 19th
warmest year in the United States since record
keeping began in 1895.3 Those'above average normal readings, combined with lack of moisture
across much of the nation, plunged more than half
the country into drought bv summer. It is part of a
record-breaking cvcle in rvhich the l0 h'armest
vears have occurred since 1987, nine of them since
1990. The vear ended rvith approximatelv 36 percent of the nation still in drought, about the same
amount as when 2002 began. That figure far
exceeds the average of 20 pt,rct'nt of the countrv in
drought annually since 1900.r The most extensive
drought on record in the United States was in July
l934, when 80 percent of the country was parched
during what is often referred to as the "Dust
Bowl." Researchers say global warming, which is
the heating of the Earth's atmosphere because of
exhaust gases from the burning of fossil fuels, is a
major cause for the drought. Natural fluctuations
in climate also affect temperaturr'.

The abnormallv warm lveather condihons and
accompanving drought have focused attention on
U.S. nater problems. This was particularlv true last
summer on the Eastern Seaboartl, a region that is

not as accustomed to drought. Heavy precipitation
during the last three months of 2002 and early in
2003 helped to reduce. long standing moisture
deficits across the Eastern Seaboard.

The damage to employees within companies,

3. Like the economy, business is stagnant.

investors, the marketplace, gove,rnmcnts, and taxpayers, to fund many of the bail-outs that resulted
from such activities, are important issues to be
addressed. The impact on the world economies
must also be er.aluated for countries and entities
that follow the lead of the UnitL,d States.

4.Rents are down and aren't going anywhere fast.
5.Development profits are getting squeezed.
6.Building security remains a concem.
7.Mold is a big problem.
S.Recovery is a moving tarliet."
See the comments b1, Doug Herzbrun, Managing

Director, C.B. Richard Ellis Investors, Page

The SEC, the U.S. Senate, U.S. House of
Representatives, and the President of the United
States are attempting to address some of these
issues, as are states and other regulabry bodies.

"THE RESULTS...."
Some economists continue to suggest that tlre economic position in the United States will improve at
the end of 2003; some suggest that such improvement will be at the end of 2004. For example, see
the positive outlook on the economv as written by

Thredgold, Jeff, "Economic News of the Nation,"
lrrsi.g/rl (Spring, 2003).

9,

Development (2003).

This short list illustrates a concem with todav's
market and why it is unlikely that the market will
change to the positive position in 2003. And, there
are additional hurdlcs for 2004.

Market Projections
Obviously it is difficult to project what various
markets will do. Jessica Rcr addressed this in her
article, "Deflating Expectations: A Pessimist's
Cuide To the 2003 Real Estate Economv" Page l,
Connnercial Propr'rfy Nr'a's (Januarv 1,2003). (See
also http://www.cpnonline.com.)

Horvever, manv other economists disagree with
srrch projections, given the increase in unemplov-

ment, concem that interest rate's mav increase,
problems with the global economies, potential of
atlditional world conflicts between countries, lack
of resolution of the Mid-East crises, continued conce m with Iraq, terrorism, and uncertainty on many
other issues, such as SARS.

Wten Will the Economy Recoaer
Ce.rtainly the economy will recovcr. The question
is: "WHEN" will it recover? To what LEVEL will it
recover? The more realistic position secms to be, in
mv opinion, that it will not occur, at the earliest,
until sometime in 2004. Even then, it should not
recover unless certain concems, such as the potential of rising interest rates and increased unemploymcnt are addressed in a rvav that is positive
for the growth position.
Consumers need to feel a level of confidence. What
issues are seen as impacting that conficlence?

Ms. Roe stated in the article; "Perhaps there is no
surer sign that commercial real estate will hit bottom this year and linger for a while than the near
total refusal by industry insiders to volunteer forecasts on when the recovery will begin."
Ms. Roe continued k) notc that because of the sluggish job growtlr, and limits on business spending,
there is probably no rccovery reasonably in sight
for the real estate markL'tplace.

bv Prt'sident Harvey Green, and
Managing Director, Hessam, Nadji, in National
Research Report - Apartment Report, Marcus &
Millichap (First Quarter, 2003). They noted in tht'
introductorv commr.nts to this Report that: "The
economic recoverv has fallen disappointingly
short of historical post-often re.cession trends due
to the absence of pent-r.rp demand." "We cannot
ignore risks posed by geo-political turmoil,
increased layoff announcements, and evidence of
potential cooling in rt,tail and home sales."
See the comments

"Trends" in Dertelofnent (tNinter, 2002), located
at: http://wwwnaiop.org. Some trends that should
be considered in the current marketplacc, pcr this

CONCLUSION
The increase in the unemployment rate, and

article, are:

decrease

See

It

is certainly true that water is no longer a "free
good" so abundant and so commonly available
that no person has to pay for its use. Rapid population growth, especially in the American "Sun
Belt," has led to numerous conservation efforts,
and in some cases outright rationing. Water seems
to have suddenlv become a valuable commoditv

,)

in the Eastern part of the United
States often do not realize that watcr is a scarce
commodity until they actually erpt'rience a prolonged period of drought. And when a drought
does occur in the East, it is generallv the agriculrural communitv who is harde.st hit. Westemers
are rediscovering a truism obscured during the
Those who live

REAL

EsrAr[ lssurs, 1unmer 2003

"1. The economy has no momentum, and the real
estate business is dragging.
2. The economy is going nowhere.
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in consumt'r confidence, among other
items, bode well for the position that the 2003
market will not readilv improve. It is likelv that
additional accounting "irregularities" and other
distortions in reports cominB forth in the Iast cou-

17

chase. (Often the conc€,pt of "leverage" is taught in
university classes, in finance, real estate, etc. Such
concept is that the retum can be increased in many

reported in financial statements to indicate a positive eaming position.

circumstances, where the refurn on such borrowed
money is greater than the cost of borrowing said
firnds ["positive leverage"]. This simplified state-

Many types of arrangc'ments between related parties, whether by swaps or otherwise, are at the
Ireart of some transactions being questioned today
by the Securities and Excl.range Commission (SEC)
and state securities commissione'rs, among others,
wlren examining companies that have entered
bankruptry over the last year or so because of a colIapsed financral position tl'rat often distort and hide
the true financial position.

ment also emphasizes that such leverage position
may prove to be very beneficial in some settings. )
However, if such positivr. posture changes, whereby the cost of said funds is greater than what those
funds can produce, there is "negative leverage." In
such event, disaster, financially speaking, will
often not be far behind. Such result can easill,take
place where interest rates are projected, for purposes of the investmcnt, to be at current low levels.
lf, in fact, they increase, for example, by a one-third
amount of the anticipated interest rate, such
increase can spell disaste.r for the entire investment
position.

Artificial Rerfs-As indicated earlier, many

concessions are being given by landlords to tenants to

thereby encourage tenants to undertake leasin6;
arrangements with the landlord.
Such concessions, or benefits, to the tenants can

Implications

of the Games-The

games noted
above are played, or represe,nted, to investors, govemmental officials and otht'r regulators as only a
small sample of those that have been utilized within the marketplace. Lack of transparency, or lack of
proper transparency, as to what has actually transpired within a given entity, through the use of
Bames, cover-ups, "creative accounting," or
accounting irregularities, to use some of the
euphemisms. only illustratc some concerns in
these areas.

This often means that a company could have been
placed into banlruptc\i or it slrould lrave been ter-

Swaps anrl Other Afttrtgefirca rs - Swaps, or transactions between or among related parties, related

30, 2002). This article noted
potential exposure and some of the distortions that
h,ere present within Enron, and, in hrm, the dam-

a subsidiary or a controlled entity of another type,

are only basic examples of this type of artificial,
and thus distorted, rent positions which are often

.16

Despite semi-arid climates and public perception,
the Rocky Mountain States are actually water rich.
Winter snowfall provides an abundancc' of water.

The challenge'for water providers is to adapt the
timing and location of snowmelt to meet the timing and location of water demands. Generally, this
means storing sprinpl snowmelt in reservoirs for
use in other seasons. It also means movin8 water
from resource-rich areas to demand-intense areas.
A good example of this would be West Slope
snowmelt mo\.ing to East Slope irrigation nee,ds in
Colorado.

URBAN GROWTH ISSUES
The desert Southwest is home to many of the
nation's fastcst growing cities, and none of the.m
has grown faster than Las Vegas. It is the fastest
growing major nretropolitan area in the United
States. Since 1980, the population has grorvn fron.r

to

1.5

million. During the decatle of the

1990s Las Vegas grew

minated many years before its formal demise.
However, because of the cover-ups or distortions,
many companies continue down a path that causes actual damage to investors, employees, governments, and other companies that rely on what
appears to be strong financial positions, only to
leam, too late, that such companies had substantially negative financial positions for many vears.

ties, such as lease payments between a parent and

ed population growth: They live in a near-desert
where watc'r is a limited resource.

'180,000

occur in the simple lt'asing of an apartment or
home, as well as in nonresidential areas, such as
with office leasing circumstances and retail leases. Certainly hotels antl other special use properties utilize such approaches. These incentives
produce a distorted rent figure. When one considers the cost of such concessions in reducing
the "stated" rent to an "effective" rent, the reality of the rent being charged must be examined.
Such artificial rents and rent concession positions
must be carefully reviewed. These are often good
prognosticators of a weakening market; they can
be potential indicators for reduced property market values, or even a collapsing market.

entities, or actions involving a quid pro quo
between or among entities, often arise rvhen entities attempt to paint a better picture than reality
would dictate. Transactions between related enti-

1980s when they experienced a relatively long, wet
rycle that coincided with a period of unprecc'dent-

The argument that CEOs of many companies may
be responsible for continuing to mislead employees, trusts, and others in the,se types of setthgs was

illustrated

in

the article by Dugas, Christine,

"CEOs May Be Liable For Losses [n 408(k)s - Enron
Lawsuit Sheds Light On Feds' Position," USA
??triay (September

.1ge that was generated to retirement plans of
employees within Enron, among other places.

In summary these games that are played, these
distortions and lack of proper transparenry and
results that were taking place', clearly reflect circumstances that cannot go on without correction.
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by almost 45 percent.i

Las Vegas is not the onlv example of a
Southwestern boomtown. Phoenix, Tucson,
Albuquerque, San Antonio, and many othcr westem cities, have experienced substantial growth in
recent vears. All of these cities consume more
water per person per day than cities in other
regions of the country. In 1995, the U.S. Ceological
Survey reported that per-capita water use per day
in its Loner Colorado River district was 120 6;allons compared to only 70 gallons in the Northeast
part of the U.S.i'Las Vegas uses 400 gallons per day
per person, and Phoenix, the city with the next
highest use consumes 310 gallons per day per-capita. Largely due to agricultural irrigation, total per
capita "off-stream" water use in Colorado and
other interior Westem states exceeds 3,700 gallons/day. Off-stream use refers to water used for
domestic purposes, commercial and industrial
applications, thermoelectric power generation, irrigation, Iivestock, and mining. Off-stream use in
Westem states is nearlv three times the national
average of 1,280 gallons/day.7 Nearly eighty percent of the water used in Westem states goes to
agriculture and ranching, activities whose survival
has been based upon federal subsidies related to
massive water proiects.
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Califomia and Texas have especially Ereat water
needs, and may be viewed as special cases in the
water poliry debates. Califomia is the nation's
most populous state, with 35 million citizens.
Twentv-one million residents call Texas home,
making it the nation's second most populous state.
These two states perhaps face the greatest challenges of any state with regard to limited water
resources being available to quench their enormous population demands. Both states have bee'n
actively involved with water rights issues for some
time.

California relies for its existence on massive
hydraulic works that move enormous quantitie's of
water from areas of relative abundance, both within and outside the state, to areas of relative scarciry Despite such impressive technological achic.vements, Californians are currently using more water
than will be available on a long-term basis. lt is
estimated that they run a 1.6 million acre-foot
deficit annually, and during years of drought, the

shortfall can

rist to over 5 million

acre-feet.

Currentll,, the shortage is made up from groundwater coming from aquifers that are being pumped
of water faster than they can be recharged by
nature.E

California's growtl.r, and particularly that of
Southern California, is directly tied to thr'1922 creation of the Colorado River Compact. Los Angeles
needed more water, and the Golden Statt's power
Iet it takc, the lion's share of Colorado River
resources. Arizona, Nevada, and five other states
got what was leftover The relationship between
Califomia and its neighbors, the junior partners in
Westem growth, was made clear by the allocation
of water. Nevada got 300,000 acre-feet compared to
Califomia's 4.4 million acre-feet.e This dispropor-

tionate sharing was not a real problem until the
1980s when other Westem states started to grow
even faster than Califomia.

In

1999, the U.S. Secretarv of the Interior told
Califomia that it had to cut its use of water from
the Colorado from the 5.2 million acre-feet rrf actual use to its legal allocation of 4.4 million acre-feet
a vear. Califomia was given three years to work out
a plan for reclucing consumption, and the-n until
2015 to phase. it in. lf the state could not conrL'up
with a plan, the de.partment would simply cut off
its share of the surplus water supply. Oddly
enough, the deadline passed on December 31, 2002
without a plan, so the department has turned off

3

the tap. The Southem California Metropolitan
Water District will lose one quarter of its rvater
supply. Seventeen million people are served in this
water district. Luckily, rcservoirs have two years'
supply to buffer the shock, and plans will speed up

for building desalination plants and cutting consumption. Why did Califomia not develop a plan?
Thc sticking point that prcvcntcd a dcal was the
ongoing strife between cities and farms. Farmers
account for only 3 percent of the state's economv
but use [30 percent of the water.lrr The battle
between urban water demands and agriculfure's
long standing access to water will continue to
cause strife.
Texas also has its share of water problems. Texas is

a growing state, with population expected almost
to double by 2050. Rather than being uniformly
distributed, growth will fcrus most heavily around

urban centers. Although most rural communities
and small cities are growing, they are' not growing
as fast as those areas near urban centers. This trend
will create issues of resource sharing and competition between rural and urban areas.

By 2050, the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) estimates that almost 900 cities, represent-

ing 38 percent of the projected population, will
need either to reduce demand or develop additional sources of water beyond those currently
available to meet their needs during droughts.
Twl.ntv percent of irrigation demand cannot be
mc,t bv cxisting sources if a drought-of-record were
to occur todav. Seven percent of municipal demand
cannot be met by existing sources of rvater were a
drought to occur now. However, the TWDB estimates if a drought occurs in 2050, almost half (43
percent) of the municipal demand could not be satisfied by olrrent sources of water. These dire forecasts have motivated Texas to pass two maior
water resource plans within the past six years.

In 1997, for the first time in their state's historv,
Texans mixed the concepts of devc,lopment, consL.rvation and management with the state's most
precious resource---water. The' state legislafure
passed a comprehensive statute that called for a
statewide water plan to cope with drought, population growth, and environmental issues. One of
the primary elements of this initiative was to
changt' the planning process to one based on public participation at each step of the process and
local and regional decisions to produce regional
rvate,r plans, which will form the basis of the State

.l

Water Plan. Approximately .150 r!'presentatives
having a broad array of interests, including 11 special interest groups required by statute, worked for
more than 3 years to develop their 16 regional

stated: "Over two-thircls of global office markets
registered rising vacancy levels in the second half
of 2002." Many markets internationally were cited

plans.

for additional

Using the grcat wealth of infornration and the recommttdations provided bv the Planning Croups,
tht'state enacted Water for Texas-2002, the first
state w,atr'r plan since the 1997 legislation. This
action approved four of the six recommendations
common to all of the regional plans. The changes
w!,re to continue the plaruring process, provide
adequate funding for regional water planning provide adequate funding for implementing water
plan recommendations, and to clarify provisions in
the 1997 act on unique stream segm(.nts.

York.

vacancy, including London,
Frankfurt, Paris, Hong Kong, Tokyo, and New

ln Texas all surface water is considered public, but
groundwater is privately owned. In Texas the
"right of capture" allows a landowncr to take as
much groundwater as he or she desires without
regard for their neighbors, as long as the water is
put to a "beneficial use." Back in 1991, Ron Pucek
brought many of South Texas' water issues to a
head whtn he opened his Living Waters Artesian
Spring Catfish Farm just outside of San Antonio.
News reports indicated Mr. Pucek was using
enough water to raise catfish as would be necessary to support about 250,000 people, approximatelv the amount of water use,d by one fourth of
the population of San Antonio.!r
Pucek had spent over $1 million to drill the world's
largest water well, a well that was capable of producing 40 thousand gallons of water per minute.
Was this use of water a waste? Should anyone be
able to use that much water? Cc.rtainly the City of
San Antonio had grave concems about their future
supply of water, most of which comes from the
same' Edward's Aquifer that Mr. Pucck was pumping from. The law and the agricultural community
were clefinitelv on his side. And thev found it easv
to point out that his use of water to p;rorv a food

crop seemed much less wasteftrl than using water
to keep lawns green in the summertime.
The catfish farm was fully operational for only one
season before it was forced to shut down because

they did not have the proper permit to discharge
wastewater in the nearby Medina River. In 1996,
Pucek reopened the project on a smaller scale,
using a holding pond so that no water would
escape from the propert),. Mr. I'ucek did not need
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The office market generallv has felt strong downtums throughout most of the world; therefore, the
United States cannot assume that there will be
stronger economic positions in other countries

which will embolden the U.S. position. This is
especially true when one considers terrorism
issues, SARS, the prior war in Iraq, notwithstanding the "conclusion" of the same, the rebuilding
processes necessary in especially Afghanistan and
Iraq, and concems in other countries that have
faced intemal wars or nr'ighboring wars, among
other issues.

THE MARKET IS DOWN:
LET THE GAMES BEGIN
Historicallv w,hen manv economic indicators are
negativelv inclined (such as increased unemplovment rates, increase,d cost of doing business, reduction in consumer confidc,nce, growth in vacancie's,
and so forth), there are, many economic "games" or
"adjustments" that seem to bt gtnerated. Some of
these attempt to continuc the image of positive
positions and growth; others seem to generate outright fraud and perpetuate individual benefits.
Some of the Games . . .
Consider some of the following games or positions
that seem to be Senerate,d once the market has neg-

ative indicators which arise following a positive
growth phase.
Market Image -The market image of a company
having positive eamings, growth, and a position of
a bright future, was onlv one example of the
"dot.com" (."com") companies that are now
"dot.gone" (."gone"). Tht.se are good examples of
an attempt to project positive positions, notwithstanding that such companies were often never
productive, economically; however, they had thc
"image" of "potential" growth. With stocks skyrocketing, "potential" was the key synonym in thc
days of the late 1900s and early 2000s.
Creatiae Accounting- Whiclr

ad

je'ctives that might
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be used with various accounting schemes allow
one's imagination to wande,r. "New" accounting,
"informative" accounting, "industry specific"
accounting, and so forth, are only several examples
of labels that were employt'd for presenting positions, such as those of Clobal Crossing, Enron,
WorldCom and other companies which took positions that were not transparent. Thev often distorted positions of understanding for potential
investors (assuming investors read financial
reports and other financial information supplied to
them).
Off-Balance Sheef-The approach to exclude some
items from the balance sheet (because the given
company was, arguably, not liable on a position, or
was involved in a partnership and showed a net
number, or for other reasons), exemplifies concern
that the balance sheets prcsented bv many companies were distortions. Thev did not reflect debt
positions or potential surety positions that many

companies faced if an investment or business
which thev undertook went south and resulted in
losses. These accounting "irregularities" are now
giving rise to bankruptcy positions and charges of
liability and exposure for many executives in these
companies.

"Nothing Dowtr" Sqndrontr- Another indicator
for the economic position of real estate, along with
other major purchases, are acquisitions where the
consumer is encouraged to bu1, propertv *,ith
"nothing down" or "ve'rv little down." That is, the
purchaser invests verv little of his or her own equity. In such circumstances, there is clear evidence
that where the consumer has very little or nothing
invested to buy, except as to payments over time,
there is a much p;reater fortclosure or default rate.
Tlre investor/purchase'r/consumer has very little of
his or her own monev involved in the transaction.

Pull Equity -Encouraging investors, consumers,
and homeowners to "pull out" equitv from their
realty to utilize cash in other ventures (whether
investing in the stock market, or for purchase of
other real estate), further exemplifies concem within the marketplace. It is also an alarm that should
cncourage the cautious lender to review financial
positions and consider whether there is the potential of a negative result which is forecast because of
such alarms, such as thL. "highly leveraged" pur-

.15

expending allowances, additional credits, addi
tional deductions allowed aboveline or belowline, for Federal income tax purposes -- or other
incentives are present, thert is concem that such
positions will increase the deficit, which will damage the countr\i ovt'rall, and will not produce the
anticipated incentives. Rather, many ar6;ue, such
positions create a genc,ral negative impact on the
marketplace and potentially increase interest rates.

given strains on the purse strings of the U.S., after
facing an elimination of the prior surplus within
the govemment. A deficit now exists within the
U.S. 6;ovemment. Dependenry on the marketplace
to continue its growth position in many areas, or at
least sustain close to its prior posihon, is very
much aligncd to thc favorablt, interest rate position, since' uncmplovment has been rising.

It is fairll,

The single factor of an increase in interest rates will
substantiallv and negativt'ly impact the entire U.S-

market, and, in tum, other countries that tie their
positions to the Unitcd States.

clear in the view of many U.S. economists that if there is an additional spike upward on
unemploymcnt, or an increase in interest rates that
is substantial (often dcfincd as 200 basis points or
more), tlre same would be devastating to the eco-

nomic position in the. U.S.

Given that the Ievel of interL'st rates, historically,
has peaks and valleys, coupled with the fact that
the rates are the lowe'st in 45 years, such levels create great consternation for planning purposes,
even if one anficipatcs an incre.ased interest rate of
only 100 basis points.

As mentioned, consumer confidence has continued

to

detr.riorate. As reported in The Econonist
(February 1, 2003), such consumer confidence level
fell to a 9-year low in January 2003.
OTHER CONCERNS

It is likelr,, in the gpinion of manv L'conomists, that
interest rates will rise in 200.1 or 2005. It appears
that interest ratts will hold to their current range
for 2003, and possibly urrtil the Presidential election in 2004, although manv ccononrists and other
prognosticators question even this assumption.
The snolvball impact of such change in interest
rates could devastatc the. c.conomy. It could further
reduce consumer confidt'nct', increase vacancies,
cause corporations and other businesses to reduce
or halt expansion activitios, most likely raise unemploymcnt lcvt'ls and crcatil other major economic
concems within the, entire, United States.
The costs to undertake business in the U.S. is relahvely low, compart'd to other countries. There is
concem with economic sustainability of growth in
the United State.s, given the factors noted.

According to a D'fZ Research Study, 6th Edition
(2003), global "Class A" office rates in U.S. dollars
is much higher in London, West End ($146.70), or
in Tokyo ($91.90) or in Paris ($8i.40), as compared
to the U.S. (Of course, it is of little comfort to consumers in midtown Manhattan that "Class A" U.S.
lease rates are lower in the U.S. [$62.80 per square
foot per yearl.)
The U.S. is in a fairly fragile economic position,

-+-l

Office spact'continues to be in an oversupplv position throughout most of the United States. Vacancy
rates have, incre,ased in most jurisdictions for office
space, and ratc,s have decreased. Concessions
offered, through additional tenant finish, waivers
of certain monthly rents, inclusion of parking ben-

efits and otlrer incentives lrave further distorted
rent rates. This indicates that actual rents are certainly below thost- of stated rents in many leases
for office space throughout the United States.
For additional comments on these same points, see

the Studley Report for the Fourth Quarter (2002),
which can be found at:
http://www.stud ley report.com

any discharge permits if the water did not leave his
Iand. The Edwards Water District dttermined that
the proiect's holding pond design was faulty and
that rvater was indeed still being discharged into
the Medina illegally.

Faced with the prospect of enormous legal fees,
Mr. Pucck agreed to once again shut down. In the
farming communitv, and in the eyes of those who

champion private property rights, Mr. Pucek's use,
of all the water he wanted nas totally lawful and
proper. Many hoped he would continue his fight to
validate a property owner's legal right of capture.
The city of San Antonio was relieved that thL" catfislr farm wasn't operational, but was still very concemed about their capability to assure futurL'water
needs. Some believe Mr. Pucek and his backe,rs
were merely angling for a big buyout of their water
rights. The fact is that on December of 2000 the San
Antonio Water System agreed to buy the catfish
farm and its water rights for $9 million.t: The sale
brought an end to almost a decadt' of contentious
squabbling and terminated the possibility of future
Iitigation. The sale may also have caught the attcntion of other Texas enkepreneurs who know how
to make a buck.
Texas is well known for its oil barons, but it may
become known for its water barons. Water, nt>t oil,
may become Texas liquid gold. T. Btxrnt' I'ickens,

the former oilman and corporate raider whose
takeover bids once struck terror in boardrooms, is

now actively trying to corral and market water.
Pickens owns ranchland on the high plains of the
Texas Panhandle. His land sits atop the southern
tip of the Ogallala Aquifer, one of the world's
Iargest underground reservoirs. The Ogallala is the

source

The office market continues with a high vacanry
level, given negative absorption and the concem
with additional supply of space in many markets,
with some companies consolidating. Such vacancy
increases are common in manv markets throughout the United States.

of groundwater and irrigation br

Pickens has offered neighboring ranchers $350 per
acre for their water rights if he can secure enough
acreage to provide adequate supplies of watcr for
export to major Texas cities. He believc,s he can

build billion dollar pipelines to cities such
In the Colliers Intemational Report (january 2003),

which can be found at the web site

at:

http://www,.colliers.conr, the office market has continued to have problems in the U.S., as well as in
many otlrer markcts. Collers Intemational Report
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eight

in a

174,000 square mile area that stretches
from &ruth Dakota to Texas-l-l

states

as San

Antonio, El Paso, and Dallas and Fort Worth. He is
betting that rising demand for water will cnvt'r the
costs of the massive proiect and make a profit. Mr.
Pickens is not the only big-time operator to see the
possibility of megabucks in water. Billionaire
brothers Ed and Lee Bass of Fort Worth, also oil
barons, bought 45,000 acres of wate'r rights in
Southem Califomia in 1997. They sold those watcr
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rights to U.S. Filter Corporation, which provides
water to a thirsty San Diego. The water rights
brought a cool $250 million, and the brothers are
said to be interested in repeating their success in
Texas. Not everyone in Texas is happy about transporhng water from the Texas Outback to fast growing urban centers, but the movement of water over
long distances to urban centers is an ongoing
theme around the country.
FEDERAL WATER POLICY
In the Westem United States, much of the land is
still owned by the federal government. It is not
unusual for more than forty percent of the land in

Western states

to be owned by the'

U.S.

Govemment. In Nevada, for exantple', thc. figure is
almost 83 percent, in Idaho 62 percent, Utah 64 percent, and 45 percent in California. For this reason,
and many others, it is not unusual that the federal

government has been involved in developing
water proiects for a varit'ty of purposes. For more
than a century the federal govemment has been
active in t-lood control, navigation, power generation, irrigation, and settlement of tht West.
Two federal agencies are most activelv involvc.d in
water proiects throughout the countrv The Bureau

of

Reclamation, in the Department of Inte.rior,
operates nearly 350 storage reservoirs and approximately 250 diversion dams that provide water to
17 states, over 31 million people, and irrigation to 9

million acres of land.ll The Bureau controls significant (40-85%) portions of river flows in nearly all
major river basins in the West.rs The other federal
agency that actively carries out water policy is the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which is housed in
the Department of Defense. Thc, Corps operates
hundreds of flood control, navigation, and multipurpose works throughout the country Over the
last decade, both the Corps and the Bureau have
undertaken projects or progranls aimed at mitigating or preventing environmental degradation due
to the construction or operation of large water projects. These initiahves have been quite controversial

since each involves many stakL,holders at federal,

state, regional, and local levels. Water users,
landowners, farmers and ranchers, commercial
and sports fishermen, urban water suppliers and
users, navigational interests, hvdropowe'r customers and providers, recreational users, and environmentalists are all parties-at-interest in an ongoing debate over water policy.

Developing new water through new dams and
reservoirs has become increasingly difficult, large-

ly due to concems over environmental protection
and the fact that the most obvious water proiects
have alre.ady be'e.n built. Moving already developed water from one location to another is often a
more practical option, but can bring negative con-

sequenccs

for rural agricultural

areas.

Development of deep, mostly non-renewable,
groundwater is also an attractive option in some
sifuations, but it is not a permanent solution to the
water demands of Browth. For manv Rocky
Mountain Statts, the real issue is not one of
impending shortages, but the very real problems of
environmental, economic, and social costs that
must be paid to keep the water flowing to growing
regions. The cost of water will likelv go up as competition increases for limited supplies.

Tht're are several criticisms of the riparian system.
One is that because the rights are not adequately
defined, the system does not encourage investment
in watcr development. Also, it depends upon litigation for enforcement of rights, and it lacks protcction for environmental and other public values.
Finally, because it is based upon ownership of the
adjacent land, it places geographic limitations of
the use of water.rs The riparian system has worked
when the supply of water was sufficient, bnt these'

limitations havc caustd it to fail in areas affected
bv drought.
As concem over the quantity of lrater grows to
include all states, not onlv those in the west, there
is also growing dissatisfaction with the existinB
svstems for establishing water rights. Some favor a

STATE WATER LAW

There are t\^o maior approaches to determining
legal rights to water in the U.S. One is the riparian
rights system, which is generallv followed in states
east of the Mississippi River The other is the system
of prior appropriation, followed in Westem states.
The two systcms are similar in that they determine
who has the right to use the water. They do not

determine. who owns the waterway. As water
become.s scarcer, ancl thus more valuable, there is a

growing concern that neither of these systems adequatL.lv protects thc. rights of the general public.

public trust system that would reaffirm the public's paramount interest in water as a resource. This
could bt, coupled with a regulated riparian svstem,
which would allow those owning property adioining the waterway to make reasonable use of thc
water, but would require a permit for any withdrawal over a stated amount. The water left after
reasonable use would be for the benefit of the public and the environment. Others favor the privatization of the water use system. This would allow
each user to appreciate the true cost of using water,

and might best promote the conservation of this
resourcc.

The svstt'm of prior appropriation allows parties to

acquire rights to water that exist independentlv of
any othc,r propertv inter!-st. The acquisition of such
rights is basecl upon actual use of the water. There
must be a diversion of the water. Then the lvater
must be applied to a beneficial use. When this
appropriation is complete, the rights are treated
similarly to real property rights. They can be con-

veyed, mortgaged, or otherwise encumbered. In
states that recoBnize prior appropriation, the water
rights thus acquired can be sold to remote buyers
without regard for the interest of the public located in the area from which the water was derived.16
Riparian rights refer to the rights of those through
whose land a natural waterway flows to make reasonable use of that water The water right is part of
the land that borders on or contains the water flow.
It is limitc'd to a right to use the water on the riparian land. The wate,r cannot be diverted to non-ripar-

ian propert\i even

if

the same parw owns that

propertv. The right is not however, dependent upon
actual use. Ownership of the property, not Previous
use of the water, is the derivation of the right.tT
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Economic Prognosticfltio
As noted rn Econonric Outlottk Sunnmry (February
2003), published by AMG Cuarantee Trust, and
particularly noting its economist, Michael
Bergmann, the economy is weak. Bergmann noted:
"Economic output experienced little growth in the
fourth quarter (of 2002). Tlre anemic .7"/,' growth
rate for real CDP was a reflection of consumer
spending on cars and trucks, which decreased after
last summer's surge."
Unemployment
The unemplovment position continues to be of
great concem, notwithstanding that there have
been some blips within the lint's of unemployment.
One looking through optimistic glasses might conclude that the economy is "out of the woods" relative to iob losses. However, nrany other sources,
economically speaking, support the position that
unemployment will continue to be around the
5.5% level throughout 2003.
The Meyers Croup Rt1xtrt for April, 2003, cc'rtainly

noted this type of position as well. The implications of such outlooks are clear, as stated in this
R4rorl, when it noted: "Therefore, with continued
negative readings for our demand/supply and
emplovment/permit ratios combined with dampened income growth, we expect a far more moderate level of homebuilding activity in 2003 than se'en
last year."

CONCLUSION
somc'

attention on water shortages, and remind us how
precious and perhaps scarce water can be. Ciq/
dwellers in particular often have little appre'ciation
for the difficulties that are associated with acquiring and transferring water. We tum the tap and
water appears. In the United States, water is generally safc to drink, doesn't cost much, and we often
don't make mtrch of an effort to conserve it.
As our urban areas continue to grow, particularly
in the arid southwest, the demand for water will
create an even greater friction between those who
use this limited natural resource. Urban growth
will pit agricultural users against city dwellers.
Ultimate,ly, the political power and economic muscle' of urban users will wrestle control of water
awav from those who have tradihonally controlled
its use. In the Westem part of the country water
will be transported 5;reat distances from areas of
surplus to areas of need. Federal, State, and local
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What About Other Market Aspects?
As noted in the Crislrrrrrl a Wnkt.fit'ltl Mnrket Bcat
R4ro/l (year end 2002), there continues to be concems with nonresidential markets as well.
The above-noted Marktt Bt'at Rr'port cited, on Page

3, the Moody's R.?,orf, which concluded that the
overall commercial position on industrial real
estate is not strong.

This Martel

Bul

Rtport also noted that manv met-

ropolitan areas have weakening economic conditions; therefore, average rent rates have been dropping, while vdcancy rates.rrt' increasing.
Consumer Confidence
Consumer spending has declined. Consumer confidence continues to be a major question, and the
confidence level also seems to be decreasing. The
University of Michigan publishes the "Consumer
Confidence Index." It noted in Tlr Econonist
(February 22, 2003) that such confidence level has
fallen in Februarv, dow,n to 79.2'2,, which represents lhe lowest level sinct'1993
Consumers have been a key factor in the growth of
economic achvity within the United States. l\rhen
the consumer confidence level continues to drop,

this supports additional concem in the market-

Many Americans take lr'ater for granted. For most

of us, it took the recent drought to focus

rates face a potential increase. One cannot simplv
assume that interest rates will remain at low levels.

lnterest Rates
With interest rates remaining the lowest in 45
years, whether under the Meqt'rs Croult RtTrort, as
noted above, or other sources, the thought is that
the housing market will continue to be strong.
However, rising unemployment, concem with consumer confidence, and tht' fear that interest rates

will rise in the not too distant future, have led
many to speculate that interest ratcs alonc are not
going to support continued strength in the residential real estate market.
With strains on the economy, reduction in the GDP
growth rate, and other pressures for spending
faced by the U.S. govemment, whether from the
rebuildhg of Afghanistan, rebuilding of lraq, support for other foreign policies, additional credits
and tax incentives approved bv Congress within
the United States to stinlulate the U.S. cconomy,
among other items, it is fairlv certain that interest
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place and delavs the recoven. Such recoverv was
projected by manv to be at the c'nd of 2002. Many
prognosticators have moved this forecast to 2003.

(As noted in the conclusion of this Note, it is the
Author's opinion that rccovery will not take place
in the general real estate market in 2003.)

FRAGILE SETTING
Newspapers throughout thc Unitc'cl States have a
plethora of commentariL's by economists and others regarding implications to the market as a result
of deficits that the United Statc's faces, and additional deficits that it will face as a result of new tax
laws designed to create incentives and to energize
the marketplacc.

Whether incentives such as eamed income credits
- or additional refunds, elimination of the dividend
tax, a reduction of the Alternative Minimum Tax

(AMT), reduction of capital gains tax rates,
increased depreciation allow,ances, increased
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jurisdictions will all take an active and direct interest in deciding how water is gathered and who
shall have access to it.

INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE
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be'comes scarcer, and therefore more
valuable, it will take on many characteristics of
another important commodity-- oil. Water will
become more expensive to many users, and those
users who have the most money or political clot
will get the water. Entrepreneurs may also get an
opportunity to control water resources and exploit
water's value. Undoubtedly, private property
rights will be challenged as the public's need for
water expands. The challenge of providing water,
however, will vary greatly throughout the country
All states will protect their water resources. Water
rich areas will have fewer concems about water
shortages, and may even find that their excess
water provides a monetary benefit. Those areas of
the country that are experiencing water shortages
will continue to aggressively develop new
approaches to deal with their water problems.
These approaches will include water conservation,
water marketing, the long distance transfer of
water, waste-water reclanration, and probably an
assault on private property rights as the general
public requires greater amounts of water.

As water

FOCUS ON THE ECONOMY
BEcrrrr!

Lce Leztittc, CRE

1'-|t1 here is nei qut'stion that thc'real estate market, for residential ancl comI mercial properties, is down in many sc'ctors throughout the United
I States, with some erceptions. [n the commercial area of most markets the
real estate trend for the last half of 2002 has moved downward, and will continue to decrease, when compared to performance over the past several years.
This is true whetlre'r the grouping of properties involves office space, industrial, retail, multi-family use, and most special purpose properties (such as hotels
and golf courses).
Str.rdies throughout the Unitecl States shorv a declinc in the markctplact for
these groupings of properties, with only a few exceptions throughout the U.S.

Nothing realisticallv appea.s on the horizon in 2003 for the general U.S. market to think that it will do other than continue to decline. The level of decline
will vary in the markets, but few markets can hope to retain the posture which
existed in 2001. Markets will go down.
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The residential market has been strong for 5 years, but a recent article in hrsidt'
Morfgrryt'Firrarc (January 2003) noted the'position by the FANNIE MAE econ-

15.

omist which proiects a drop in the market.

16. Joseph W. Dellaperua, "Th€ Law of Water AllGation in the
Southeastem States at the Opening of the Twenty-First Century." 25
U.Ark. Little Rock L. Reu 9 (2002).

ln the same edition, many industry experts noted their

conclusions which

l7.Id.

seem to focus on a major reduction in activity of mortgage loans in 2004.

In this

same edition

of lnside Mortgage

18. Ceorye A. Could, 'A Westemer Looks at Eastem Water Lawi
Re.onsideration of prior Apprppriation in the East, 25 U.Ark. Little
Ro.k L. Rev. 89 (2m2).

Finance, David Lereah, Chief

Economist for the National Association of Realtors (NAR), noted that for 2003
there will be a drop of about 4'2, in home sales, even if the dollar volume
remains fairly strong because of increased pricing of those homes.

Also noted in that same edition was a comment through the National
Association of Homebuilders (NAHB) by Chief Economist David Seiders.
Seiders noted that the question is "sustainability" relative to housinS activity.
It is clear to many economists that sustainabiliiy will not be present, given a
number of factors existing in today's market. Those factors include increasing
unemployment, with recent figures noting around the 5.5'2, Ievel in many
jurisdictions of the United States. Although interest rates are the lowest in 45
years, they are certainly postured to rise, whether in 2004 or in 2005. Such

increase

in interest

rates reduces the incentive

for some lenders to extend

themselves as far as they might have extended in recent vintage.
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n important part of local market analvsis is the measurement of
economic growth that can be used to track progress in the econI
l, \orny through time and assess the relativej productivity of the
local base in comparison to other areas. This information is a critical
part of the analysis to determine if a market has the potential for sufficiently increasing rents and equity to justify an investment. One anaIytical approach is to clerive a local inclicator tlrat is consistent with the
concepts and tools used by the federal government to measure growth

for the national economy.
The purpose of this article is to suggest that a useful local indicator is

(

E-tnail : rlepl ey@nrsu. tclu ).

E

the median family income statistic that is produced annually by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. It is a measurc
of local income that results from the. skills of the area labor force that
have been employed by the historical accumulahon of regional capital.
Also, it is consistent with the federal and state govemments' emphasis
on the measurement of various income accounts as proxies for growth.
The gross domestic product (CDP), gross national product (CNP), and
personal income (PI) accounts have been published for a number of
years under the label of "economic growth."

REAL EsrAlE lssuEs,

retums for power centers is 5.63 percent, and 0.74
percent for re'gional malls, and 0.13 percent for
neighborhood/community centers. Retail remains
a highly volatile investment, but at least the variance between one-year required retums and realized returns is positive, indicating that manv retail
assets have already been re-priced and prices have
become more centralized. Hotels have the greatest
volatility of the major propertv types, with a
spread of -10.61 percent between one-year required
retums and rtalized retums.

Howe'ver, a comparison between rL'quircd total
and re'alized total retums over the past one-year
time period demonstrates that real estate expectations clearlv are not matching market realities and
shows how wide the current disparitv is betwec'n
sellers ancl buvers among all property types:

Adjusting to the market realities at hand takes time
in an industrv that is slow to change its ways, but
it is becoming clear that in most cases the real
estate industrv has to lower their expectations if
thL'v want to compete in today's low-retum envi
ronment. This is not easy when market fundamentals are' deteriorating at such a fast pace, and doing
so requires making some difficult decisions.

CBD office prurperties are showing a -6.17 percent
one-year average variance between required total
and realized total returns, and suburban office
properties show a -10.0.1 percent variance over a
one-year time period. The space fundamentals in
this asset class are getting hammered and driving
down rents, returns, and overall performance.
Investors have a big pit in their stomach as they
hope for spacc' demand to retum. If an investor can

by Donald R. Eplev
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Over a l0-year average, all propertv types, except
apartments and industrial R&D, show a negative
variance between required total refums and realized btal retums. Five-vear retums look better,
with industrial R&D properties, CBD offices,
apartments, warehouses and power centers showing a positive variance between required and realized retums. Suburban offices, neighborhood and
community centers, regional malls, and hotels,
show negative variances between recluired and
realized retums for a five-year time period.

Sum\ter 2003

predict the cash flow performance (i.e., a fully
leased building with long-term duration), retum
expectations are lower, but if it is a spotty asset
with risk, expectations are not easily swaved. This
asset class will continue to be characterized by
fully leased properties that have value vs. properties with risky tenant structures (and who knows
their value?). Re'pricing in the asset class has to
come about through confidence in predicting
where cash flows and values will be over the next
several years.

The investment world is becoming a place where
those properties that have or can unequivocally
attract tenants have value, and those that suffer
vacancv are being written down or written-off the
list to buy. However, the fact that investors are separating the wheat from the chaff is a solid sign that
the real estate industry is indeed growing into a
credible investment vehicle. As the stock market
rebounds, the economy grows, and given the current prices of properties, commercial real estate is
less attractive today than it was 6 months ago, at
least for those properties directly related to joblessness and it appears this will hold true for the ncxt
6 months.
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Much like the situation with office properties, the
one-year spread between total required returns
and total realized returns for R&D properties
is -9.25 percent. However, warehouse properties,
which are expected to be one of the first property
types to see improvement, slrows a variance of
only -3.tt8 perccnt between rtquired and realized
retums. For apartments, the property type generally considered to have the least risk, the one-year
spread between required returns and realized
retums is -2.'15 percent. On the othr:r hand, the gap
between one-year required returns and realizttl
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ike much of thc. rtst of the nation, Real Estate Research Corporation
fnenCl continues to rvatch for signs that the economy is strengthening.
Unemploymcnt incrcases seem to be slowing, and the stock market
appears to be gaining momentum. Low interest rates continue, keeping the
housing industry chugging along while providing the economy with a boost
and giving consumers either more housing choices or more dollars to save or
spend elsewhere. Most analysts believe that consumer spending will increase
and business hiring will increase as the various new tax credits and incentives
come into play.

With a more positive outlook for the economy, investors are hoping to see
some signs of inrprovement in thc dc'mand, or tenant side of the commercial
real estate market equation, too. Investor unease as investment dollars grow
and flow into a deteriorating space market would be put to rest if at least the
space markets would movt'in tandem with the capital markets. This easing of
the disconnect will not happen quickly through demand fundamentals, as we
must remember that real estate lags the economy by 6 to 12 months and it will
be some time before definite in.rprovement is seen in this investment class.
There are certainly opportunities for well-leased properties with solid fundamentals and in good locations, but ir.r general, total delivered retums have not
met expectations.
RERC has noted during the last few quarters, that institutional investors have
begun lowering their total return expectahons to match the financial markets
and the observed signals be'ing sent by investors trying to get deals done in the
commercial real estate market. In fact, in the summer 2003 RERC Reol Estale
R4,ort, "Separating the'Wheat From the Chaff," RERC reported lower expected pre-tax vield rates for all property types than any time during the last two
years. Realized retums (retums reported by NCREIF) remain in the single digits as property values are being realigned to reflect the future market
prospects.

A comparison of rrluired total returns vs. realized total retums reflects that
the two have yet to meet at a market equilibrium point. The confluence of pressures to push required total retums down and realized total retums up is at
work, but these'dynamics move too slowly in a technology-flush world that
desires real-time information popping up on the screens of investors. We are
in that frictional period where re-pricing, revaluations, and expectations
change relatively slowly in a monolithic industry The data is showing that
slowly, over timt, expt'ctations are coming down, but most investors are vocal
that they are too higlr kr get de,als done..
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the economic health of the local economy should
be of interest to every real estate analyst and counselor. The potential for maximum future income
and appreciation will be directly influenced bv the
rate of economic growth, and these measurement
krols will be a useful and essential part of everv
counst lor's trxrlkit.

ECONOMIC GROWTH
AND MEASUREMENT
Economists have traditionally labeled an increase
in productivity from the traditional factors of production of land, labor, and capital, as economic
growth. One metl'rod to measure the production
function can be in goods and services which means
that a het('rogeneous combination of units of production must be aggregated. The current method
use'd bv the U.S. Department of Commerce is to
total the dollar income Benerated from the demand
or sale of all units produced. This income has been
reportcd regularly as gross domestic product
(CDI') and personal income (PI).

Two difficulties arise when the CDP or the Pl
measurements arc. used at the regional and local
leve,l. First, tlre income figures produced by the
federal and state agencies typically are two years
old. Second, the local income account data often
docs not exist, and if it is produced locally, may not
be reliablt or compatible with state totals.
Five methods are discussed typically for the measurement of economic growth and to project the
economic future (Sullivan, 1990, pp. 13-154). One
is to measure the amount of basic employment that

produces primarily for export compared to the
number of non-basic employees who produce primarily for local consumphon. Economic growth is
viewed as an increase in the base employees only
as the sale of the products they produce generates
new fresh dollars that are used in a multiple effect
on the non-basic workers. Further, the number of
basic workers can be expressed relative to total
population which creates a ratio that can be used to
project employment and the resulting impact on
the economy.

that can be used to find the. be.st historical relationship among these variables that can be used for
pro,ections, if desirc'd. The regression model relies
on the skills of the analyst to accuratoly identify
and update the variables and the equation(s).

The third approach is to rely on an input-output
tablc that shows thc rc'lationship between the
products that have been produced by local industries and the industries that supply the factors of
production that are purchased (Epley, 1972-73).
The results can be expressed in production dollars,
employment, or income.
The fourth approach is to assemble a number of
local economic indicators into an index that is
labeled typically as "economic activitv" Different
methods of construction include one that is based
on export prices (Cross, 1997), a heterogeneous
grouping of indicators that are measured in varying units such as number of employees, dollars of
retail sales, and number of building permits (Jones
Lang LaSalle, 1998; Govemor's Office, 1994), and
an estimate of changt's in the value added of the
Iocal work force (Epley, 2002).
The fifth approach is to locate or construct local
inclicators of family income. Following tht same
concept used at the federal levcl that economic
growth is measured by a change in income, a good
Iocal indicabr of family well-being, such as median family income, can be usr'd.

In sum, the measurement choice depends on the
potential use of the indicator and the available
budget. The input-output method is the most
detailed and the most accurat!., and at the same
hme, the most expensive. Once constructed by
state agencies, the,sc, mode,ls have almost been discarded as a tool that is too c\pensive.

The econometric model is the typical choice of the
economist. Its accuracv is subject to the talents of
the analyst and can require expensive data. The

result is typically information on economic relationships and impacts that are difficult to understand and explain to users outside the economics
community.

The st'cond method is to construct an econometric
modc,l that finds the best relationship between a
dependent variable, such as personal income, and
other indc.pe.ndcnt variables such as employment

and retail sales (Cordon, Mosbaugh, and Canter,
1996). The typicrrl approach is a regression model

28 Y'ars ol Publishirrg Ercel/r,rrce: 1976-2003

The economic base analysis is a good first step to
determine thc basic structure of the community. It

is too simplistic and does not contain sufficient
detail that can be used to explain changes in
growth and income.
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Exhibit

The result is that local economic growth must be

explained by an economic growth index that is
constructed around incomt, Ievels of the workforce, or the selection of an indicator that can be
used regularly and reliably. Such an indicator is the
median family income statistic described in this
PaPer.

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME
Median family income is a critical component of
consumer demand that drives

a

good indicator of the fuhrre level of consumer pur-

chasing power that will appear in retail sales,
building permits, and housing purchases.
Every community has a historical investment of
capital in firm assets that are used to produce
products and services. This composition of investment will demand a workforce with special knowledge and skills that will result in a wage structure
unique to the local economy. Measuring the resulting family income is a good indicator of the change
in the composition of the workforce, wages, or
both.
One local income account figure that is produced
annually by the U.S. Department of Housinli and
Urban Developme'nt for every MSA and selected
non-MSA areas is the. median family income estimate. Used to determin.' family income clualification levels for Section 8 housing, these estimates
may be found at the HUD Web site
(www.huduser.org/datasets;.

Another source for this income account are the
tables shown on the website of thc Ftderal
Financial Interagency Examination Council
(www.ffiec.gov/). This agencv shows selected census data and median familv income by census tract
for MSAs in tables that can be downloaded.
CURRENT USES
Median family income is used currently by several
organizations:

National Associahon of Realtors includes median family income in its affordability index which
estimates the ability of the public to purchase
housing.

10

Year

Median Family lncome

Annual Growth

2002

$46,600

1.75

2001

45,800

3.8s

2000

44,100

0.92

1999

43,700

4.05

1998

42,O00

5.26

1997

39,900

significant amount

of local economic activity. One of the principal
goals of the local planning process and government and private expenditures should be to
increase the ltvel of family income. It provides a

I

1

Historical Assessment for One MSA

r U.S. Department of Housing and
!
I

Urban
Development uses median familv income in its
estimation of low income and very lon, income
levels to qualifu for section 8 housing.
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
uses median family income for its Low Income
Energv Assistance Program.
Federal Financial Interagencv Examination
Council, Washington, D.C., requires covered
financial institutions to use median familv
income when accumulating local data for
reports to indicate Community Reinvestment
Act and Home Mortgage Disclosure Act compliance.

cleanup costs yields $262,500, however, that number exceeds the cap, and the total tax credit is thus
limited to $250,000. In year two, 35'1, of the
cleanup costs amounts to $175,000. Finally, in year
three, the applicant would be entitled to a tax credit of 35% of 9250,000 - or $82500 - as wcll as the
kicker, 10% of the entire cost of cleanup capped at
$50,000. Here, l0% of $1.5 million is $150,000, so
the kicker would in fact be limited to $50,000. Thc
total award over three years comes to $562,500 or
an effective rate of 37.5"/o.

It's important to note that this is a tax credit that
can onlv be used against personal intangible propertv tax or corporate income tax. That said, the
credits are freelv transferable once as of right. S,o
even if the applicant doesn't have anv qualified tax
liability, such as would be the case for a local gor,emment, they can still be sold for value on the sec-

ondary market or transferred to an end user as a
further inducement to build and create jobs in disadvantaged areas.
The other major incentive readily available for pri-

vate sector developers is the Brownfield

Job

Program which is designed to reward job cre.ation

This family income estimate is produced annually
by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development for every U.S. metro area ancl nonarea. The annual figures are based on the 1990 census data updated to 2002 using Bureau of Labor
Statistics earnings and employment data and
Census median family income data.

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME VS MEDIAN
HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Median family income measured by the U.S.
Department of HUD is not the same figure as the
median household income measured bv the U.S.
Census. A familv consists of two or more pe'ople
Iiving in the same housing unit who are related bv
birth, marriage, or adoption. One must be tht,
householder. A household consists of all people'
who occupv a housing unit regardless of relationship such as a single person, multiple unrelated
hdividuals, or families living together. The median is the point rvhere one-half of all numbers arc'
above and one-half are below.

on brownlield sites. Provided that an applicant
meets the eligibility criteria, which includes at lt'ast
$2 nrillion in fixed capital investment and the creation of at least 10 new jobs, the applicant is entitled to an award of $2,500 per job created. This is a
cash tax refund - not a credit - against a broad arr.ly
of tax obligations as set forth in Florida Statut!.s.
\Atrhere the reuse - such as a large retailer - is

likelv

to create large numbers of iobs, the award can br.
quite significant. As just one example, most large
grocery stores and big box retailers create on the
average between 300 and 500 new jobs. If we use
the above scenario, the abandoned strip mail, and
assume that the end user will produce il00 new
positions as an example, the total awarci for joh creation would be $1.25 million.
Several caveats are important here. First, the
award is paid out in equal installments over four

years. Second, it's a one time award based on the
number of full time equivalent jobs slots created.
Third, an applicant must have as much tax obligation as potential tax refund in order to obtain the
cntire refund. And fourth, the program provides
for a local government match of 20% - or $500 per
job - which, in most instances, is unlikely given
k>day's budgetary constraints. Thankfully, the lalv
was recently amended to allow local govemments
to opt out of their share and still provide applicants
with an opportunity to obtain the balance - $2,000
per job - from the State. Using the same example
as before - 400 jobs - the award then becomes
$800,000, still very significant. If vou now couple
that amount with the Voluntarv Cleanup Tax
Crcdit discussed above, the total financial package
for such a project rvould come to approximatelv
$1.3 million, an amount that almost completely
subsidizes thc original $1.5 million cost of cleanup.

UNLOCKING A SECOND MARKET FOR
DEVELOPABLE SITES IN SOUTH FLORIDA
To fullv appreciate the significance, utilitli and
potential return on a broh,nfields site, it is important to become familiar with the incentives that
such a starus can confer on a project. The foregoing discussion provides some insight into how
powerful tl.rose incentives can be - and integral to
structuring and consummating a redevelopment
project involving contaminated lands. While the
financial incentives are important and can be considerable, it's important to keep in mind that the
most significant benefit to be derived by a brownfields stratc,gy is the ability to access the intrinsic
redevelopment potential locked up in the contaminate'd land itself by virtue of the environmental
conditions and associated regulatory uncertaint),.
This is especially so in South Florida where a rapidly diminishing in\.entory of developable sites
makes tht, brownfields marketplace a viable and
attra[tivc alterrrative and places a premium on
undemtilized property irrespective of its status as
impacted and subject to the costs and vagaries hisbricallv arising out of the cleanup process.

The Spokane, WA, MSA is shorvn in Exhibit 1. Six
years of historical income figures were gathered
and annual growth computed.
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Notwithstanding all of the activity, excitement, and
progress being made with and on brownfield sites,
many sophisticated actors in the real estate market
remain in the dark as to the benefits associated
with such an undertaking and, critically, the
process required to have a site formally obtain
brownfield stahrs. V\rhile a complete briefing on
these issues is beyond the scope of this article, we
address four of the more basic building blocks to
an integrated brownfields strategy: liability protection, risk based corrective action, financial incentives, and the brownfields designation process
itself. The balance of this article focuses on the first
three elements, while Part II disc-usses in detail
what it takes to get contaminated propertv formally designated a brownfield and then eligible for a
host of regulatory and financial incentives.

Liability Protection. Provided that a developer
successfully obtains a local govemment resolution

designating a site a brownfield and enters into
what is called a Brownfields Site Rehabilitation
Agreement or "BSRA." the State will provide the
developer and its lender with comprehensive liability protection under State law against suits in
cost recovery and to compel more cleanup than
what is initially agreed to with the FDEP or, more
Iikely in South Florida, a delegated local pollution
control program such as Miami-Dade County
DERM or Broward County DPEP This helps to
ensure that cleanup cost estimates you receive
from a contractor stay relatively fixed. While there
remains some level of exposure under federal law
with respect to private third parties and under
state Iaw with respect to property damage and personal injury, thorough pre-acquisition due diligence along with an environmental insurance policy creates a comprehensive risk management
strategy to address even the most complicated lia-

bility scenarios.

Risk Based Corrective Action. Obtaining the
brownfields designation and entering into the
BSRA also facilitates the use of Risk Based
Corrective Action or "RBCA"

the site with concrete and asphalt, you have
removed the risk of exposure of humans to contaminated soil. If, on the other hand, you were
going to reuse this same site as a park with open
space and playground facilities, the risk of exposure would be high, and excavation and removal of
the contaminated soil would likely be reqrrired. As

2000
Rank
MFI

2000-02

2002

MFI

%

Rank

Grorvth

Rank

Nine Reporting Areas
$48,100

6

$s0,200

5

4.37

6

49800

3

51500

4

3.41

8

nature of the redevelopment process, sites that are
in the brownfields program are uniquely posi-

Olympia

49900

2

53000

2

6.21

2

Rich Ken Pasco

48200

5

49500

6

2.1

9

tioned to take advantage of the flexibility-and
high cost savings-that RBCA provides.

Seattle-Bell-Everett

65800

1

17900

Spokane

44'100

7

46600

7

5.67

5

Tacoma

49100

4

52000

3

5.91

4

Yakima

38200

9

40500

8

6.02

3

Outside MSAs

38600

8

40200

9

4.15

7

a general proposition and due to the dynamic

Financial Incentives. In 100% of the sites that I
have worked on for both private and public sector
clients, the first question is always the same: "How
much money is available for our project and how
do we get it?" The list of funding sources is long,
creative, and expanding, and a full catalogue is not
possible in this space. That said, the first answer is
this. Financial incentives come in the following
forms: tax credits, tax refunds, low interest loans,
loan guarantees, and grants. For private sector
proiects, the first four categories are directly available. By and large, significant grant dollars are
available only to local govemments and certain eligible non-profit entities but only on a highly competitive and somewhat attenuated and convoluted
basis. This money - up to $1 million in grant funding for eligible applicants - is accessible but
requires skilled assistance during the application
Process.

In terms of funding available directly to the private
sector, there are two incentive programs that can be
Iucrative and are fairly easy to understand and
apply for. The first is the Voluntary Cleanup Tax
Credit, referred to above. This program provides a
tax credit of 35% of every dollar spent on assessment and cleanup activities up to $250,000 per site
per year. [n the final year of cleanup, the state provides a "kicker" of 10% of the total cost of cleanup
up to $50,000 in tax credits.
The math here adds up very quickly. Take the fol-

RBCA is a relatively recent regulatory initiative
which tailors the amount of cleanup required by
the State to the actual risk posed by the reuse. ln
other words, where a redevelopment project
involves, for example, the construction of a big box
retailer with acres of parking, a remediation plan
that calls for leaving contamination safely encapsulated in plan can be approved. The justification
for such an approach is that by effectively capping

lowing example: Cleanup of an abandoned strip
mall with two heavily contaminated former
drycleaner tenants is estimated to cost $1.5 million
and take three years. In year one, a major soil
removal action takes place and $750,000 is spent.
In year two, groundwater contamination commences at a cost of $500,000. In year three, the final
year of the cleanup, the remaining $250,000 is
spent. Applying the 35% factor to the first year
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$48,200

18.39
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Exhibit 3
State of Washington and the U.S., 2002

Although the Spokane economv has not maintained
a growth rate equal to inflation in selected years, all
rates are positive which reflects slow steady growth.

Total
Washington

u.s.

Metro

$60,600 $64,800
54,400

58,600

Non-metro
$40,200
39,700

HISTORICAL COMPARISON
IN THE STATE
Two criteria were used for a comparison of the
Spokane MSA u,ith other comparable regions. One

was the absolute level of median family income.
Using similar levels means that the local composition of the invested capital must be paying the
workforce a similar amount. The second criterion
was a similar growth rate This means that the
workforce is paid approximately the same for
increases in productivity.
Using these two criteria produced the ranking and
comparable economies shown in Exhibit 2.
The Spokane MSA ranked seventh in median family income among the nine reporting areas in 2000

and remained

in the same position in

2002.

Although the growth rate between the two years
was a respectable +5.67"k and ranked fifth among
growth rates, it was still not sufficient to increase
the level of income to a higher relative position.
The Spokane MSA year 2000 median family income
of $,14,100 was below the 9 reporting area median of
$4&200. The 2002 figure of $46,600 remained below

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MSAS
The attached tables show a comparison of the
Spokane MSA median family income with 44
selected MSAs. [n the search for comparable
areas, two criteria may be used: absolute dollar
levels that are close to $46,600, and a similar rate
of growth (Exhibit 4).
The Modesto, CA, MSA median family income
of $46,500 in 2002 and the +5.92ok rate of growth
in 2000-02 makes it most comparable to the
Spokane economy in the 44 MSAs examined

This method to select comparable MSAs is useful to local groups such as the Chamber of
Commerce and any economic development
organizations. It shows which MSAs can be
emulated and used as benchmarks, and concurrently, the MSAs which have a similar capital
structure and value added workforce that generates a similar level of income.

the 9 area median of $50,200. The state is higher
than the U.S. in all three categories (Exhibit 3).
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Exhibit 4

CONCLUSION

2OO2

Median Family lncome

2000 % groMh

5% higher than Spokane

Seattle-Bell-Everett.WA

779OA

65800

18.39

Rochester, MN

74300

66500

11.73

Madison, Wl

71300

64700

10.2

Indicators of local economic growth should be
part of every real estate market analyst's
toolkit as the nature and amount of economic
activitl, will be part of every investor's investment criteria. One good indicator is the median family income estimate that is produced

65000

59800

n

annually for each MSA by the

Omaha, NB

64400

58600

9.9

tnd'"-opoti.. tt'l

64100

57700

1'1.09

Ft Wayne, lN

59800

54500

9.7 2

Topeka,

59200

54000

9.63

57740

54000

6.85

57300

52900

8.32

Department of HUD for determining the qualification level of families to receive housing
support. It serves as a final measurement of
the ability of the local historical capital structure to employ and pay a wage level that creates local spending power.

Portland- Van, OR WA

57204

53700

6.52

Salt Lake City, UT

57200

53400

1.12

Colorado Spgs, CO

56800

51300

10.72

Boise City. lD

54500

50200

8.57

Olympia, WA

53000

49900

621

Sioux City, lA-NB

s2300

48100

8.73

KS

Sacramento,

Cl

52000

49100

5.91

51500

49800

3.41

Provo Orem, UT

50400

46500

8.39

Bellingham, WA

50200

48100

4.31

Rich-Ken-Pasco, WA

49500

48200

2.7

Springfield, MO

49200

45200

8.85

Comparable with Spokane
Muncie. lN

48900

47944

Grand Forks, ND-MN

48800

45400

7A9

Billings. MT

48600

47300

2.7 5

2.09

Flagstaff, AZ'UT

48244

45500

5.93

Stockton-Lodi, CA
Spokane, WA

47500

45400

4.63

46600

44100

5.67

Modesto, CA

46500

43900

5.92

46300

43800

5.71

San Antonio. TX

46200

43100

7.19

Ltrbbock, TX

45500

43600

4.36

Amarillo, TX
San Angelo, TX

44800

43000

4.19

44400

41300

L51

57o

Median family income can be combined with
other useful statistics such as the range of low
and high family incomes in the area in question. The percent of families that fall at the
high and low ends, respectively, is useful on
the distribution of purchasing power. The
community can be composed of high wage
earners or those at the lower end which influences trade area and potential development.
Should the analyst want to compare the local
economy with other comparable areas, two
criteria are important. The first is the absolute
level of income that shows the ability of the
historical investments in the area to employ
and pay a workforce. The second is the
growth rate in income as it shows the ability
of the invested capital to improve on its productivity.

43600

40900

6.6

42700

40400

5.69

Great Falls. MT

41900

40000

4.7 5

Medford Ashland, OR
Abilene, TX

41900

38800

7

4124O

40300

2.23

Wichita Falls, TX

40900

39800

2.7 6

40500

38200

6.02

40300

37600

7

38600

4.15

Fresno, CA

Outside MSAs, WA
Pueblo. CO

E Paso, TX

40200
39400
36300
median

.99

.18

37500

5.O7

34900

4.O1

The purpose of this article then is threefold. First, it
is written to provide a sense for how successful the

Florida brownfields program has become in just
under six years. Second, to provide a broad
overview of the tangible benefits that are now
available to underwrite the cost of brownfields
cleanup and facilitate redevelopment by making
the process more predictable, more certain, and
less riskv and costly. Finally, to provide a step-bystep strategy for actually obtaining a brou,nfield
designation such that a given proiect can take
advantage of the many incentives that currently
exist as well as that are likely to be created over the

48900
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redevelopment

of old brownfield sites in

These are all impressive statistics, which
continue to trend in the right direction.

2002.

will likely

Closer to home, in South Florida last year there
were three broad areas designated as brownfields,
two on behalf of local govemments and one on
behalf a private developer. In March, the City of
Lauderhill designated 504 acres of land in the U.S.
44ustate Road 7 corridor. In September, the City
of Hollywood designated 148 acres in the
Liberia/Oakwood Hills area. Finally, in December,
a private developer designated a twelve-acre former landfill in the City of North Miami Beach and
plans to build a grocery anchored retail center
which is expected to create in the aggregate almost
400 jobs.

next several years.

A RAPIDLY MATURING ENVIRONMENT
IN FLORIDA FOR BROWNFIELDS
The idea of utilizing market incentives to encourage the private sector to invest in and clean up contaminated lands is so simple and elegant that it has

to qualify as one of the most important regulatory
initiatives of the last fifty years. Although original-

Iy coming out of the federal govemment during
the first term of the Clinton Administration, the
Brownfields approach to redevelopment has
spread spectacularly throughout the country and
just about e'very state in the union nor,r'has a viablc
and vigorous revitalization program, with Florida
leading the wav in many respects.

in 2002, the Florida Brownfields Program exhibited
a surge in interest and activity. Twelve local govemments throughout the State designated eighteen new brownfield areas in counties and municipalities, bringing the total number to sixty-three
and encompassing almost 69,000 acres of land.
Seventeen Brownfield Site Rehabilitation
Agreements or "BSRAs" were entered into in 2002
for a total of thirty-two the incepfion of the program in 1997. Six "No Further Action Orders"
were issued by the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection this year. From 1998
through 2002, the State's Voluntary Cleanup Tax
Credit program issued a total of just over $850,000
in tax credits. Last year, the amount applied for
exceeded $1.125 million, with over 87% of that
claimed for brownfield sites alone. According to
Office of Tourism Trade and Economic
Development figures, over $26.5 million of new
capital investment was directly attributable to

lower than Spokane

Joplin, MO
Grand Junction, CO

12

U.S.

but strategic and long term plavs for both the traditional development community and the highly
risk averse local govemment community.
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This activity builds on what has been historically
strong participation by South Florida in the
Brownfields program. In March of 1998, the City
of Miami was only the second local government
ever to desip;nate a brtrwnfield area, an impressive
3,932 acres of underutilized and partially blighted
land ripe for cleanup, redevelopment, and job creation. Opa-Locka, an area where many believe
we'll see silpificant investor interest over the next
several years, followed shortly thereafter, designatrng 1,286 acres in February of 1999. Miami-Dade
County got into the brownfields market in dramatic fashion in July of 1999, designating over 33,000
acres. Pompano Beach, Miramar, Lauderdale
Lakes, the City of Miami Beach, Dania Beach, and
West Palm Beach round out the class of South
Florida communities paving the way for private
and public sector parties willing to tackle the many
issues associated with brownfield sites.

THE INVISIBLE HAND: THE
BROWNFIELDS INCENTIVES TOOL BOX
Here in South Florida, with land at a premium and
large parcels of developable property simply not
available, a strategy that involves the identification, remediation, and reuse of polluted property
provides significant new opportunity for commercial, retail, residential and mixed use projects. The
number and variety of success stories across the
state is compelling, and we are seeing in Broward,
Miami-Dade, and Palm Beach Counties a healthy
mix of local, regional, and even national development firms aggressively compete for the rights to
purchase old gas stations, dry cleaners, factories,
nurseries, and landfills (especially landfills), environmental blemishes included.
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DIUINISHING INvTNToRY
OF DEVELOPABLE SIrus
IN SoUTH FLoRIDA
By Michael R. Goltlstein

1 ll of the empirical evidence available to close observers of the
A brow'niields marketplace points to this: the scarciW of land comL \bined with the demand for land set against the backdrop of a
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maturing regulatorv approach to contaminated propertv means that anyone involved with development needs to take brownfields redevelopment
striouslv and make it a viable part of their business strategy. Those that
fail to do so will forego a competitive advantage and forfeit opportunitv
to industrv peers and rivals.
This admonition not only holds true for the private sector, where the coin
of the realm is the conventionally commercial transaction and where vertical or horizontal development is contemplated, but also equallv the case
for communities where local Bovemments distinguish themselves, and
market quality of life, with and through the number and design of their
conservation and open space amenities which may not involve anv construction at all.
Civen the amounts of money, the sweeping and innovative array of regulatory initiahves, and the comprehensive types of liability protection vehicles now being made available at all levels of govemment, cleanup, and
reuse and redevelopment of contaminated Iands are no longer esoteric,
opportunistic adventures for the abnormally, precociously risk tolerant
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this cargo." Elses'her., he have outlined a four-fold, comprehensive
strateg), which will address this prcblem and other risks identified in
thr Council on Forci8n Rclalions Rcport without constraining international commerce and trans border population movemcnts (S..
JamcsH. k hns{rn, rr., "U.S. Immigralion Reform, Homeland Security,
and Clobal Eronomic Comp€titiveness in the Aftermath ofSeptember
11, 2001 Terrorist Attacks," No/th Otrclnn bwtnl of Lt.natb al lru'
rnn Cot nc/tidl Rtguldtbr, Zl 12002:al9-bal). UnJortunately, the fed
eral govemment have been slori' to act on the types of r€comm€nda
ti{}ns mntained in our study
52. For erampl€, a lvall Str€€t disasler contin8enc_v plan, developed
b)'"the Federal Resen'e Board, Securities and Exchange Commission,
and the Oftice of th€ Controller of Currenry...to safeguard the cndcal

financial markels from futur€ lerror atta(ks or other disruptions,"
.alls ior th€ developmenl of "oul-ot-re8ion backup sites" that would
b€ separated, at geat distanes, from New York locations." It has
b.rn estimated that, if this plan is tullj/ implemented, 2G25"./. of N€w
Y{)rk Cit_v s financial s€rvices iobs would be lost. S€e Dou8las Feiden,
?m2 "Wall Str.,et Disaster Plan ProFxal Could Cost Cit_v Thousand
or lobs, " Ddilv N,?\ (Nerv York), Octob€r 21, p. 7.

DEruauoN Rrsr ON
INcouE PnoPERTY
PEnUaNENT LoeN ANn
INvTSTMENT

53.

nt

Eli4beth Neif, "lnsuran(e Cuts Hit UtaI Publi. Satetv Wbrkers,"
Sil! Lnt. Tribn,E,11 August 2002: A1.
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lty Marc R. Thonrpsott, CRE

ver the past 18 years, the author has observed pattems in large
income property loan portfolios during both inflationary and

deflationary investment cycles.
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An inflationary

investment

cycle is when rents-prices for investment propcrties are increasing in
aggregate. This inflationary trend occurred in the San Francisco Bav
Area Tech Boom period from 1997 through 2000. A deflationary investmcnt rycle is whcn rcnts-prict's for invcstncnt propcrtics arc dcclining
in aggregate. There is significant evidence to support a deflationary
trend in the San Francisco Bay Area investment properties comnrencing
2001 with a 3- to s-vear duration.

INVESTMENT PROPERTY MARKETS ARE CHAOTIC
lncome property portfolios react similarly to chaotic or non-predictive
patterns in other invcstnrr'nt portfolios such as stocks and bonds. The
primary difference is that the time of change is very slow as measured
in years in income propL,rty loan portfolios conrpared to the more
volatile stock or bond portfolir) reaction measurecl in days. This timr'
difference is rather largc sincc- it typicallv takes 6 minute's to sell a stock
ve'rsus 6 months on average to st'll an incomt' property. These "sell
times" are averages from the'point an investor rlecides to market an
investment to the timL, nL.t proceeds are re'cc'ived. Furtlrer, income prop-
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erty transaction timcs cxtcnd or contract depending on market conditions. Historically, income
property is considered a safe', predictive investment alternative conrpared to the more volatilechaotic stock or bond markets. lnvestor winners
and losers are measured daily in the stock and
bond markets, while incomc- property portfolios
are. measurc'd over vears. lncome property investments move so slowly that most investors believe
it is predictable. Since the average "sell time" takes

deflationary pressure' in rents or investment sale
prices because they have long-term leases backed
by quality tenants occupying thL'entire propertv or
are a "ont'of-a-kind" superior location property.

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
CAN BE ILLIQUID
Investment property real est.rte can be verv illiquid
when economic uncertainty is high. For example:
buyers typicallv acquire income propertv if they

six months, de,flationary pressures can have a sig-

proiect Earnings, Befort' Interest,

nificant negativ(, impact on income property
investments held over long periods of time.
Predicting when or if deflation will hit a market is
debatable bc'twee.n buyc.rs and sellers. As it takes

Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA) being
stable or having upside potential. Buvers will be
out of the market if EBITDA growth is uncertain or
has downward pressure dut' to ncgative cconomic
data in the subiect's market area or overall economic conditions. lncomt properties are an investment that can take years of finarrcial hardship
before recovering from a deflationary cycle experience. Many real estate investors lost their entire
fortunes on income property investment altematives over a ten year time period from 1987 through

about 6 months to gL't out of a propertv, investors
display a propcnsitv to hold on longer during the
beginning of deflationary cycles. Therefore, when
it is time to sell, most investors have waited too
long to capture the sales gain at the market top.
Most investors discover when the top of the inflationary markc't occurred after they are already on
the investment cycle's down slope. When investors
in aggrL'gate believe it is time to sell, it is often too
late as the top of cycle has already occurred. When
investors try to sell on the down slope with vacancies increasing and with downward pressure on
rental rat!'s, it is very difficult sell since buyers typically have an unc'ertain outlook and are waiting on
the sidelines for lower purchase prices. Spieker
Properties, with the benefits of hindsigh! selling to
Equity Office is one example of a sale near the top
of the inflationary cycle in February 2001. This
transaction was obst'rved bv many CREs as the
best-timed major income properry portfolio sale in
the San Francisco Bay Area marketplace.

INVESTMENT CYCLE PERIODS
Given the recent l0-year investment qvcle (19912001) in the San Francisco Bay Area, the first 5 yearperiod throuBh 1996 was in aggregate deflationary
for income investment properties purchased or
refinanced from the previous inflationary period1986 through 1991. The last 5 years (1997 through
2001)was an inflationary pL'riod with rents/values
in aggregate increasing on properties because of
high demand for space rt,lated to the Tech-Boom
economic expansion. Civen existing lackluster
demand with nL'gative nc't absorption in the San
Francisco Bay Area and give'n very high vacancy
rates, the next five years will result for many property types deflationary pressures on rents/values
for investment propertiL.s in aggregate. There will
be exceptions. Some properties will not experience
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SAMPLE SIZE
Income property loan portfolios provides for an
excellent cross-section sampling of investment real
estate pattem observations over many years of
observation. Over a l0-vear period from 1987 to
1997 on income property loan portfolios in excess
of M.5 billion, many of the negative risks of income
property ownership we're' discovered including
most of the product types, locations, and various
forms of ownership risks. The statistically sigrrificant sample size provided a portfolio overview
perspective that over timc' displayed deflationary
investment cycle trends. The size of the loans that
are at risk of deflation does not matter since many
Ioans affected were in excess of $50 million with
one at $250 million. These loans were iust as prone
to deflationary EBITDA and value pressures as
were smaller loans. However, the smaller income
properties were more liquid in terms of disposition
since there is a larger pool of buyers at the smaller
end of the property size scale.
HISTORY
The last deflationary cycle in income property permanent loan portfolios bcgan in thc Oil Patch
States in 1986. The weakness in the income property markets then expanded to the Atlantic seaboard
in 1989, and to the West Coast in 1991. The camage
of Iosses for all financial institutions was significant with the brunt of this deflationary income

l5

property cyclical trend impacting savings and loan
institutions. Thc. Resolution Trust Corporation was
created in 1990 by the U.S. government to liquidate
the income property assets of banks and savings &
loan institutions with federal tax payers funding
the liquidation process.

THE LOS ANGELES METRO MARKET
LOAN PORTFOLIO EXAMPLE
Income property investment trends, loan defaults
by location, and resolution pattems in income
property loan portfolios were observed working
out problem loans in thc Los Angeles Metro Area
during 1991-1997. The region was impacted during
a three-yt'ar period commencing in 1991 with negative economic nc'ws including a nationwide recession, significant regionally conce'ntrated military
cutbacks, social strife driven by the Rodney King
riots ancl finallv tht'devastating Northridge earthquake. Los Angeles County lost 340,000 jobs in the
early 1990s which was thc grcatest number of jobs
lost on a pcrcentag€' basis since the Great
Depression.l [t \^,as not uncommon to recover only
50'7, of tht, loan amount on apartment income
property loans in se.r,eral depressed sub-markets in
the Los Angeles Me.tro Area during this period
with investors krsing tlreir entire investment. Manv
income property product types office, industrial,
retail, apartments - incurring earthquake damage
in combination with thc ntgative' economy recovered less than 50'2, of the loan amount and some
recovered less than 20'X, depenciing on deferred
maintenance or physical earthquake damage. As a
result, the income propc.rty investors lost their total
investment in these properties incurred significant
tax recapture issues creating additional tax problems years after foreclosure. In addition, loans with
recourse provisions required investors to pay settlement amounts out-of-pocket or pay attomeys to
defend against protractr.d Iitigation initiated by the

financial institutions.

ification was unstable if there was no additional
financial commitment by the investor which
proved to be true as most of these loan modifications later defaulted.
As the deflationary period progrt'ssed (1993-1991),
this financial institution realized that it was best to
negotiate stable resolutions to problem loans since
reworking loans pre,r,iously modifie'd was a flarved

strategy that typically postponed losses. A stable
resolution was a loan foreclosure, or discounted
loan payoff to a third party or a well structured
Ioan modification with a substantial additional
cash investment.

INCOME PROPERTY LOAN
DEFAULT PATTERNS
At the beginning of the Los Angeles Metro Area
deflationary economic period in late 1991, loan
defaults and foreclosures occurred first on nonrecourse loans. In a non-recourse loan, full loan
repayment is not guaranteed by the borrower. The

During this income property deflationary period,
income property loans that incurred the highest
incidence of default were originated from 1986
through 1989 in this Los Angeles Metro Area marketplace. This origination time period experienced
high inflation rates on rents and values. For example, one institution averaged $1 billion in loan originations each year during these inflationarv years.
This institution financed acquisitions or refinanced
at higher leverage based on these inflated values.
Many of these propcrties financed increased in
value over 100'/. over this 4-year period.
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in U.S. cities is certainlv much
different in the post 9/11 era, and legitimately so.{q
It is broadly recognized that toda)t terrorists (at
least the leaders or brain trust oi these organizations) are better educatetl, better financed, and
better organized than ever. Contemporary terrorists also have access to better information and
communications tcchnologics and non-conventional weapons of mass destruction than their
counterparts in the past, which provides them
considerable flexibility in terms of both options
and targets for attacking thc U.S. and its interests
around the world.
Fear of terrorism

From l99l through 1996, a realcstate atlvisorv firm
in contract with this institution, modi[iecl, received
discounted payoffs, or forecloscd about $700 million each year. Unfortunately, because of the duration of the deflationary cycle in Los Angeles Metro
Area, most of the 1991 and 1992 loan modifications
went into default in later years converting to either
a discounted loan payoff or foreclosure. In those
1991 and 1992 loan modifications, financial institutions required inve'stors to pay additional out-ofpocket cash to reinvest into the property in return
for the financial institution modifying the interest
rate or terms. The idea behind this additional cash
infusion requirement by an investor was to modify
the debt only if the invtskrr bt'lit'vtd that it would
receive its additional investment back if the loan
was modified. Otherwisc, it was best for the financial institution to foreclose and sell the propertv
This financial institution believcd that a loan mod-

lender is relving upon the collateral as the sole
source of loan repayment provided that no fraud
or other recourse triggers are applicable. In this
deflationarv economic environment from 1991
through 1996, manv investors expcrienced substantial clecreases in Earnings Befort Interest,
Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization (EBITDA)
on most property types. Income property investors
that had refinanced at maximum cash-out loan-tovalue ratios or purchased their properties at the
peak of the cycle from 1987 through 1990 rvere at
risk of being over leveraged antl

le.ss

Writing in llrc Nca' Yrrk Tirrrt's, Mitchell captured
the essence of the homeland defense challenge

when she posed the following
"How...does one secure

a

ment redistribution down the urban hierarchy
from large metros to small and medium-sized metros52; and (2) employment shifts within mttro
areas from central cities to the suburbs and the
exurbs And, given the industries most aclversely
affected by the attacks, it is likely that the urban
blue-collar workforce will continue to bear a major
brunt of the job losses associatr:d with the rc.sulting
business relocation and employment shifts.5r
Combined, these developments coulcl exacerbate-in botlr racial/ethnic and geographical
terms-inequality in U.S. citics and netro areas.

question5o:

target-rich nation

1.3 million people, over 340,000
vehicles, and close to 59,000 cargo shipments every

entered by roughly

day?" The currcnt strategv involves instituting
tougher airport and border securitv measures. But,

as a recent Council on Foreign Relations studv
reveals,i|America remains dangerously unprepared to prevent and respond to a catastrophic terrorist attack on U-S. soil," owing to the failure of
the federal govemment to address a number of
risks that confront the nation.

ill preparedness together with
the continuing fears oi frrture attacks on the U.S.
urban centers will have a significant impact on
both the naturc and the level of emplovment and
business activity in major U.S. cities, resulting in

Of course, no one has a crystal ball, so results will
have to play out over the coming decade before
solid conclusions can be drawn. But, as previously
noted, longitudinal establishnrent-lt'r,el and building address databases do exist in the private and
public sectors (e.g., Dun ancl Bradstrcet, state ES202, and REIS) that will enable detaile'd monitoring
and documentation of post-9/l I spatial impacts.
Such geospatial monitoring of firm dynamics will
provide valuable information on post-g/l1
employment redistribution and commercial real
estate development trends.

We suggest that this

diminished short- and long-tcrm commercial real
estate demand. More specifically, we posit that;

(l)

Corporate leaders will make stratep;ic decisions not to concentrate all or most of their assets in

l- Saskia Sassen,
Press, 2001).
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The upshot, rve believe, will be an acceleration of
commercial real estat€' deconccntration trends
which have been manifested over the past 40 vears
in two wavs: (1) business relocation and emplov-
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questions about the impact of 9/11 on the eonomic
prospecb of U.S. cihes and their downtown office markets.

(1) Will major corporations continue to concentrate high proportions of their employees in a
single downtown location or will they attempt
to reduce their exposure to potential terrorist
attacks bv dispersing their operations and
emplovees across multiple locations linked
and backed up by the latest information technologies?

mation down to the establishment sheet address
level (such as Dunn and Bradstreet Market
Identifier files, State Employment Security
Commission, ES-202 files, and Real Estate
Information Source IREIS] files), though not without cr'rtain methodological shortcomings, should
permit researchers to assess such outcomes. ldeallv
such secondary data research should be supplemented by suneys and case studies of corporate
relocation activities. rr

CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS
We should note that several analysts contend that

(2) Will they keep their headquarters office at
prestige downtown addresses in cities like
New York, Chicago, and San Francisco, yet
relocate many execuhvet as they have back
office employees, to suburban and smaller city
locations?

(3) Will office building size and style as well as
Iocation be influenced in the post-9/11 search
for anonymity?

(4) Will security and insurance costs along with
building entry delays and hassles lead to a
reconsideration of the net benefits of a downtown location?

9/l

I will nr* significantlv affect the economic

prospects of U.S. cities and metro areas.+l Based in

large part on lristorical eramples of wars and
urban tcrrorism, which did not trigger either
wholesale population or commercial de-concentration, Glaser and Shapiro argue that 9171, probably
will not have. the detrimental impacts on cities suggcsted herein.{5 Dittmar and Campbell also assert
that, "It]hc. events of September 11 are unlikely to

or migration between dense
metro .rrl'as and other parts of the country"ft
Based primarily on mass transit rider-ship data
ancl commercial real estate trends prior to and
imnrediately after 9177, they go on to argue that,
"Iiln fact, many trend lines are beginning to point
LlncouraSe sprawl,

the other direction, and

(5) Even if downtown office complexes are occupied in the future at near capacity levels, will
lease rates be lower and discounts higher tcr
attract and retain tenants?

Answers to these questions will require carefullv
designed longitudinal research. To accuratelv gage
the impacts of the terrorist attacks, this research
will have to monitor business demographics (i.e.,
firm births, firm deaths, expansions, contractions,
in-migrating firms, and out-migrating iirms) bv
location and their emplovment and leasing
dynamics by type of establishment across a representative sample of U.S. metro areas- Investigators
should monitor establishment turnover and
employment change for various geographic subareas, including the CBD, the balance of the central
city, the inner ring suburbs, the outer ring suburbs,
and the exurbs, as well within the vicinity of highrisk properties (e.9., skyscrapers, sports and entertainment complexes) and facilihes (e.9., airports,
seaports, power stations, etc.), which are deemed
to be vulnerable targets for future terrorist activity.
Micro-level databases that provide business demographics, annual employment, and leasing infor-

if anything the uncertain

economy may lead to a slowing of sprawl and a
rent'wed emphasis on reinvestment in existing
placc5."rz And llivlin and Berube posit that "[t]he
growth ancl development of cities will continue to
be sl.raped by complex economic, social and technological forces, among which terrorism plays a
verv minor rclle."{s
We believe that past instances of warfare

(WWI, in

particular) and urban terrorism (IRA bombings in
Lonclon and terrorists incidents h Israel) offer useful but inconrplete insights into the likely impact of
9/l I on cities. Today's U.S. transportation and communications infrastructure allows immense freedom in location, especially in administrative, financial, information-processing and business sen ice

functions tlrat now constitute the bulk of city
employment bases. The 9/11 aftermath, which
inhibited people and product flows to major cities,
raised security and insurance costs of downtown
locations, and heightened employee perceived vulne'rability of working in large central city properties, is likely to acc!,lerate the employment deconcentration trL,nd that has characterized the U.S.
urban system for nearlv 100 years.
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their debt as EBITDA began decreasing. These
investors were unable to service their loan payments originally based on higher economic rents
and loan underwriting at origination. These properties had high debt loads based on loan underwriting rental rates and occupancv rates based at
tlre peak of the inflahonary economic rycle. A
telling sign of prrperties affected bv overleverage
in a deflationarv period was the discovery of significant deferred maintenance since this expense
was largely discretionary by the investor.
Howt,ver, this strategy bv apartment investors often shifted the property to a lower competitive
position in the market place attracting onlv lower
cre,dit quality tenants resulting in higher tumover
costs further decreasing EBITDA.

THE RECOURSE LOAN ARGUMENT
Later in the deflationary period during 1993, the
weaker recourst' borrowers fell victim to the length
of the recession's negative economic rycle. As a
common practice with some lenders in Califomia,
tlre rt'cou rse' borrowers were sued (judicial foreclosure) for a dcficiency between the loan amount and

the lowcr appraised value. [n Califomia, a Trust
Deed State, the common practice is to foreclose
non-judicially within 120 days of a filing of a
Notice of Dcfault. However, even though recourse
loans wcre pursued under a judicial foreclosure
process, most, if not all, of the judicial foreclosure
actions were abandoned or settled prior to going
througlr thc full extent of the judicial foreclosure
process with these properties foreclosed non-judicially. The'se judicial foreclosure pursuits were
abandone,d be,cause of business reasons of the
financial institution filing suit, time/cost of the
judicial foreclosure process, and primarily the
California laws favoring debtors therebv reduchg
lender dt'ficitncv amounts. Manv lenders pursued
a parallel process of filing both a Notice of Default
non-judicial [ortclosure and filing judicially in conjunction with a rr.qur.st to appoint a receiver. Those
borrowers with assets to protect responded well to
judicial foreclosure claims resulting in more favorablt' rtsults for the lender than just pursuing a nonjudicial foreclosure action. The cost benefit analysis
was in benefit of the lender in most cases providing
a good rt'tum pursuing this legal action. In the
property investment loan portfolio, there was a
significant trend with the financially stronger
recourse borrowers holding on longer and paying
out-of-pocke't debt service until they became financially exhausted later in the deflationary period. In
addition, many very financially strong borrowers
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with recourse loans fed the negative debt

service

payments out of pocktt throughout the deflationary period without Boing into default. There is a
strong argument for full recourse provisions on
investment property loans based on the good probability that many of thest' recourse loans will not
go into default in deflationarv tconomic periods.
The portion of the investment propertv loan portfolio that lrad not e'xperienced manv defaults were
loans originated prior to the inflationary peak of
the cycle in 1985.

CURRENT INCOME PROPERTY PATTERNS
In today's income propertv loan portfolios, there is
high deflationaw pressure on office and "research
& clevr,lopment" building rents-values due to historically high vacancy rates in tlre San Francisco
Bay Area and Silicon Valley. For older stock class B
and C apartments, ne.w investment dollars are
keeping priccs stable or increasing as vacancy rates
are increasing resulting from a lack of job growth.
This appears to bL. a countL,r trend, however, it is
only postponing potential investment losses for
those investors who had purchased apartments at
the inflated top of the market cxperienced in the
past 3 to 4 years. Thcrt'is dcflationary pressure on
apartments since 1997 as older stock class B and C

apartments

in

nrost rental markets

in the San

Francisco Bay Are'a have dorrbled in price on a per
unit basis. This is a similar trend observed in the
Los Angele's Mttro Markets prior to an extended

deflationary period for apartments from 1991
through 1996. The luxurv apartment market has
.1997

dropped to
rL,nt le'vcls in many markets from
its 2001 highs. Howeve'r, an important note, manv
new luxury apartments ownr'd by Real Estate
lnvestment Trusts had low vacancy because of corporate sponsored apartment units. After the Tech
Bust in 2001, these corporate-sponsored apartments units went vacant and addc.d to the supply
o[ urrits ovt'r a slrort pcrirrd o[ time increasing pressure to lower rents to shore up the vacancv. The
Iuxury class A apartment market in the San
Francisco Bay Area tech bust affected markets and
were the first apartments to adiust to the deflafionary apartment rental rate environment with rent
rates declining up kr 35'7, in 2001 and 2002. The
probability of downward rent pressure on older
stocl class B and C apartmt'nls is increasing as a
result of higher h-rrn-over rates and lower credit
quality of renters. In addition, apartment owners
are faced with grcater competition for quality
renters as a result of high unenrployment and a
favorable financing environmcnt for single family
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PROJECTED LOAN DEFAULT

TIMING CYCLE
In today's investment property portfolios, most of
the permanent loans originated in the past five
years have limited recourse pmvisions. Once the
full impact of the. dcflationary incomc property
economic rycle is felt by lenders, it is probable that
the default rate may climb higher within a shorter
period of time than in the last deflationary economic cycle. This can be expected sinct' there is less
recourse debt to smooth out the default rate over a
two- to five-year deflationarv economic cycle peri-

od.

Commercial mortgage-backed securities

(CMBS) and savings bank loan st'rvicers could see
a flood of defaults on income property loans within a fairly short time period causing increased
det-lationarv pressure on income' property markets
if these defar.rlts turn into non-judicial foreclosures.

If interest rates remain low, the camage could be
spread out over more time with a loan modification strategy. The probability of a stable loan resolution, hased on a loan moclification strategy in a
long 3 to 5 year deflationary economic cycle, is not
good based on experienct' from prior deflationary
periods.

If the CMBS markets or Savings Banks

have a liquidity crisis forcing special servicers to
liquidate defaulted income property loans to cash,
the increased probability of further incomt'property deflation coulcl be as seve're as the dcclining values observed in the Los Angeles Metro Area from
1991

through 1996.

There is a large ne,gative invr.stment impact of this
potential deflationary cycle on the CMBS income
property loan portfolios for a number of reasons.
The CMBS market for income property loans is a

new medium of financing income property loans
and has not experienced a deflationary period in
its short 10-year history as experience'd in the early
90s with the savings and loan institutions. This risk
appears to be real given that one largc, CMBS servicer's (confidential) default rate is twice as high as
last year with its default loan rate climbing as of
this writing. Also, Savings Banks have been
expanding their loan portfolios in an effort to gain
eaming assets. Washington Mutual and Calitbmia
Federal (now Citibank) havt' been the leading
apartment lenders in California. As with CMBS
lenders, thev may also be impacted b1, deflationary
pressure risks when it become.s realizecl in apartments later in this de'flationarv cycle.

lti

THE FORECLOSURE CLUSTER PATIERN
The most intriguing loan default pattem that
emerged from observations of income, property
loan portfolios was of the emerging pattern of foreclosure clusters over a 3- to s-year timc' period.
Foreclosure clusters are the opposite negative pat-

tem of the well r.rnderstood positive pattern of

development clusters. A development cluster is
fueled by rapidly expanding enterprisr:s such as
the intemet related business boom be'ginning in
1997 in Silicon Valley, Northt'm California, bge ther with other areas of the countrv such as Austin,
Texas, and Route 128 in the Boston Metro area. The
development cluster grows as in a ripple effect as
Iong as the synergistic economic positive driver
remains strong. Think of a devekrpment cluster as
a tomado lifting rents and investment prices higher and higher in ever bigger and bigger concentric
rings influencing other areas for grorvth.

A

foreclosure cluster forms when manv random
ou,ners of loans foreclose in high concentrations
within a sub-market or Citv during a relativelv short
period of real estate time ranging from 2 to 3 ye.ars.
This pattem was obsen ed for the first timr- in the
Los Angeles sub-markets of North Hollywood, Van
Nuys, and Northridge. Blocks of apartmcnt units
were h the process of being foreclosed within a 2year time span by numerous independent lenders
and owners of Resolution Trust Corp sold loan portfolios. The new owners of foreclosed apartments
would buy these apartment buildings well below
replacement cost at a discount of up to 50'2, krwer
than competing apartment owners. These competing apartment owners were disadvantaged since
they purchased or refinanced at the top of the ect>
nomic cycle in the late 1980s and were located at the
fringe of the foreclosure cluster The nt'w owners of
foreclosed property could rr'duce rents to attract
tenants at a rate that would yield a protit, whereas
the apartment owners on the fringes of this foreclc
sure cluster who were stuck with higher debt service payments could not compete and r.vould default
on their loaru. The foreclosure cluster would grow
as in a ripple effect with the apartment income
propertv in\€stors located on the outward fringes of
the foreclosure cluster at risk of going in default as
time passed. Think of a foreclosure cluster as a vortex pulling rents and investment valut's tlown the
drah. This vortex will influence other arcas as the'
outer rings of the vortex grows and brings other
investment properties down with thos€ investment
properties rents and prices adjusted to the bottom of
the investment market.
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were placed on the ratings companies "watch list"
due either to the lack of terrorism insurancc covcr-

age

or gaps in

coverage that left lenders and

investors with less protection than thcy had prior

to the tragedy of

September 11.21 In instances

where terrorism insurance was available post-9/I1,
most policies excluded several types of terrorism
incidcnts, including covcragc for thc usc of biologicical and chemical weapons. Such exemption
clauses, according to one observer of the CMBS
market, cause another problem: they macle it easier for insurance companies to cancel policies altogether on short notice. il

The retail, industrial, and multi-family housing
sectors also face rising insurance costs and coverage issues.13 In fact, approximatelv two-thirds
(65"/") of the companies suneyed recentlv by the
Risk and Insurance Management Society (RIMS)
have no terrorism insurance and 71"i,' found it virtually impossible to obtain coverage.:{ The skyrocketing cost and decreasing availabilitv of terrorism coverage are forcing manv propertv orvners to
self-insure, that is, to establish disaster funds using
money that otherwise could be used for business
investments and new job creation.l.

And the problem is not limited to commercial real
estate or large cities.lt Studies reveal that municipalities are facing spiraling cost of insuring city
and town halls, public parks, and other public
infrastructure like bridges, tunnels, and ports.:7
Property insurance rates reportedly have increased
between 45% and 75o/o over the last vear in small
and medium-sized cities.28
The rate hikes have been even higher in large'
metro areas.2e For example, the risk insurance
package for Miller Park Stadium in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin increased from $250,000 annually prior
to 9/11 to $2.25 million annually aftcrwards.3r)
These added costs will likely retluce the attractiveness and competitiveness of large cities and metro
areas as the cost of living and doing business in
them

will

increase disproportionatel\,.r1

This problem with terrorism insurance coverage
arises in part because re-insurers, who typically
backstop primary insurance carriers, raist'd their
rates threefold following 9/11. Moreovet most
now exclude terrorism coverage, which le'aves
"many [primary] carriers liable for'first dollar'
coverage with no backup from reinsurers."r2
Industry analysts contend that the only way to
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solve this problem is for the federal govemment to
provide a financial backstop, as it does in the case

of natural disasters.-r3 And a GAO report concluded that the federal govemment's failure to address
this problem would likely slow the economic
recovery by placing thousands of businesses (especially small businesses) at the risk of bankruptcy,
layoffs, and loan dcfaults.:+

Despite the prognosis of these adverse economic
impacts, Congress did not fully embrace the federal insurance backstop idea for more than a year following the terrorist attacks.sr In fact, it was not
until after the 2002 mid-term elections, when the
Republicans swept most of the Senate and Housr'
races-Jargelv on the basis of their stance on post9/ll national security issues--that such legislation
was enacted into

law.l

The' Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002 provides
"for the federal govemment to pay up to $100 billion in terrorism losses annually for three years." t;

The Bush Administration contends that the new
law "will aid the economy by allowing the
resumption of thousands of building projects
stalled by lack of such insurance."s Others proponents argue that the law "could free up $15 billion
in construction and real estate business and
300,000 jobs," although some analyst argue that
these figures are overblown.3e

Notwithstanding the passage of Terrorism and
Risk Insurance Act of 2002, real estate developers
and property owners in U.S, cities still have to contend with the accelerating costs of insurance coverage as well as increases in deductibles in the post9/11 environment. In New York City, for example,
insurance premiums for large accounts (Sreater
than $1 million) increased 73.3%, for medium sized
premiums ($50,000 to $1 miltion) 49.5o1,, and for
small premiums (less than $50,000) 39.3'1, in thc
year follorving 9/11.r) And industry analvsts conclucle that "insurance rates u,ill continue to rise in
2003 and into 2004 on a national basis before this
so-called hard market has run its course."lr
LONGER TERM IMPACTS OF
TERRORISM LOCATION RISKS
Commercial real estate analysls predict a lagged effect of
these developments on business actir.ity and employment bends in US. cities and meho areas! The general
consensus is that the effecs will not be evidmt until 2004
and later whel many longer-term commercial real estate
leasrx will begin to expire. This raises several related

3l

ment losses due to declines in the stock markt't and
large scale payouts following several major disasters (e.9., Hurricanes Andrew and Fran, the
Northridge Earthquake, etc.). s

Both the heighttned cost and the declining availability of terrorism insurance coveragL'are sending
shock wavt's throughout the commercial real estate
industry.lir It is affecting both new construction and
rc'sale marke'ts, particularly in large metro areas, as
"financing is contingL'nt upon full insurance coverage for collatr:ral asscts backing the loan or investmcnt."re A Mortgage. Banke'rs Associahon survev
of 25 commercial real estate. firms revealed that,
since the, beginning of 2002, "$8.2 billion rvorth of
comnrercial property developments have been
cancelled, delayed, or altered due to the high price
tag on terrorism insurance or its unavailability
altogethcr."lo Table 2 lists some of the commercial
mortgage backed securities (CMBS) proiects that

1

After 9177, insurance premiums for businesses and
properties perceived to be high potential targets
for future terrorism, including Class A high rise
buildings, stadiums and entertainment complexes,
and convention centers, increased sharplv (Table
1).16 Moreovel by February of 2002, 45 states, the

District

of

Columbia, and Puerto Rico

hacl

approved terrorism exclusion provisions for propertv and casualW insurance, n,hich meant it was
unlikely that such cor.erage would be available to
property o*'ners in these states at rene$,al time.rt
Table

1:

example: nranv hotels were financecl .-rt a 75'x, loanto-\'alue based on peak average clail!' rates at occupancies in excess of 75'l. and with somr. hotcls as
high as 80'ii,. Average daill' rates have droppt'd
significantly n,ith EBITDA dropping to nen' lorvs
increasing the probabiliw of this properlv tvpt,

Examples of Property/Casualty Risk lnsurance Price Hikes
Sorrrcr': Conr|lri,rl lry rurllnrs lront i'arirrrrs rrr'a,slrr4rr'rs

Property

2001

2002

California Landlord (53 Offices & retail buildinqs)

$373,000

$559,000

Midwest Manufacturing Plant

>2. tm

$

PREDICTING FORECLOSURE CLUSTERS
At the time of the' writing of this article, Northern
Califomia, specifically the San Francisco Bay Area,
is falling into a high probability of expericncing a
foreclosure cluster pattern in many submarkets in
2004 and 2005. As in Los Angeles County in 1990,
commercial office was the first b become weak in
the deflationary ccononric cyclc.. In the winter o[
2003, San Francisco Bay Art'a vat'ancies wt'rt,in
excess of 23% or up to 33%, when including "shadorv space" in Silicon Valley driving down rents to
1996 levels of $27lSF lvear for class 'A" office.:
Luxurv apartment rents are approaching 1997 lcrels loshg 35'l. to 50'2, from their peak levels with
average occupancies decreasing because of highcr
tum-over rates. Hotels are averaging 55'X, occupancv with downrvard pressure on rack rates. For

falling

5.4m

in

value as distresseci hotel propertit's

become more of a deflationary economic factor in
Northeast Manufacturing Plant

$250,000

s550,000

the marketplace.

Minneapolis Metrodome

5283,000

$500,000

The San Francisco Bay Area building boom was in

Miller Park Stadium (Milwaukee, Wl)

$22s,000

52.25m

NYC lntermodal Transportation

$6.0m ($1.5b)

$18.0m ($500m)

NYC Terrorism Policy

N/A

$7.5m ($70m)

Combined Construction Group Ltd

$120,000

$1.2m

'1211 Avenlre

of the Americas Trust

concert rvith the Intemet interdepcndcnce/teclr
boom largely fueled by non-cre'dit tcnants directly
bidding up the cost of office sp.icc for its busincsses and apartment space fnr its emplot'ees.
Unfortunately, in San Francisco, these non-credit
tenants providing cash secured Letter of Creclit
lease deposits to lease space have forct'd out many
long-term credit tenants out of San Francisco.
When the "tech busf' occurred, many buildings
leased by non-credit tech-interdependent businesses went vacant. In San Francisco, there is a 23'X,
vacancy or 17 million square feet,r well over a l0year supply by many accounts. Bccause' of excess
capacity of office and Researclr & Development
buildings of well over 100 million square feet in the

'1251 Avenue

of the Americas Trust

San Francisco Bay Area, there is a historical excess
of capacity never experienced on such a large scak,

'1345 Avenue

of the Americas Trust

Table 2:

Securities Placed on Ratings Watch List

for Lack of Terrorism lnsurance Coverage
Srtrrrr'r': Nrtliorat/ Morl,qir.qr'

Nr'

,s,

ll)l)2

280 Park Avenue Trust

in the San Francisco Bay Area. As a result of this
excess capacity, there is significant risk that any
income property constructed, purchased, or refi-

'1633 Broadway Trust

nanced at the maximum finance amount since 1998

Four Times Square Trust

has a significantly higher probability of a loan
default. Properties that have mitigated market risk
by leasing long-term to a high crc'dit rated ttnant
are immune to this deflationary economic effect.
This tech boom period had a significant building

Host Marriott Pool Trust (incl. Marriott Marquis in Times Square)

Opryland Hotel Trust
Houston Galleria Trust
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boom as evidenced by driving South from San
Francisco towards San Jose. The amount of "For
Lease" signs on new buildings is unprecedented at
this scalt'in the San Francisco Bay Area.
As for apartments, Santa Clara County had for its
first time rccorded an out migration of over 12,511
residents in 2002.1 Santa Clara County was the
biggc'st development cluster driver of the Tech
Boom creating a ripple effect through Northem
California from 1997 through 2000. With outmigration, an unemplovment rate of 8.4 percent,5
and with contract iobs down 63'lo which are not
counted by the State's Emplovment Development
Department, the deflationary pressures on income
propertv investments appear to be climbing in
Santa Clara Countv. From December 2000 to Aprit
2003, the Valley lost 17.1"/,, of its iobs, the biggest
drop from peak enrplovment for one rcg,ion since
the Great Depression.6

CONCLUSION
Unfortunate'lv, almost all San Francisco Bav Area
income propertv invcstors are adiusting to deflationarl' EBITDA propertv performance or u,ill do
scl soon. Inconre propertv loans originated since
1998 based on higher rental rates and occupancies
have a grc.at dcal of risk of going into monetary

dt'fault in an income propertv loan portfolio. This
conclusion is based on direct income propertv loan
portfolio t,xperience and speaking with other
income prcpertv loan portfolio managers as

President of The. Equity Asset Managers
Association in San Francisco. This conclusion is
bast'd on ohservations and confirmations from
other lender portfolio managers who have
observed across the board declines in EBITDA due
to the loss of commercial and residential tenants in
many prurperties financed by San Francisco based
financial intermediaries. The magnitude of this
deflationary recession in Northern California
income property real estate markets is significant
enough to be concerned about a repeating pattem
of foreclosure clusters within the next 2 to 3 years.
Since Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities
(CMBS) and othcr financial intermediaries have
originated billions of income property loans from
the' peak periods of 1997 through 2000 in the San
Francisco Bay Area, it will be interesting to observe
if past foreclosure cluster patterns will again repeat
as obsc.rved in the Los Angeles Metro Area from
1993 through 1996.
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A formal

research studv

by an establishecl

real

estate graduate program would conclucie that fore-

closure cluster pattems do occur in the investmc'nt

real estate market place. A good study period
woulcl be from 1986 through 1996 in Los Angelc,s
County with 1986 to 1989 being the inflationary
period and 1991 through 1996 being thc deflationary period. In addition, a continuing studv of Santa
Clara County or San Francisco County wor,rld be of

2.

3.

Russell Mead, Worth, Mar& 1996.
Silicon Vall.'y busincss va.ancies may be nrar l3"l,,silicon Valley/
San l('{.Bu$nrss J('umdl, April z. 2003.
"Empty Ilallways," 8y Dan Levy, San Francisco C'hronicle, July 3,
2002.

1.

'Arca populatron drops," Siliron Valley/ San lose Business
lotrmdl, Apnl )7,2003.
5. 'Silicon VaUry jobless rates jumps," Silicon Valle],/ San Iose

loumal, May 9, 2m3.
"The Futurc o{ Tech, The BiB I'icture," Exsrrss
Eusiness

6.

W&t August

25,

2003.

great interest to many current investors in these

markets. The inflationary period would be
between 1997 and 2000, with the deflationary pcriod between 2001 into the next fc.w years. The benefit of studying this subject would provide lenders
and investors with a better understanding of the
risks associated with invt'sting in long-tern.r
income property investments. Lenders and
investors would obtain a bcttcr understanding of
real estate investment cycles and its potr.ntial neg-

in varying degrees of
intensity beyond city boundaries. In terms of fornr
and function, these outlving economic nodes
include suburban office parks, regional shopping
malls, edge cities or self-contained multi-functional centers on the metro fringe, and exurban corporate campuses, which are linked by information
technology and limitecl-access highway corridors.l
promoted development

FOOTNOTES:
l. "Budgot of Losr Jobs," Walter

T/rc z,rca,s r,xprr,ssr:d in tltis nmnuscript by Marc R.
Thontpsut, CRE, CCIM, nrc clearly his ount and are not
to ht tortstrutd in nnq uay as thc tieu's or policies of
Bank of thc Wtst, or nny of its affiliates, officerc, or setl-

ior ttm ase k\tt.

RE.EVALUATIONS OF
GEOGRAPHICAL RISKS POST.9/11
After 9177, pcrceptions of metro aretr location risks
changed dramatically -. anrong corporate hoarcls,
their employees, and the insurance industry.r TI.rt,
perspectives of each of these groups aro cliscussetl

in turn below.
CORPORATE AND
EMPLOYEE PERSPECTIVES
For corporate heads, research indicates that since
9l-l1, "risk management has moved beyond its traditional spheres of technokrgical and financial risk
assessment and now permeates virtually all
aspects of corporate decision-making," inclurling
safety and securitv facilitv site se,lection, and
employee relocation decisions.r Not surprisinglv
downtown high-rise office propertit's have genc.rated the greatest concerns, which have resulted in
increased emplovee and visitor screening and
overall increased securitv costs. For ex.rmple, the
Empire State Building in New York City incrt'ased
securitv personnel by over 250 and added scanning
machines to all five entrances, costing several million dollars and creating serious delays and hassles
for tenants and visitors entering the building.r
Whether such entry delays and hassles together
with emplovee fears of *'orking in dorvntown
high-rise structures will reduce current tenant
propensitv to rene\^'their long-te,rm leasc.s in these
structures becomes a perhnent question.

ative effects as a result of deflationary investmL,nt
periods. The investment real estate markets are
largely chaotic and therefore unpredictable. Thcse
studies will help to understand the inflationary
and deflationary investment cycles and to prrovitic
more predictive patterns of incomc' propr'rtv
investment holdings.

There is some evidence that the markt't demand for
super-high rise properties rvas on the wane prior to
the terrorist attacks.6 But commercial real estatL'

brokers and corporate relocation consultants
report that since 9/11 an increasing number of their
clients are expressing an aversion to locating in so-

called trophy properties, especially thosr. taller
than 30 stories, and "run of the mill" properties
within the "shadow" of such facilities, othor large
gathering venues (stadiums, arenas, major retail
establishments), energy generating facilities, and
infrastructure projects (bridges, tunnels, natural
gas pipelines, water and sewer plants).7
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with operations in suburban and
nonmetropolitan locations are changing their site
preferences after 9/1 l. According to corporate relocation consultants, some are "...now ophng for no
intcrstate visibility...locations in the rear of business parks...[and] sites outside of airport flight
pattems."t And, all firms reportedly are evaluating
morc carefully co-tcnants aftcr 9111., avoiding
buildings where they will have to share occupancy
with a U.S. government agency or high profile private companv In short, "What may have been perceived as isolation in thc past is [perceived as] safety and security [today]."q
Even companic's

Firm-level rL.assessments of facility and site location are driven, at least in part, by employees who
have. raised concems about working in or within
the shadow of super tall office buildings like the
Se,ars Tower in Chicago. To quell employee concems, some firms that were concentrated in Lower
Manhattan prior to 9/11 reportedly tumed down
incL.ntives t() stay in the area and have made moves
resulting in some cast's in a doubling of the rent "to
keep people focust'd on their jobs and not on worrving about coming to work everydayr" rrr
Firms are likervise re-evaluating their facility and
sitL' location in terms of safety and the higher occu-

pancv costs associated with heightened building
securitv. rr Most high rises were not designed for
mass r.vacuations. According; to building design
cxperts, "the stairnrells are too small, there are not
cnough of them, and [oftentimes] the stairwell
door[s] open into the fire stairs, impeding passage."r: And, as noted, in the post attack environment, building orvners reportedly are hirinS; more
security guards, installing surveillance cameras,

requiring screening badges for

all

building

emplovees, and reducing the number of entrv
points. Along with building entry delays and hassles, bec.fed-up security poses a major dilemma for
tenants because "almost all commercial leases contain pass-through provisions that leave Ithem]
responsible frlr common areas maintenance costs."
t-1

INSURANCE INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES
Paralleling the re-evaluation of risk among firms
and their enrployees, especially those inhabiting
high-rise buildings, the business of insuring comnrercial real estate also changed dramaticallv after
thc terrorist attacks.r{ Prior to 9/11, insurance rates
werLr on the rise-increasing 20%-25% on
rt'newals-as insurers scltrght to recover invest-
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ltlollowing tlre St'lrtenrbtr 11,2001 terrorist attacks, corporate lead!-{ ers, their employtr,s, and the insurance industry-all began to reI evaluate location risks and costs associated with occupying com-

1. 1-ow do real estate professionals learn the business of real tstate?
What dtps, and what should, the real estate learning process
fl
I linclude? What are the conceptual models for real estate educa-

mercial real e.statt' in denstly settled urban centers, especially downtown high risc'office. towers. In this article, we review these post 9/11
re-assessnlents and their likely impact on corporate location decisions
and employment distribution across U.S. cities and metropolitan areas.

tion? This article discusses these issues, offers answers to thcse questions, and provides some insight about the education process in the real
estate profession. This article is a concept piece with a strong dose of
opinion. Many points, if not most of the points, raisc,d in this article, are
open for discussion and argument. The generation of strch a dialogue
could, should, and would benefit all dimensions of the real estate profession. Manv issues raised in the article could be topics for serious
academic investigahon.

PRE-9/11 LOCATION DYNAMICS
Over the last thrte, decades, corporate and municipal leaders have
worked clostly with commercial real estate developers to transform
our largest downtowns into malor administrative, financial and transactional nodes. Hugc and often grandiose skyscrapers, typically housing headquarters of firms with global reach, have been erected as
prominent symbols of our nation's economic success and influence in
the intemational marketplace. lnterspersed between or among the skyscrapers are smaller structures housinp; a range of businesses that provide an array of professional, technical, logistical and other support
services to these global firms.r
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Urban planners and local economic detelopment officials also have
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Unii,t:tsily.

In verv general terms, three aspects of real estate education exist. These
aspects are academic or formal education provided bv colleges and universities; professional education provic'led by a variety of entities in the
real ('state industry; and, on-the-job training. This training or hancls on
experience is often mandated as part of a professional designation or
state certification. Each of these aspects or options for education has an
important role to play and provides a set of benefits. Tht'se educational aspects or options are the focus of this note.
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Unlike many other education-oriented articles in
the real estate literature, this note does not discuss
the "body of knowledge" even though the body of
knowledge is very important. This article does not
discuss important real estate topics but instead discusses the process through which an individual
gains knon,ledge and skills.

tndividuals enter the real estate industrv from a
wide varietv of other activities and endeavors.
tndividual success stories can be found in which
the personal points of entry into the real estate
business differ widel1,. This article does not try to
identify the "best educational" package or background for success in the real estate industry The
article identifies these possible pathways but principally discusse.s the interplay of the three aspects
of real estate education.

THE DICHOTOMOUS MODEL
(THE "EITHER.OR" MODEL)
The, education process in the real estate industry
should not be viewed as an "either-or" relationship with acaclemic education at one end of the
spectrum and professional education, on-the-job
training or experic'nce at the other end. Figure 1
depicts the dichotomous model. It is not the model
that exemplifies thc' best real estate education
option. It puts individuals with diiferent kno\1,ledge enhancing activities at odds when in fact thev
are complementarv and shoulcl be used in consort.

This model has existc.d from the very start of the
educational debate and still exists, but is much less
accepted today than in the past. People on both
sides think they know more than people on the
other side. As an example of this model consider
the following selected set of statements made by
thc profcssi(,n.rls holding upposing views.
Practitioners lrave made statements like the following one's about acadcmics:

r
r
I

"What do they know about the real world?"
"They don't know a thing if they haven't done a
deal."
"People who can, do. People who can't, teach."

On the other side of the issue, academics have been
heard to say:
! "What do you leam doing the same thing for the
50th time that you didn't know after the first or
second hme?"
! "Too much cookbook mentaliry"
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Figure

1

Prcf essioral Education,
On-the-lob Erperience
Leaming by doing

The Dichotomous Model (The "Either-Or" Model)

I

'An appraisal or

a market analysis is a birveeklv
term paper on the same topic."

Some participants in the real estate industry need
an attitude ad,ustment. Too manv academics trivialize the educational experiences provided by pro-

fessional organizations and trade associations as
being too simple or too much of a "how-to"
approach. Similarly, too many practitioners condemn academic education as behg too highbrow,
too unrealistic, not "real world." It is time for both
of these attitudes to disappear and for the profes-

I
!

But, the accounting professional played a key role
process; they provided tactical, emotional
and fhancial support to the college-based accounting programs. We need this industry commitment
and support from the real estate industry! To gain

in the

the prestige, accounting firms encouraged
Outsourcing-Outsourcing identifies activities in
which one entity acquires services from anothe'r
entity. In our case, it is the mutual provision of
se.rvices between the academics and the practitioners. Several achvities that can occur are:

r

r

sionals in all parts of the real estate community and

business to work together for a common good.
This form of inappropriate criticism is "old school"
thinking and should not be "new school" thinking.
For most of our discipline's early history each side
tumed its back on the other's education leaming
outcomes and programs. Over time this view has
moderated to some degree. But, the change has not
been fast enough and has not occurred with full
reciprociW. It is mostly unidirechonal with the professional organizations in the industr,v being more
accommodating than colleges and universities. In
the fuhrre the dichotomous view of real estate education must not only diminish, but it should disappear for our mutual benefit. It hints at a degree of
disrespect that is not exhibited by other profes-

content by lir <ing their leaming experience to
the other group s leaming erperience
joining to8ether to create courses and seminars
for each other.
exchanging educational materials.

!

and

gave all forms of support to the accounting programs in business schools. Thev created scholarships, thev provided operating funds to supplement public funds and thev created endowments
in the form of Professorships and Chairs to encourage research.

Professional programs given bv both professional organizations and trade associations incrcasc
their use of academics to give seminars on sptcialized topics instead of the typical (but not universal) current practice of using onlv instructors
and course developers from the organization.

College real estate programs continue to use
industry personnel to teach principles courses in
their programs as they have been doing for
many years. But to provide breath to the programs, consider using professionals in other
courses that should be in the program but that
the full-time faculty cannot teach due to either
time or training constraints. For example,
appraisers can teach the appraisal course. Real
estate lawvers can teach real estate law and
development regulations. Real estate consultants can teach market analvsis. Real estate financial analysts can teach finance and investme'nts.
College courses could expand the students
leaming experiences bv using more professionals as guest lecturers on topics of their expe-rtise.

On a smaller scale but still very effective, insurancL'
companies have supported actuarial and risk man-

agement programs in the same manner as the
accounting programs. Hospitality and Health
Administration programs are also supported bv
their industry oriented professional constituencies.

It is now time for us to enhance this interrelationship in the real estate industry!
Currently, most real estate programs are academically underrepresented in business education.
They are limited in scope due to lack of trained facultv on staff. These programs very often offer only
a single real estate course, or at most a couple of
courses. Real estate is a broad discipline. It cannot
be compressed into a couple of courses and do it
justice. Real estate is business, law, govemment,
architecture, engineerinp and planning. All real
estate programs need enhancement. All real estate
programs need support from the industry in order
to move to their potential.

sions.

CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
THE MATRIX MODELS OF
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
A second model of c.ducation and experience is the
matrix model that displays the possible combinations of the e'ducational experiences. This model
can be presented in various levels of complexity. A

simple form of the matrix model is depicted in
Figure 2; a more complex form of the model is
depicted in Figure 3. Academic education in real
estate refers to three levels of activity - an associate's degree, a bachelor's degree, or a master's
degree. The kev consideration however is not the
degree itself but the nature and number of courses
in real estate taken as part of the education process
leading kr the degree.
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The real estate discipline in general, and education
and training in both the academic and professional aspects in the real estate industry are on an
upward path that leads to a higher and more rec-

ognizable level of prestige. Two things are happcning. First, academic and professional education
is steadily improving. Second, after many/ many
years, other aspects of the business community are
now recognizing this enhanced education expc'rience. Just as the accountanry discipline started to
gain prestige and recolyrition in the first quarter of
the 20th century the real estate discipline is gaining that recognition in the first quarter of the 2lst
centurv. The accounting profession continued that
growth in prestige throughout the 20th centurv
even give the several major bumps in the roacl with
WorldCom, Global Crossing and Enron. The real
estate discipline needs to emulate the successes of
the accounting profession!
28 Yurs of Publishitrg Excellenct:7976-2003
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experience aspect of instruction. "War stories"
should only be used as a means to amplify a
more generally applicable concept or principle,.
Case studies can be too restrictive; they typically
teach how to handle yesterday's specific problem instead of tomorrow's general problems.

!

Professionals, as well as many college instructors, need to remember that teaching is a leamed
and practiced craft. Teaching is time-consuming
and enhanced by practice- Telling someone how
to do something is not the same as explaining

how and why something is done.

Te.aching

requires the teacher to adopt the viewpoint ()f
the audience in order to determine if the material is being leamed and not just presented.

All of these factors point to a need for better cooperation and integration of the academic and pro-

tion by RICS accreditation officials.: The

Real

Estate Commissions of many states accept college

crr-dit as proof of knowledge and the requirement
t() take the licc.nsure examination in that State.

Academic programs need to create educational
intemships (not part hme jobs) and grant academic credit, and academic programs need to create
procedures to accept professional training for academic credit. The difficult aspect of this is getting
collegc. and university approval for these activities.
S,ome colleges have educahonal intemships that
generate academic credit other colleges do not
havc such programs. Only the college that is a rare
exception can give academic credit for professional courses. A vehicle to accomplish the desired end
is the appropriate use of a directed readings
course, a field study course, or an intemship
course.l

fessional parts of the real estate discipline. There is

an old saying that the Americans and tht English
are two peoples separated by a common languagt'.
We should not be two groups of educated people
interested in real estate separated by a common

discipline.

IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE INTERACTIVE MODEL
ln order to bring the interaction model of eclucation in the real estate professions, several actions
must take place in the near term. These actions
involve the generation of the following thre'e relationships:
Strategic Partnerships with Reciprocity
Agreements
Cross Pollination

Outsourcing
Strategic Parherships with Reciprocity

Tradc. associations need to accept academic courses in their educational program. If a trade organization has courses in real estate finance and market

analysis, the association could evaluate college
courses in these subjects and accept them into their
profc,ssional programs.

A bcnefit to the college or university from such
strategic partnerships is industry support. Real
estate programs are almost always under appreciated and under funded in the university setting.
And at times and in different places, the very existence of a real estate program is threatened by
financial exigency or administrative bias. In such
instances the link to national professional organizations and trade associations can be very helpful
to a program. The intemship program relationships established in the local community can also
ht'lp in such instances.

There are very few substantive real estate programs that offer more than a very few courses in
real estate. Some real estate programs in the U.S.
exist in colleges of architecfure. But, again even
these are few and far between. Therefore "academic tducation in real estate" in Figure 2 is a very
diverse real world experience. Civen this diversilv,
academic education needs to appear in a simple
format in this simple specification of the matrix
model.

ln Figure 2, "no formal educahon in real estate"
refers to a very broad array of circumstances. This
category includc's the liberal arts, social science, or
natural science major holding a bachelor or master

degree from a college, the holder of an associate
dcgree from a jr.rnior college, and the high school
graduate. [t also includes the bachelor or master
degree'in business but without real estate course
work. The key feature is that regardless of the
degre,e, tl.re' student did not receive academic training in real estate.
Professional education in real estate also can consist of a broad categow of possible educational
experiences th,rt can encompdss:

! prt'and

post-licensing courses for sales associate and broker licensure, appraisal certification
courses, and continuing education seminars for
sales associates, brokers, and appraisers taught
by proprietary schools, technical schools, and
junior colleges using local practitioners

Age€ments-

Strategic partnerships rvith re.ciprocitv need to be
created between academic programs and profe'ssional organizations to bring academic and proft'ssional entities together for the common good of the
real estate discipline. Actions to accomplish the
desired end should include the following:

Cross Pollination - Cross pollination of ideas and
experiences refers to more specific actions that can

Prot-essional organizations need to accept acadenr-

I

ioining together to offer constructive criticism of

r

offerings.
Constructive criticism from a leamed individual
is good. It can shed a different light on a subiect.
It can add a new dimension to a topic or presentation.
broatlenin8 their course offerings and course

ic courses in their educational program. This is
occurring between the Appraisal Institute and several Master of Science programs.r The Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) has no
accredited programs of study in wide ranging
aspects of real estate that undergo a formal cvalua-
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Collegiate real estate education is a not standardized. Most business schools do not offer real estate
education. In those that do, real estate is a small
component typically found in a Finance
Department where one, two, or three courses are
offered. It can exist as part of a combination of disciplines coupled with insurance and legal studies.

be undertaken within a strategic alliance or in a
re'ciprocity arrangement. Several ideas for cross
pollination of ideas between academics and proftssionals are:

!

taught by educational centers that are either free
standing entities or affiliated with colleges and
universihes

I

cclurses and continuing education seminars
taught b1, various professional organizations
that are requirecl for obtaining and maintaining
a professional designation

I

courses and continuing education seminars
taught by various trade organizations

tht, other group's educational
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courses and continuing education seminars
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Figure 2: The Matrix of Education and Experience
On.thFjob No On-the"job
Training

Academic Education in Real

Estate

D

Estate

B

E

Estate

C

F

Professional Education in Real

No formal education in Real

Training

A

The model can be usc'd to differentiate the pathways that real estate proftssionals took to attain
their current position in the real estate industry.
The answer is that we have come to our present situation from a complex se,rie.s of circumstances; we
are the products of the education paths identified
in cells 'A, B, or C." Other professions do not
exhibit this array of entry possibilities.
Accountants leam the fundame.ntals for their profession in cell A,
The model can also depict the starting point for our
individual real tstate careers. Ce'lls "D and E" are
two entry portals to a future in the real estate

industry, br.rt the on-the-job experience must be
gained. Cell "F" can be a starting point but a movement into cells A or B is a necessary step. If we look
around us we should be able to find successful
people in our industry from "all walks of life,"
from cells 'A through F." We are a very diverse
group of professionals when viewed through the
lens of background and preparation for the industry, We are dramatically unlike, othe,r professions.
Accountants e,ntt'r the,ir proft'ssion in cell D and
move to cell A. They do not enter their profession
fronr Cells C or F.
The complexity of the matrix model is increased

in

Figure 3. Here the general categories of academic
and professional categories are segmented. This
array can be used to describe the situation when
they entered the real estate industry and also to
describe their current situation. For a discussion of
the circumstanc(,s at the point of entry the "no onthe-job training (OJT)" cells would seem to be null
sets. But, there are circumstances in which this is
not true. The most likely such case is the "family
real estate business." The daughter or son with no
real estate education of any form is brought into
the business - cell t, After many years in the business gaining OJT the son or daughter probably is
depicted in cells D, H, L, or P

Another examplc is tl.re college professor who
enters a faculty to teach real estate straight from
either the dissertation topic defense or the dissertation defense - cell c1. Too many college'professors
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examples brought to the classroom. All academic courses should have a maior component that
requires a real world experience gamered from a
casc analysis, a field survey, an appraisal, an

Figure 4: The lntegration Model

Figure 3:
The Matrix of Education and Experience Segmented Display
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o

R
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professor to venture into some OJT situation.
Many of our academic colleagues are cell I individuals who hold professional designations but this is
a small percentage.
The typical real estate exe-crrtive cnters the real
estate industry in cells r and s but as experience on
the job is gained, the cxecutive moves into cells E,
F, l, I, M arrd N. Some cxecutives in the course of
their careers also take advantage of educational
opportunities from professional organizations,
trade associations or eciucational centers.

t

lead to the followhg question. What should real
estate education entail in general, and specifically
in the post-secondary education system of colleges
and universities? Can this question be answered
tacttully?

THE INTERSECTION MODEL
In general, real estate education should inclucle
elements from both academic and professional
educational processes and on-the-job training. The
graphical depiction of the interaction model comes
from the theory of sets that you may remember
from mathematics and appears as Figr,rre 4. It is
also known as a Venn diagram.
The ideal educational arrangement is the intr.rsection of the three sets representin8 academic education, professional education and t'xperience. This is
the area signified as "1." In this area the individual
experiences the interaction of the three elements

Residential brokers and residential appraisers with
only state certificahon vcry often start in cell d after
the state mandated courses are taken and move to
cell D with OJT. As their desire for knowledge and
prominence grows thev very often also obtain the
educahon in cells L and P.

that lead to the broadest spectrum of re'al estate
knowledge. The benefits derived from the educational experiences signified by this intersection are

The point of the story is that real estate profession-

Area 2 is high on both academic and professional
education but is somewhat unrealistic as a path to
success without experiencc in the industry.
However, this is the best form of educational experience that prepares an individual for future success as industry experience is obtained. Here,
knowledge is gained from two different educational orientations.

als start out in four somewhat general portals to
the industr,v (cells q, r s, and t) and can become suc-

cessful by accumulating knowledge and skills
from some combination of the choices depicted in
Figure 3.

The realizations about entry points and career
paths achieved in the context of the matrix model

Periodicallv faculty should make an audit of
n,hat is being taught by the professionals and
make certain that academic courses reflect that
material. This is the academic education to professional education link.

T

d

at the highest level especially when the proper and
pertinent material is put forward in all thrc'e sets of
experiences.
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Areas 3 and 4 are different educational experiences

coupled with practical experience. Is one of these
better than the other? ls academic education better
than professional education? It depends on the
content of the educational experience. An academic education based on strong industry examples
and experiences is much better than a professional

!

story is not finished. Given the interrelationships
portrayed in Figure 4, academic programs should
be positioned in Area 1 of Figure 4. A strong link
should be developed among academic education,
professional education and on-the-job training. To
accomplish this most desirable interrelationship,
several key factors should exist on facultv side of
the issue:

I

r

ly research. They should strive to publish the
outptrt of this applied research in various professional joumals. In many instances, if properly
rewritten and edited, an article that stands well
in an academic joumal can also provide information to professionals in an applied joumal.
To accomplish this most desirable interrelationship, se'veral key factors should exist on professional education side of the issue:

!

Faculty members should have professional
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Professionals should recognize the benefits to
clear thinking and problem solving provided bv
the study of concepts and theory. Proper cause

and effect reasoning procedures need to

be

taught. Concepts and theorv are an important
element of the "horv to do it" approach.
Concepts and theorv answer the question, "whv
did you choose to do it this way?"

ities.

Academic courses should utilize real world

Faculty members should do some applied
research to round out their academic or scholar-

involvement in some form either past or present.
This professional involvement can be direct
experience that comes from working in the
industry or it could come from consulting activ-

r

Faculqv members should actively participate in

faculty development by taking executive education courses and semhars for real estate professionals to see what the industry is doing. This is
an aspect of lifeJong leaming for the real estate
academic. If possible, academics should develop
training programs based on their knowledge
and skills for various entities in the real estate
industry ln all states licensed appraisers, sales
associates and brokers need continuing education credits. Academics could raise the standard
for such education.

education experience based on personal stories
with queshonable relations to the topic of the
course or seminar. On the other hand, an academic
education based onlv on the memorization of
terms and the study of theory is inferior to a professional education providing meaningful sitr,rational examples and analysis.
Area 4 is the area of interest tbr those individuals
who do not have a college education in real estate.
These people get their knowledge from professional cdrrcation and on-the-job training.
In order to maximize the effectiveness of a college
educatioo the real estate major at both the graduate and undergraduate levels should provide the
most complete array of relevant courses. But, the

Faculty members should fully recognize the
nature and content of the courses taught by the

professional and trade organizations.

Profcssronal Edu.arion

S

remain in this cell for thtir e,ntire career. Admitting
that they may improve their skills by research and
self-teachhg, experiencing some form of professional education would provide an opportunity to
leam new and interesting things. This would signal a move to at least one or a combination of cells
a, e, i, and m. It is even advisable for the college
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r

S

c
D

visit to the court house steps. This is how the ontlre-job aspect is linked to academic education.

On th.-Job

r
G

investment analysis, a development project
analysis, a search at the county offices, and a

R€ll Eslltc

q

m

I
J

b
C

Trade
Association

!

Professionals should minimize the personal
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examples brought to the classroom. All academic courses should have a maior component that
requires a real world experience gamered from a
casc analysis, a field survey, an appraisal, an
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professor to venture into some OJT situation.
Many of our academic colleagues are cell I individuals who hold professional designations but this is
a small percentage.
The typical real estate exe-crrtive cnters the real
estate industry in cells r and s but as experience on
the job is gained, the cxecutive moves into cells E,
F, l, I, M arrd N. Some cxecutives in the course of
their careers also take advantage of educational
opportunities from professional organizations,
trade associations or eciucational centers.
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lead to the followhg question. What should real
estate education entail in general, and specifically
in the post-secondary education system of colleges
and universities? Can this question be answered
tacttully?

THE INTERSECTION MODEL
In general, real estate education should inclucle
elements from both academic and professional
educational processes and on-the-job training. The
graphical depiction of the interaction model comes
from the theory of sets that you may remember
from mathematics and appears as Figr,rre 4. It is
also known as a Venn diagram.
The ideal educational arrangement is the intr.rsection of the three sets representin8 academic education, professional education and t'xperience. This is
the area signified as "1." In this area the individual
experiences the interaction of the three elements

Residential brokers and residential appraisers with
only state certificahon vcry often start in cell d after
the state mandated courses are taken and move to
cell D with OJT. As their desire for knowledge and
prominence grows thev very often also obtain the
educahon in cells L and P.

that lead to the broadest spectrum of re'al estate
knowledge. The benefits derived from the educational experiences signified by this intersection are

The point of the story is that real estate profession-

Area 2 is high on both academic and professional
education but is somewhat unrealistic as a path to
success without experiencc in the industry.
However, this is the best form of educational experience that prepares an individual for future success as industry experience is obtained. Here,
knowledge is gained from two different educational orientations.

als start out in four somewhat general portals to
the industr,v (cells q, r s, and t) and can become suc-

cessful by accumulating knowledge and skills
from some combination of the choices depicted in
Figure 3.

The realizations about entry points and career
paths achieved in the context of the matrix model

Periodicallv faculty should make an audit of
n,hat is being taught by the professionals and
make certain that academic courses reflect that
material. This is the academic education to professional education link.
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Areas 3 and 4 are different educational experiences

coupled with practical experience. Is one of these
better than the other? ls academic education better
than professional education? It depends on the
content of the educational experience. An academic education based on strong industry examples
and experiences is much better than a professional
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story is not finished. Given the interrelationships
portrayed in Figure 4, academic programs should
be positioned in Area 1 of Figure 4. A strong link
should be developed among academic education,
professional education and on-the-job training. To
accomplish this most desirable interrelationship,
several key factors should exist on facultv side of
the issue:
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ly research. They should strive to publish the
outptrt of this applied research in various professional joumals. In many instances, if properly
rewritten and edited, an article that stands well
in an academic joumal can also provide information to professionals in an applied joumal.
To accomplish this most desirable interrelationship, se'veral key factors should exist on professional education side of the issue:
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element of the "horv to do it" approach.
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Faculty members should do some applied
research to round out their academic or scholar-

involvement in some form either past or present.
This professional involvement can be direct
experience that comes from working in the
industry or it could come from consulting activ-
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Faculqv members should actively participate in

faculty development by taking executive education courses and semhars for real estate professionals to see what the industry is doing. This is
an aspect of lifeJong leaming for the real estate
academic. If possible, academics should develop
training programs based on their knowledge
and skills for various entities in the real estate
industry ln all states licensed appraisers, sales
associates and brokers need continuing education credits. Academics could raise the standard
for such education.

education experience based on personal stories
with queshonable relations to the topic of the
course or seminar. On the other hand, an academic
education based onlv on the memorization of
terms and the study of theory is inferior to a professional education providing meaningful sitr,rational examples and analysis.
Area 4 is the area of interest tbr those individuals
who do not have a college education in real estate.
These people get their knowledge from professional cdrrcation and on-the-job training.
In order to maximize the effectiveness of a college
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experience aspect of instruction. "War stories"
should only be used as a means to amplify a
more generally applicable concept or principle,.
Case studies can be too restrictive; they typically
teach how to handle yesterday's specific problem instead of tomorrow's general problems.

!

Professionals, as well as many college instructors, need to remember that teaching is a leamed
and practiced craft. Teaching is time-consuming
and enhanced by practice- Telling someone how
to do something is not the same as explaining

how and why something is done.

Te.aching

requires the teacher to adopt the viewpoint ()f
the audience in order to determine if the material is being leamed and not just presented.

All of these factors point to a need for better cooperation and integration of the academic and pro-

tion by RICS accreditation officials.: The

Real

Estate Commissions of many states accept college

crr-dit as proof of knowledge and the requirement
t() take the licc.nsure examination in that State.

Academic programs need to create educational
intemships (not part hme jobs) and grant academic credit, and academic programs need to create
procedures to accept professional training for academic credit. The difficult aspect of this is getting
collegc. and university approval for these activities.
S,ome colleges have educahonal intemships that
generate academic credit other colleges do not
havc such programs. Only the college that is a rare
exception can give academic credit for professional courses. A vehicle to accomplish the desired end
is the appropriate use of a directed readings
course, a field study course, or an intemship
course.l

fessional parts of the real estate discipline. There is

an old saying that the Americans and tht English
are two peoples separated by a common languagt'.
We should not be two groups of educated people
interested in real estate separated by a common

discipline.

IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE INTERACTIVE MODEL
ln order to bring the interaction model of eclucation in the real estate professions, several actions
must take place in the near term. These actions
involve the generation of the following thre'e relationships:
Strategic Partnerships with Reciprocity
Agreements
Cross Pollination

Outsourcing
Strategic Parherships with Reciprocity

Tradc. associations need to accept academic courses in their educational program. If a trade organization has courses in real estate finance and market

analysis, the association could evaluate college
courses in these subjects and accept them into their
profc,ssional programs.

A bcnefit to the college or university from such
strategic partnerships is industry support. Real
estate programs are almost always under appreciated and under funded in the university setting.
And at times and in different places, the very existence of a real estate program is threatened by
financial exigency or administrative bias. In such
instances the link to national professional organizations and trade associations can be very helpful
to a program. The intemship program relationships established in the local community can also
ht'lp in such instances.

There are very few substantive real estate programs that offer more than a very few courses in
real estate. Some real estate programs in the U.S.
exist in colleges of architecfure. But, again even
these are few and far between. Therefore "academic tducation in real estate" in Figure 2 is a very
diverse real world experience. Civen this diversilv,
academic education needs to appear in a simple
format in this simple specification of the matrix
model.

ln Figure 2, "no formal educahon in real estate"
refers to a very broad array of circumstances. This
category includc's the liberal arts, social science, or
natural science major holding a bachelor or master

degree from a college, the holder of an associate
dcgree from a jr.rnior college, and the high school
graduate. [t also includes the bachelor or master
degree'in business but without real estate course
work. The key feature is that regardless of the
degre,e, tl.re' student did not receive academic training in real estate.
Professional education in real estate also can consist of a broad categow of possible educational
experiences th,rt can encompdss:

! prt'and

post-licensing courses for sales associate and broker licensure, appraisal certification
courses, and continuing education seminars for
sales associates, brokers, and appraisers taught
by proprietary schools, technical schools, and
junior colleges using local practitioners

Age€ments-

Strategic partnerships rvith re.ciprocitv need to be
created between academic programs and profe'ssional organizations to bring academic and proft'ssional entities together for the common good of the
real estate discipline. Actions to accomplish the
desired end should include the following:

Cross Pollination - Cross pollination of ideas and
experiences refers to more specific actions that can

Prot-essional organizations need to accept acadenr-

I

ioining together to offer constructive criticism of

r

offerings.
Constructive criticism from a leamed individual
is good. It can shed a different light on a subiect.
It can add a new dimension to a topic or presentation.
broatlenin8 their course offerings and course

ic courses in their educational program. This is
occurring between the Appraisal Institute and several Master of Science programs.r The Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) has no
accredited programs of study in wide ranging
aspects of real estate that undergo a formal cvalua-
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Collegiate real estate education is a not standardized. Most business schools do not offer real estate
education. In those that do, real estate is a small
component typically found in a Finance
Department where one, two, or three courses are
offered. It can exist as part of a combination of disciplines coupled with insurance and legal studies.

be undertaken within a strategic alliance or in a
re'ciprocity arrangement. Several ideas for cross
pollination of ideas between academics and proftssionals are:

!

taught by educational centers that are either free
standing entities or affiliated with colleges and
universihes

I

cclurses and continuing education seminars
taught b1, various professional organizations
that are requirecl for obtaining and maintaining
a professional designation

I

courses and continuing education seminars
taught by various trade organizations

tht, other group's educational

REAL EsrArE
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courses and continuing education seminars
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Figure 2: The Matrix of Education and Experience
On.thFjob No On-the"job
Training

Academic Education in Real

Estate

D

Estate

B

E

Estate

C

F

Professional Education in Real

No formal education in Real

Training

A

The model can be usc'd to differentiate the pathways that real estate proftssionals took to attain
their current position in the real estate industry.
The answer is that we have come to our present situation from a complex se,rie.s of circumstances; we
are the products of the education paths identified
in cells 'A, B, or C." Other professions do not
exhibit this array of entry possibilities.
Accountants leam the fundame.ntals for their profession in cell A,
The model can also depict the starting point for our
individual real tstate careers. Ce'lls "D and E" are
two entry portals to a future in the real estate

industry, br.rt the on-the-job experience must be
gained. Cell "F" can be a starting point but a movement into cells A or B is a necessary step. If we look
around us we should be able to find successful
people in our industry from "all walks of life,"
from cells 'A through F." We are a very diverse
group of professionals when viewed through the
lens of background and preparation for the industry, We are dramatically unlike, othe,r professions.
Accountants e,ntt'r the,ir proft'ssion in cell D and
move to cell A. They do not enter their profession
fronr Cells C or F.
The complexity of the matrix model is increased

in

Figure 3. Here the general categories of academic
and professional categories are segmented. This
array can be used to describe the situation when
they entered the real estate industry and also to
describe their current situation. For a discussion of
the circumstanc(,s at the point of entry the "no onthe-job training (OJT)" cells would seem to be null
sets. But, there are circumstances in which this is
not true. The most likely such case is the "family
real estate business." The daughter or son with no
real estate education of any form is brought into
the business - cell t, After many years in the business gaining OJT the son or daughter probably is
depicted in cells D, H, L, or P

Another examplc is tl.re college professor who
enters a faculty to teach real estate straight from
either the dissertation topic defense or the dissertation defense - cell c1. Too many college'professors
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Unlike many other education-oriented articles in
the real estate literature, this note does not discuss
the "body of knowledge" even though the body of
knowledge is very important. This article does not
discuss important real estate topics but instead discusses the process through which an individual
gains knon,ledge and skills.

tndividuals enter the real estate industrv from a
wide varietv of other activities and endeavors.
tndividual success stories can be found in which
the personal points of entry into the real estate
business differ widel1,. This article does not try to
identify the "best educational" package or background for success in the real estate industry The
article identifies these possible pathways but principally discusse.s the interplay of the three aspects
of real estate education.

THE DICHOTOMOUS MODEL
(THE "EITHER.OR" MODEL)
The, education process in the real estate industry
should not be viewed as an "either-or" relationship with acaclemic education at one end of the
spectrum and professional education, on-the-job
training or experic'nce at the other end. Figure 1
depicts the dichotomous model. It is not the model
that exemplifies thc' best real estate education
option. It puts individuals with diiferent kno\1,ledge enhancing activities at odds when in fact thev
are complementarv and shoulcl be used in consort.

This model has existc.d from the very start of the
educational debate and still exists, but is much less
accepted today than in the past. People on both
sides think they know more than people on the
other side. As an example of this model consider
the following selected set of statements made by
thc profcssi(,n.rls holding upposing views.
Practitioners lrave made statements like the following one's about acadcmics:

r
r
I

"What do they know about the real world?"
"They don't know a thing if they haven't done a
deal."
"People who can, do. People who can't, teach."

On the other side of the issue, academics have been
heard to say:
! "What do you leam doing the same thing for the
50th time that you didn't know after the first or
second hme?"
! "Too much cookbook mentaliry"
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Figure

1

Prcf essioral Education,
On-the-lob Erperience
Leaming by doing

The Dichotomous Model (The "Either-Or" Model)

I

'An appraisal or

a market analysis is a birveeklv
term paper on the same topic."

Some participants in the real estate industry need
an attitude ad,ustment. Too manv academics trivialize the educational experiences provided by pro-

fessional organizations and trade associations as
being too simple or too much of a "how-to"
approach. Similarly, too many practitioners condemn academic education as behg too highbrow,
too unrealistic, not "real world." It is time for both
of these attitudes to disappear and for the profes-

I
!

But, the accounting professional played a key role
process; they provided tactical, emotional
and fhancial support to the college-based accounting programs. We need this industry commitment
and support from the real estate industry! To gain

in the

the prestige, accounting firms encouraged
Outsourcing-Outsourcing identifies activities in
which one entity acquires services from anothe'r
entity. In our case, it is the mutual provision of
se.rvices between the academics and the practitioners. Several achvities that can occur are:

r

r

sionals in all parts of the real estate community and

business to work together for a common good.
This form of inappropriate criticism is "old school"
thinking and should not be "new school" thinking.
For most of our discipline's early history each side
tumed its back on the other's education leaming
outcomes and programs. Over time this view has
moderated to some degree. But, the change has not
been fast enough and has not occurred with full
reciprociW. It is mostly unidirechonal with the professional organizations in the industr,v being more
accommodating than colleges and universities. In
the fuhrre the dichotomous view of real estate education must not only diminish, but it should disappear for our mutual benefit. It hints at a degree of
disrespect that is not exhibited by other profes-

content by lir <ing their leaming experience to
the other group s leaming erperience
joining to8ether to create courses and seminars
for each other.
exchanging educational materials.

!

and

gave all forms of support to the accounting programs in business schools. Thev created scholarships, thev provided operating funds to supplement public funds and thev created endowments
in the form of Professorships and Chairs to encourage research.

Professional programs given bv both professional organizations and trade associations incrcasc
their use of academics to give seminars on sptcialized topics instead of the typical (but not universal) current practice of using onlv instructors
and course developers from the organization.

College real estate programs continue to use
industry personnel to teach principles courses in
their programs as they have been doing for
many years. But to provide breath to the programs, consider using professionals in other
courses that should be in the program but that
the full-time faculty cannot teach due to either
time or training constraints. For example,
appraisers can teach the appraisal course. Real
estate lawvers can teach real estate law and
development regulations. Real estate consultants can teach market analvsis. Real estate financial analysts can teach finance and investme'nts.
College courses could expand the students
leaming experiences bv using more professionals as guest lecturers on topics of their expe-rtise.

On a smaller scale but still very effective, insurancL'
companies have supported actuarial and risk man-

agement programs in the same manner as the
accounting programs. Hospitality and Health
Administration programs are also supported bv
their industry oriented professional constituencies.

It is now time for us to enhance this interrelationship in the real estate industry!
Currently, most real estate programs are academically underrepresented in business education.
They are limited in scope due to lack of trained facultv on staff. These programs very often offer only
a single real estate course, or at most a couple of
courses. Real estate is a broad discipline. It cannot
be compressed into a couple of courses and do it
justice. Real estate is business, law, govemment,
architecture, engineerinp and planning. All real
estate programs need enhancement. All real estate
programs need support from the industry in order
to move to their potential.

sions.

CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
THE MATRIX MODELS OF
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
A second model of c.ducation and experience is the
matrix model that displays the possible combinations of the e'ducational experiences. This model
can be presented in various levels of complexity. A

simple form of the matrix model is depicted in
Figure 2; a more complex form of the model is
depicted in Figure 3. Academic education in real
estate refers to three levels of activity - an associate's degree, a bachelor's degree, or a master's
degree. The kev consideration however is not the
degree itself but the nature and number of courses
in real estate taken as part of the education process
leading kr the degree.

REAL ESTATE
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The real estate discipline in general, and education
and training in both the academic and professional aspects in the real estate industry are on an
upward path that leads to a higher and more rec-

ognizable level of prestige. Two things are happcning. First, academic and professional education
is steadily improving. Second, after many/ many
years, other aspects of the business community are
now recognizing this enhanced education expc'rience. Just as the accountanry discipline started to
gain prestige and recolyrition in the first quarter of
the 20th century the real estate discipline is gaining that recognition in the first quarter of the 2lst
centurv. The accounting profession continued that
growth in prestige throughout the 20th centurv
even give the several major bumps in the roacl with
WorldCom, Global Crossing and Enron. The real
estate discipline needs to emulate the successes of
the accounting profession!
28 Yurs of Publishitrg Excellenct:7976-2003
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ltlollowing tlre St'lrtenrbtr 11,2001 terrorist attacks, corporate lead!-{ ers, their employtr,s, and the insurance industry-all began to reI evaluate location risks and costs associated with occupying com-

1. 1-ow do real estate professionals learn the business of real tstate?
What dtps, and what should, the real estate learning process
fl
I linclude? What are the conceptual models for real estate educa-

mercial real e.statt' in denstly settled urban centers, especially downtown high risc'office. towers. In this article, we review these post 9/11
re-assessnlents and their likely impact on corporate location decisions
and employment distribution across U.S. cities and metropolitan areas.

tion? This article discusses these issues, offers answers to thcse questions, and provides some insight about the education process in the real
estate profession. This article is a concept piece with a strong dose of
opinion. Many points, if not most of the points, raisc,d in this article, are
open for discussion and argument. The generation of strch a dialogue
could, should, and would benefit all dimensions of the real estate profession. Manv issues raised in the article could be topics for serious
academic investigahon.

PRE-9/11 LOCATION DYNAMICS
Over the last thrte, decades, corporate and municipal leaders have
worked clostly with commercial real estate developers to transform
our largest downtowns into malor administrative, financial and transactional nodes. Hugc and often grandiose skyscrapers, typically housing headquarters of firms with global reach, have been erected as
prominent symbols of our nation's economic success and influence in
the intemational marketplace. lnterspersed between or among the skyscrapers are smaller structures housinp; a range of businesses that provide an array of professional, technical, logistical and other support
services to these global firms.r
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Urban planners and local economic detelopment officials also have
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Unii,t:tsily.

In verv general terms, three aspects of real estate education exist. These
aspects are academic or formal education provided bv colleges and universities; professional education provic'led by a variety of entities in the
real ('state industry; and, on-the-job training. This training or hancls on
experience is often mandated as part of a professional designation or
state certification. Each of these aspects or options for education has an
important role to play and provides a set of benefits. Tht'se educational aspects or options are the focus of this note.
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2t

A formal

research studv

by an establishecl

real

estate graduate program would conclucie that fore-

closure cluster pattems do occur in the investmc'nt

real estate market place. A good study period
woulcl be from 1986 through 1996 in Los Angelc,s
County with 1986 to 1989 being the inflationary
period and 1991 through 1996 being thc deflationary period. In addition, a continuing studv of Santa
Clara County or San Francisco County wor,rld be of

2.

3.

Russell Mead, Worth, Mar& 1996.
Silicon Vall.'y busincss va.ancies may be nrar l3"l,,silicon Valley/
San l('{.Bu$nrss J('umdl, April z. 2003.
"Empty Ilallways," 8y Dan Levy, San Francisco C'hronicle, July 3,
2002.

1.

'Arca populatron drops," Siliron Valley/ San lose Business
lotrmdl, Apnl )7,2003.
5. 'Silicon VaUry jobless rates jumps," Silicon Valle],/ San Iose

loumal, May 9, 2m3.
"The Futurc o{ Tech, The BiB I'icture," Exsrrss
Eusiness

6.

W&t August

25,

2003.

great interest to many current investors in these

markets. The inflationary period would be
between 1997 and 2000, with the deflationary pcriod between 2001 into the next fc.w years. The benefit of studying this subject would provide lenders
and investors with a better understanding of the
risks associated with invt'sting in long-tern.r
income property investments. Lenders and
investors would obtain a bcttcr understanding of
real estate investment cycles and its potr.ntial neg-

in varying degrees of
intensity beyond city boundaries. In terms of fornr
and function, these outlving economic nodes
include suburban office parks, regional shopping
malls, edge cities or self-contained multi-functional centers on the metro fringe, and exurban corporate campuses, which are linked by information
technology and limitecl-access highway corridors.l
promoted development

FOOTNOTES:
l. "Budgot of Losr Jobs," Walter

T/rc z,rca,s r,xprr,ssr:d in tltis nmnuscript by Marc R.
Thontpsut, CRE, CCIM, nrc clearly his ount and are not
to ht tortstrutd in nnq uay as thc tieu's or policies of
Bank of thc Wtst, or nny of its affiliates, officerc, or setl-

ior ttm ase k\tt.

RE.EVALUATIONS OF
GEOGRAPHICAL RISKS POST.9/11
After 9177, pcrceptions of metro aretr location risks
changed dramatically -. anrong corporate hoarcls,
their employees, and the insurance industry.r TI.rt,
perspectives of each of these groups aro cliscussetl

in turn below.
CORPORATE AND
EMPLOYEE PERSPECTIVES
For corporate heads, research indicates that since
9l-l1, "risk management has moved beyond its traditional spheres of technokrgical and financial risk
assessment and now permeates virtually all
aspects of corporate decision-making," inclurling
safety and securitv facilitv site se,lection, and
employee relocation decisions.r Not surprisinglv
downtown high-rise office propertit's have genc.rated the greatest concerns, which have resulted in
increased emplovee and visitor screening and
overall increased securitv costs. For ex.rmple, the
Empire State Building in New York City incrt'ased
securitv personnel by over 250 and added scanning
machines to all five entrances, costing several million dollars and creating serious delays and hassles
for tenants and visitors entering the building.r
Whether such entry delays and hassles together
with emplovee fears of *'orking in dorvntown
high-rise structures will reduce current tenant
propensitv to rene\^'their long-te,rm leasc.s in these
structures becomes a perhnent question.

ative effects as a result of deflationary investmL,nt
periods. The investment real estate markets are
largely chaotic and therefore unpredictable. Thcse
studies will help to understand the inflationary
and deflationary investment cycles and to prrovitic
more predictive patterns of incomc' propr'rtv
investment holdings.

There is some evidence that the markt't demand for
super-high rise properties rvas on the wane prior to
the terrorist attacks.6 But commercial real estatL'

brokers and corporate relocation consultants
report that since 9/11 an increasing number of their
clients are expressing an aversion to locating in so-

called trophy properties, especially thosr. taller
than 30 stories, and "run of the mill" properties
within the "shadow" of such facilities, othor large
gathering venues (stadiums, arenas, major retail
establishments), energy generating facilities, and
infrastructure projects (bridges, tunnels, natural
gas pipelines, water and sewer plants).7
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with operations in suburban and
nonmetropolitan locations are changing their site
preferences after 9/1 l. According to corporate relocation consultants, some are "...now ophng for no
intcrstate visibility...locations in the rear of business parks...[and] sites outside of airport flight
pattems."t And, all firms reportedly are evaluating
morc carefully co-tcnants aftcr 9111., avoiding
buildings where they will have to share occupancy
with a U.S. government agency or high profile private companv In short, "What may have been perceived as isolation in thc past is [perceived as] safety and security [today]."q
Even companic's

Firm-level rL.assessments of facility and site location are driven, at least in part, by employees who
have. raised concems about working in or within
the shadow of super tall office buildings like the
Se,ars Tower in Chicago. To quell employee concems, some firms that were concentrated in Lower
Manhattan prior to 9/11 reportedly tumed down
incL.ntives t() stay in the area and have made moves
resulting in some cast's in a doubling of the rent "to
keep people focust'd on their jobs and not on worrving about coming to work everydayr" rrr
Firms are likervise re-evaluating their facility and
sitL' location in terms of safety and the higher occu-

pancv costs associated with heightened building
securitv. rr Most high rises were not designed for
mass r.vacuations. According; to building design
cxperts, "the stairnrells are too small, there are not
cnough of them, and [oftentimes] the stairwell
door[s] open into the fire stairs, impeding passage."r: And, as noted, in the post attack environment, building orvners reportedly are hirinS; more
security guards, installing surveillance cameras,

requiring screening badges for

all

building

emplovees, and reducing the number of entrv
points. Along with building entry delays and hassles, bec.fed-up security poses a major dilemma for
tenants because "almost all commercial leases contain pass-through provisions that leave Ithem]
responsible frlr common areas maintenance costs."
t-1

INSURANCE INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES
Paralleling the re-evaluation of risk among firms
and their enrployees, especially those inhabiting
high-rise buildings, the business of insuring comnrercial real estate also changed dramaticallv after
thc terrorist attacks.r{ Prior to 9/11, insurance rates
werLr on the rise-increasing 20%-25% on
rt'newals-as insurers scltrght to recover invest-
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ment losses due to declines in the stock markt't and
large scale payouts following several major disasters (e.9., Hurricanes Andrew and Fran, the
Northridge Earthquake, etc.). s

Both the heighttned cost and the declining availability of terrorism insurance coveragL'are sending
shock wavt's throughout the commercial real estate
industry.lir It is affecting both new construction and
rc'sale marke'ts, particularly in large metro areas, as
"financing is contingL'nt upon full insurance coverage for collatr:ral asscts backing the loan or investmcnt."re A Mortgage. Banke'rs Associahon survev
of 25 commercial real estate. firms revealed that,
since the, beginning of 2002, "$8.2 billion rvorth of
comnrercial property developments have been
cancelled, delayed, or altered due to the high price
tag on terrorism insurance or its unavailability
altogethcr."lo Table 2 lists some of the commercial
mortgage backed securities (CMBS) proiects that

1

After 9177, insurance premiums for businesses and
properties perceived to be high potential targets
for future terrorism, including Class A high rise
buildings, stadiums and entertainment complexes,
and convention centers, increased sharplv (Table
1).16 Moreovel by February of 2002, 45 states, the

District

of

Columbia, and Puerto Rico

hacl

approved terrorism exclusion provisions for propertv and casualW insurance, n,hich meant it was
unlikely that such cor.erage would be available to
property o*'ners in these states at rene$,al time.rt
Table

1:

example: nranv hotels were financecl .-rt a 75'x, loanto-\'alue based on peak average clail!' rates at occupancies in excess of 75'l. and with somr. hotcls as
high as 80'ii,. Average daill' rates have droppt'd
significantly n,ith EBITDA dropping to nen' lorvs
increasing the probabiliw of this properlv tvpt,

Examples of Property/Casualty Risk lnsurance Price Hikes
Sorrrcr': Conr|lri,rl lry rurllnrs lront i'arirrrrs rrr'a,slrr4rr'rs

Property

2001

2002

California Landlord (53 Offices & retail buildinqs)

$373,000

$559,000

Midwest Manufacturing Plant

>2. tm

$

PREDICTING FORECLOSURE CLUSTERS
At the time of the' writing of this article, Northern
Califomia, specifically the San Francisco Bay Area,
is falling into a high probability of expericncing a
foreclosure cluster pattern in many submarkets in
2004 and 2005. As in Los Angeles County in 1990,
commercial office was the first b become weak in
the deflationary ccononric cyclc.. In the winter o[
2003, San Francisco Bay Art'a vat'ancies wt'rt,in
excess of 23% or up to 33%, when including "shadorv space" in Silicon Valley driving down rents to
1996 levels of $27lSF lvear for class 'A" office.:
Luxurv apartment rents are approaching 1997 lcrels loshg 35'l. to 50'2, from their peak levels with
average occupancies decreasing because of highcr
tum-over rates. Hotels are averaging 55'X, occupancv with downrvard pressure on rack rates. For

falling

5.4m

in

value as distresseci hotel propertit's

become more of a deflationary economic factor in
Northeast Manufacturing Plant

$250,000

s550,000

the marketplace.

Minneapolis Metrodome

5283,000

$500,000

The San Francisco Bay Area building boom was in

Miller Park Stadium (Milwaukee, Wl)

$22s,000

52.25m

NYC lntermodal Transportation

$6.0m ($1.5b)

$18.0m ($500m)

NYC Terrorism Policy

N/A

$7.5m ($70m)

Combined Construction Group Ltd

$120,000

$1.2m

'1211 Avenlre

of the Americas Trust

concert rvith the Intemet interdepcndcnce/teclr
boom largely fueled by non-cre'dit tcnants directly
bidding up the cost of office sp.icc for its busincsses and apartment space fnr its emplot'ees.
Unfortunately, in San Francisco, these non-credit
tenants providing cash secured Letter of Creclit
lease deposits to lease space have forct'd out many
long-term credit tenants out of San Francisco.
When the "tech busf' occurred, many buildings
leased by non-credit tech-interdependent businesses went vacant. In San Francisco, there is a 23'X,
vacancy or 17 million square feet,r well over a l0year supply by many accounts. Bccause' of excess
capacity of office and Researclr & Development
buildings of well over 100 million square feet in the

'1251 Avenue

of the Americas Trust

San Francisco Bay Area, there is a historical excess
of capacity never experienced on such a large scak,

'1345 Avenue

of the Americas Trust

Table 2:

Securities Placed on Ratings Watch List

for Lack of Terrorism lnsurance Coverage
Srtrrrr'r': Nrtliorat/ Morl,qir.qr'

Nr'

,s,

ll)l)2

280 Park Avenue Trust

in the San Francisco Bay Area. As a result of this
excess capacity, there is significant risk that any
income property constructed, purchased, or refi-

'1633 Broadway Trust

nanced at the maximum finance amount since 1998

Four Times Square Trust

has a significantly higher probability of a loan
default. Properties that have mitigated market risk
by leasing long-term to a high crc'dit rated ttnant
are immune to this deflationary economic effect.
This tech boom period had a significant building

Host Marriott Pool Trust (incl. Marriott Marquis in Times Square)

Opryland Hotel Trust
Houston Galleria Trust
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boom as evidenced by driving South from San
Francisco towards San Jose. The amount of "For
Lease" signs on new buildings is unprecedented at
this scalt'in the San Francisco Bay Area.
As for apartments, Santa Clara County had for its
first time rccorded an out migration of over 12,511
residents in 2002.1 Santa Clara County was the
biggc'st development cluster driver of the Tech
Boom creating a ripple effect through Northem
California from 1997 through 2000. With outmigration, an unemplovment rate of 8.4 percent,5
and with contract iobs down 63'lo which are not
counted by the State's Emplovment Development
Department, the deflationary pressures on income
propertv investments appear to be climbing in
Santa Clara Countv. From December 2000 to Aprit
2003, the Valley lost 17.1"/,, of its iobs, the biggest
drop from peak enrplovment for one rcg,ion since
the Great Depression.6

CONCLUSION
Unfortunate'lv, almost all San Francisco Bav Area
income propertv invcstors are adiusting to deflationarl' EBITDA propertv performance or u,ill do
scl soon. Inconre propertv loans originated since
1998 based on higher rental rates and occupancies
have a grc.at dcal of risk of going into monetary

dt'fault in an income propertv loan portfolio. This
conclusion is based on direct income propertv loan
portfolio t,xperience and speaking with other
income prcpertv loan portfolio managers as

President of The. Equity Asset Managers
Association in San Francisco. This conclusion is
bast'd on ohservations and confirmations from
other lender portfolio managers who have
observed across the board declines in EBITDA due
to the loss of commercial and residential tenants in
many prurperties financed by San Francisco based
financial intermediaries. The magnitude of this
deflationary recession in Northern California
income property real estate markets is significant
enough to be concerned about a repeating pattem
of foreclosure clusters within the next 2 to 3 years.
Since Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities
(CMBS) and othcr financial intermediaries have
originated billions of income property loans from
the' peak periods of 1997 through 2000 in the San
Francisco Bay Area, it will be interesting to observe
if past foreclosure cluster patterns will again repeat
as obsc.rved in the Los Angeles Metro Area from
1993 through 1996.
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PROJECTED LOAN DEFAULT

TIMING CYCLE
In today's investment property portfolios, most of
the permanent loans originated in the past five
years have limited recourse pmvisions. Once the
full impact of the. dcflationary incomc property
economic rycle is felt by lenders, it is probable that
the default rate may climb higher within a shorter
period of time than in the last deflationary economic cycle. This can be expected sinct' there is less
recourse debt to smooth out the default rate over a
two- to five-year deflationarv economic cycle peri-

od.

Commercial mortgage-backed securities

(CMBS) and savings bank loan st'rvicers could see
a flood of defaults on income property loans within a fairly short time period causing increased
det-lationarv pressure on income' property markets
if these defar.rlts turn into non-judicial foreclosures.

If interest rates remain low, the camage could be
spread out over more time with a loan modification strategy. The probability of a stable loan resolution, hased on a loan moclification strategy in a
long 3 to 5 year deflationary economic cycle, is not
good based on experienct' from prior deflationary
periods.

If the CMBS markets or Savings Banks

have a liquidity crisis forcing special servicers to
liquidate defaulted income property loans to cash,
the increased probability of further incomt'property deflation coulcl be as seve're as the dcclining values observed in the Los Angeles Metro Area from
1991

through 1996.

There is a large ne,gative invr.stment impact of this
potential deflationary cycle on the CMBS income
property loan portfolios for a number of reasons.
The CMBS market for income property loans is a

new medium of financing income property loans
and has not experienced a deflationary period in
its short 10-year history as experience'd in the early
90s with the savings and loan institutions. This risk
appears to be real given that one largc, CMBS servicer's (confidential) default rate is twice as high as
last year with its default loan rate climbing as of
this writing. Also, Savings Banks have been
expanding their loan portfolios in an effort to gain
eaming assets. Washington Mutual and Calitbmia
Federal (now Citibank) havt' been the leading
apartment lenders in California. As with CMBS
lenders, thev may also be impacted b1, deflationary
pressure risks when it become.s realizecl in apartments later in this de'flationarv cycle.

lti

THE FORECLOSURE CLUSTER PATIERN
The most intriguing loan default pattem that
emerged from observations of income, property
loan portfolios was of the emerging pattern of foreclosure clusters over a 3- to s-year timc' period.
Foreclosure clusters are the opposite negative pat-

tem of the well r.rnderstood positive pattern of

development clusters. A development cluster is
fueled by rapidly expanding enterprisr:s such as
the intemet related business boom be'ginning in
1997 in Silicon Valley, Northt'm California, bge ther with other areas of the countrv such as Austin,
Texas, and Route 128 in the Boston Metro area. The
development cluster grows as in a ripple effect as
Iong as the synergistic economic positive driver
remains strong. Think of a devekrpment cluster as
a tomado lifting rents and investment prices higher and higher in ever bigger and bigger concentric
rings influencing other areas for grorvth.

A

foreclosure cluster forms when manv random
ou,ners of loans foreclose in high concentrations
within a sub-market or Citv during a relativelv short
period of real estate time ranging from 2 to 3 ye.ars.
This pattem was obsen ed for the first timr- in the
Los Angeles sub-markets of North Hollywood, Van
Nuys, and Northridge. Blocks of apartmcnt units
were h the process of being foreclosed within a 2year time span by numerous independent lenders
and owners of Resolution Trust Corp sold loan portfolios. The new owners of foreclosed apartments
would buy these apartment buildings well below
replacement cost at a discount of up to 50'2, krwer
than competing apartment owners. These competing apartment owners were disadvantaged since
they purchased or refinanced at the top of the ect>
nomic cycle in the late 1980s and were located at the
fringe of the foreclosure cluster The nt'w owners of
foreclosed property could rr'duce rents to attract
tenants at a rate that would yield a protit, whereas
the apartment owners on the fringes of this foreclc
sure cluster who were stuck with higher debt service payments could not compete and r.vould default
on their loaru. The foreclosure cluster would grow
as in a ripple effect with the apartment income
propertv in\€stors located on the outward fringes of
the foreclosure cluster at risk of going in default as
time passed. Think of a foreclosure cluster as a vortex pulling rents and investment valut's tlown the
drah. This vortex will influence other arcas as the'
outer rings of the vortex grows and brings other
investment properties down with thos€ investment
properties rents and prices adjusted to the bottom of
the investment market.
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were placed on the ratings companies "watch list"
due either to the lack of terrorism insurancc covcr-

age

or gaps in

coverage that left lenders and

investors with less protection than thcy had prior

to the tragedy of

September 11.21 In instances

where terrorism insurance was available post-9/I1,
most policies excluded several types of terrorism
incidcnts, including covcragc for thc usc of biologicical and chemical weapons. Such exemption
clauses, according to one observer of the CMBS
market, cause another problem: they macle it easier for insurance companies to cancel policies altogether on short notice. il

The retail, industrial, and multi-family housing
sectors also face rising insurance costs and coverage issues.13 In fact, approximatelv two-thirds
(65"/") of the companies suneyed recentlv by the
Risk and Insurance Management Society (RIMS)
have no terrorism insurance and 71"i,' found it virtually impossible to obtain coverage.:{ The skyrocketing cost and decreasing availabilitv of terrorism coverage are forcing manv propertv orvners to
self-insure, that is, to establish disaster funds using
money that otherwise could be used for business
investments and new job creation.l.

And the problem is not limited to commercial real
estate or large cities.lt Studies reveal that municipalities are facing spiraling cost of insuring city
and town halls, public parks, and other public
infrastructure like bridges, tunnels, and ports.:7
Property insurance rates reportedly have increased
between 45% and 75o/o over the last vear in small
and medium-sized cities.28
The rate hikes have been even higher in large'
metro areas.2e For example, the risk insurance
package for Miller Park Stadium in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin increased from $250,000 annually prior
to 9/11 to $2.25 million annually aftcrwards.3r)
These added costs will likely retluce the attractiveness and competitiveness of large cities and metro
areas as the cost of living and doing business in
them

will

increase disproportionatel\,.r1

This problem with terrorism insurance coverage
arises in part because re-insurers, who typically
backstop primary insurance carriers, raist'd their
rates threefold following 9/11. Moreovet most
now exclude terrorism coverage, which le'aves
"many [primary] carriers liable for'first dollar'
coverage with no backup from reinsurers."r2
Industry analysts contend that the only way to
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solve this problem is for the federal govemment to
provide a financial backstop, as it does in the case

of natural disasters.-r3 And a GAO report concluded that the federal govemment's failure to address
this problem would likely slow the economic
recovery by placing thousands of businesses (especially small businesses) at the risk of bankruptcy,
layoffs, and loan dcfaults.:+

Despite the prognosis of these adverse economic
impacts, Congress did not fully embrace the federal insurance backstop idea for more than a year following the terrorist attacks.sr In fact, it was not
until after the 2002 mid-term elections, when the
Republicans swept most of the Senate and Housr'
races-Jargelv on the basis of their stance on post9/ll national security issues--that such legislation
was enacted into

law.l

The' Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002 provides
"for the federal govemment to pay up to $100 billion in terrorism losses annually for three years." t;

The Bush Administration contends that the new
law "will aid the economy by allowing the
resumption of thousands of building projects
stalled by lack of such insurance."s Others proponents argue that the law "could free up $15 billion
in construction and real estate business and
300,000 jobs," although some analyst argue that
these figures are overblown.3e

Notwithstanding the passage of Terrorism and
Risk Insurance Act of 2002, real estate developers
and property owners in U.S, cities still have to contend with the accelerating costs of insurance coverage as well as increases in deductibles in the post9/11 environment. In New York City, for example,
insurance premiums for large accounts (Sreater
than $1 million) increased 73.3%, for medium sized
premiums ($50,000 to $1 miltion) 49.5o1,, and for
small premiums (less than $50,000) 39.3'1, in thc
year follorving 9/11.r) And industry analvsts conclucle that "insurance rates u,ill continue to rise in
2003 and into 2004 on a national basis before this
so-called hard market has run its course."lr
LONGER TERM IMPACTS OF
TERRORISM LOCATION RISKS
Commercial real estate analysls predict a lagged effect of
these developments on business actir.ity and employment bends in US. cities and meho areas! The general
consensus is that the effecs will not be evidmt until 2004
and later whel many longer-term commercial real estate
leasrx will begin to expire. This raises several related

3l

questions about the impact of 9/11 on the eonomic
prospecb of U.S. cihes and their downtown office markets.

(1) Will major corporations continue to concentrate high proportions of their employees in a
single downtown location or will they attempt
to reduce their exposure to potential terrorist
attacks bv dispersing their operations and
emplovees across multiple locations linked
and backed up by the latest information technologies?

mation down to the establishment sheet address
level (such as Dunn and Bradstreet Market
Identifier files, State Employment Security
Commission, ES-202 files, and Real Estate
Information Source IREIS] files), though not without cr'rtain methodological shortcomings, should
permit researchers to assess such outcomes. ldeallv
such secondary data research should be supplemented by suneys and case studies of corporate
relocation activities. rr

CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS
We should note that several analysts contend that

(2) Will they keep their headquarters office at
prestige downtown addresses in cities like
New York, Chicago, and San Francisco, yet
relocate many execuhvet as they have back
office employees, to suburban and smaller city
locations?

(3) Will office building size and style as well as
Iocation be influenced in the post-9/11 search
for anonymity?

(4) Will security and insurance costs along with
building entry delays and hassles lead to a
reconsideration of the net benefits of a downtown location?

9/l

I will nr* significantlv affect the economic

prospects of U.S. cities and metro areas.+l Based in

large part on lristorical eramples of wars and
urban tcrrorism, which did not trigger either
wholesale population or commercial de-concentration, Glaser and Shapiro argue that 9171, probably
will not have. the detrimental impacts on cities suggcsted herein.{5 Dittmar and Campbell also assert
that, "It]hc. events of September 11 are unlikely to

or migration between dense
metro .rrl'as and other parts of the country"ft
Based primarily on mass transit rider-ship data
ancl commercial real estate trends prior to and
imnrediately after 9177, they go on to argue that,
"Iiln fact, many trend lines are beginning to point
LlncouraSe sprawl,

the other direction, and

(5) Even if downtown office complexes are occupied in the future at near capacity levels, will
lease rates be lower and discounts higher tcr
attract and retain tenants?

Answers to these questions will require carefullv
designed longitudinal research. To accuratelv gage
the impacts of the terrorist attacks, this research
will have to monitor business demographics (i.e.,
firm births, firm deaths, expansions, contractions,
in-migrating firms, and out-migrating iirms) bv
location and their emplovment and leasing
dynamics by type of establishment across a representative sample of U.S. metro areas- Investigators
should monitor establishment turnover and
employment change for various geographic subareas, including the CBD, the balance of the central
city, the inner ring suburbs, the outer ring suburbs,
and the exurbs, as well within the vicinity of highrisk properties (e.9., skyscrapers, sports and entertainment complexes) and facilihes (e.9., airports,
seaports, power stations, etc.), which are deemed
to be vulnerable targets for future terrorist activity.
Micro-level databases that provide business demographics, annual employment, and leasing infor-

if anything the uncertain

economy may lead to a slowing of sprawl and a
rent'wed emphasis on reinvestment in existing
placc5."rz And llivlin and Berube posit that "[t]he
growth ancl development of cities will continue to
be sl.raped by complex economic, social and technological forces, among which terrorism plays a
verv minor rclle."{s
We believe that past instances of warfare

(WWI, in

particular) and urban terrorism (IRA bombings in
Lonclon and terrorists incidents h Israel) offer useful but inconrplete insights into the likely impact of
9/l I on cities. Today's U.S. transportation and communications infrastructure allows immense freedom in location, especially in administrative, financial, information-processing and business sen ice

functions tlrat now constitute the bulk of city
employment bases. The 9/11 aftermath, which
inhibited people and product flows to major cities,
raised security and insurance costs of downtown
locations, and heightened employee perceived vulne'rability of working in large central city properties, is likely to acc!,lerate the employment deconcentration trL,nd that has characterized the U.S.
urban system for nearlv 100 years.
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their debt as EBITDA began decreasing. These
investors were unable to service their loan payments originally based on higher economic rents
and loan underwriting at origination. These properties had high debt loads based on loan underwriting rental rates and occupancv rates based at
tlre peak of the inflahonary economic rycle. A
telling sign of prrperties affected bv overleverage
in a deflationarv period was the discovery of significant deferred maintenance since this expense
was largely discretionary by the investor.
Howt,ver, this strategy bv apartment investors often shifted the property to a lower competitive
position in the market place attracting onlv lower
cre,dit quality tenants resulting in higher tumover
costs further decreasing EBITDA.

THE RECOURSE LOAN ARGUMENT
Later in the deflationary period during 1993, the
weaker recourst' borrowers fell victim to the length
of the recession's negative economic rycle. As a
common practice with some lenders in Califomia,
tlre rt'cou rse' borrowers were sued (judicial foreclosure) for a dcficiency between the loan amount and

the lowcr appraised value. [n Califomia, a Trust
Deed State, the common practice is to foreclose
non-judicially within 120 days of a filing of a
Notice of Dcfault. However, even though recourse
loans wcre pursued under a judicial foreclosure
process, most, if not all, of the judicial foreclosure
actions were abandoned or settled prior to going
througlr thc full extent of the judicial foreclosure
process with these properties foreclosed non-judicially. The'se judicial foreclosure pursuits were
abandone,d be,cause of business reasons of the
financial institution filing suit, time/cost of the
judicial foreclosure process, and primarily the
California laws favoring debtors therebv reduchg
lender dt'ficitncv amounts. Manv lenders pursued
a parallel process of filing both a Notice of Default
non-judicial [ortclosure and filing judicially in conjunction with a rr.qur.st to appoint a receiver. Those
borrowers with assets to protect responded well to
judicial foreclosure claims resulting in more favorablt' rtsults for the lender than just pursuing a nonjudicial foreclosure action. The cost benefit analysis
was in benefit of the lender in most cases providing
a good rt'tum pursuing this legal action. In the
property investment loan portfolio, there was a
significant trend with the financially stronger
recourse borrowers holding on longer and paying
out-of-pocke't debt service until they became financially exhausted later in the deflationary period. In
addition, many very financially strong borrowers
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with recourse loans fed the negative debt

service

payments out of pocktt throughout the deflationary period without Boing into default. There is a
strong argument for full recourse provisions on
investment property loans based on the good probability that many of thest' recourse loans will not
go into default in deflationarv tconomic periods.
The portion of the investment propertv loan portfolio that lrad not e'xperienced manv defaults were
loans originated prior to the inflationary peak of
the cycle in 1985.

CURRENT INCOME PROPERTY PATTERNS
In today's income propertv loan portfolios, there is
high deflationaw pressure on office and "research
& clevr,lopment" building rents-values due to historically high vacancy rates in tlre San Francisco
Bay Area and Silicon Valley. For older stock class B
and C apartments, ne.w investment dollars are
keeping priccs stable or increasing as vacancy rates
are increasing resulting from a lack of job growth.
This appears to bL. a countL,r trend, however, it is
only postponing potential investment losses for
those investors who had purchased apartments at
the inflated top of the market cxperienced in the
past 3 to 4 years. Thcrt'is dcflationary pressure on
apartments since 1997 as older stock class B and C

apartments

in

nrost rental markets

in the San

Francisco Bay Are'a have dorrbled in price on a per
unit basis. This is a similar trend observed in the
Los Angele's Mttro Markets prior to an extended

deflationary period for apartments from 1991
through 1996. The luxurv apartment market has
.1997

dropped to
rL,nt le'vcls in many markets from
its 2001 highs. Howeve'r, an important note, manv
new luxury apartments ownr'd by Real Estate
lnvestment Trusts had low vacancy because of corporate sponsored apartment units. After the Tech
Bust in 2001, these corporate-sponsored apartments units went vacant and addc.d to the supply
o[ urrits ovt'r a slrort pcrirrd o[ time increasing pressure to lower rents to shore up the vacancv. The
Iuxury class A apartment market in the San
Francisco Bay Area tech bust affected markets and
were the first apartments to adiust to the deflafionary apartment rental rate environment with rent
rates declining up kr 35'7, in 2001 and 2002. The
probability of downward rent pressure on older
stocl class B and C apartmt'nls is increasing as a
result of higher h-rrn-over rates and lower credit
quality of renters. In addition, apartment owners
are faced with grcater competition for quality
renters as a result of high unenrployment and a
favorable financing environmcnt for single family
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property cyclical trend impacting savings and loan
institutions. Thc. Resolution Trust Corporation was
created in 1990 by the U.S. government to liquidate
the income property assets of banks and savings &
loan institutions with federal tax payers funding
the liquidation process.

THE LOS ANGELES METRO MARKET
LOAN PORTFOLIO EXAMPLE
Income property investment trends, loan defaults
by location, and resolution pattems in income
property loan portfolios were observed working
out problem loans in thc Los Angeles Metro Area
during 1991-1997. The region was impacted during
a three-yt'ar period commencing in 1991 with negative economic nc'ws including a nationwide recession, significant regionally conce'ntrated military
cutbacks, social strife driven by the Rodney King
riots ancl finallv tht'devastating Northridge earthquake. Los Angeles County lost 340,000 jobs in the
early 1990s which was thc grcatest number of jobs
lost on a pcrcentag€' basis since the Great
Depression.l [t \^,as not uncommon to recover only
50'7, of tht, loan amount on apartment income
property loans in se.r,eral depressed sub-markets in
the Los Angeles Me.tro Area during this period
with investors krsing tlreir entire investment. Manv
income property product types office, industrial,
retail, apartments - incurring earthquake damage
in combination with thc ntgative' economy recovered less than 50'2, of the loan amount and some
recovered less than 20'X, depenciing on deferred
maintenance or physical earthquake damage. As a
result, the income propc.rty investors lost their total
investment in these properties incurred significant
tax recapture issues creating additional tax problems years after foreclosure. In addition, loans with
recourse provisions required investors to pay settlement amounts out-of-pocket or pay attomeys to
defend against protractr.d Iitigation initiated by the

financial institutions.

ification was unstable if there was no additional
financial commitment by the investor which
proved to be true as most of these loan modifications later defaulted.
As the deflationary period progrt'ssed (1993-1991),
this financial institution realized that it was best to
negotiate stable resolutions to problem loans since
reworking loans pre,r,iously modifie'd was a flarved

strategy that typically postponed losses. A stable
resolution was a loan foreclosure, or discounted
loan payoff to a third party or a well structured
Ioan modification with a substantial additional
cash investment.

INCOME PROPERTY LOAN
DEFAULT PATTERNS
At the beginning of the Los Angeles Metro Area
deflationary economic period in late 1991, loan
defaults and foreclosures occurred first on nonrecourse loans. In a non-recourse loan, full loan
repayment is not guaranteed by the borrower. The

During this income property deflationary period,
income property loans that incurred the highest
incidence of default were originated from 1986
through 1989 in this Los Angeles Metro Area marketplace. This origination time period experienced
high inflation rates on rents and values. For example, one institution averaged $1 billion in loan originations each year during these inflationarv years.
This institution financed acquisitions or refinanced
at higher leverage based on these inflated values.
Many of these propcrties financed increased in
value over 100'/. over this 4-year period.
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in U.S. cities is certainlv much
different in the post 9/11 era, and legitimately so.{q
It is broadly recognized that toda)t terrorists (at
least the leaders or brain trust oi these organizations) are better educatetl, better financed, and
better organized than ever. Contemporary terrorists also have access to better information and
communications tcchnologics and non-conventional weapons of mass destruction than their
counterparts in the past, which provides them
considerable flexibility in terms of both options
and targets for attacking thc U.S. and its interests
around the world.
Fear of terrorism

From l99l through 1996, a realcstate atlvisorv firm
in contract with this institution, modi[iecl, received
discounted payoffs, or forecloscd about $700 million each year. Unfortunately, because of the duration of the deflationary cycle in Los Angeles Metro
Area, most of the 1991 and 1992 loan modifications
went into default in later years converting to either
a discounted loan payoff or foreclosure. In those
1991 and 1992 loan modifications, financial institutions required inve'stors to pay additional out-ofpocket cash to reinvest into the property in return
for the financial institution modifying the interest
rate or terms. The idea behind this additional cash
infusion requirement by an investor was to modify
the debt only if the invtskrr bt'lit'vtd that it would
receive its additional investment back if the loan
was modified. Otherwisc, it was best for the financial institution to foreclose and sell the propertv
This financial institution believcd that a loan mod-

lender is relving upon the collateral as the sole
source of loan repayment provided that no fraud
or other recourse triggers are applicable. In this
deflationarv economic environment from 1991
through 1996, manv investors expcrienced substantial clecreases in Earnings Befort Interest,
Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization (EBITDA)
on most property types. Income property investors
that had refinanced at maximum cash-out loan-tovalue ratios or purchased their properties at the
peak of the cycle from 1987 through 1990 rvere at
risk of being over leveraged antl

le.ss

Writing in llrc Nca' Yrrk Tirrrt's, Mitchell captured
the essence of the homeland defense challenge

when she posed the following
"How...does one secure

a

ment redistribution down the urban hierarchy
from large metros to small and medium-sized metros52; and (2) employment shifts within mttro
areas from central cities to the suburbs and the
exurbs And, given the industries most aclversely
affected by the attacks, it is likely that the urban
blue-collar workforce will continue to bear a major
brunt of the job losses associatr:d with the rc.sulting
business relocation and employment shifts.5r
Combined, these developments coulcl exacerbate-in botlr racial/ethnic and geographical
terms-inequality in U.S. citics and netro areas.

question5o:

target-rich nation

1.3 million people, over 340,000
vehicles, and close to 59,000 cargo shipments every

entered by roughly

day?" The currcnt strategv involves instituting
tougher airport and border securitv measures. But,

as a recent Council on Foreign Relations studv
reveals,i|America remains dangerously unprepared to prevent and respond to a catastrophic terrorist attack on U-S. soil," owing to the failure of
the federal govemment to address a number of
risks that confront the nation.

ill preparedness together with
the continuing fears oi frrture attacks on the U.S.
urban centers will have a significant impact on
both the naturc and the level of emplovment and
business activity in major U.S. cities, resulting in

Of course, no one has a crystal ball, so results will
have to play out over the coming decade before
solid conclusions can be drawn. But, as previously
noted, longitudinal establishnrent-lt'r,el and building address databases do exist in the private and
public sectors (e.g., Dun ancl Bradstrcet, state ES202, and REIS) that will enable detaile'd monitoring
and documentation of post-9/l I spatial impacts.
Such geospatial monitoring of firm dynamics will
provide valuable information on post-g/l1
employment redistribution and commercial real
estate development trends.

We suggest that this

diminished short- and long-tcrm commercial real
estate demand. More specifically, we posit that;

(l)

Corporate leaders will make stratep;ic decisions not to concentrate all or most of their assets in

l- Saskia Sassen,
Press, 2001).
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erty transaction timcs cxtcnd or contract depending on market conditions. Historically, income
property is considered a safe', predictive investment alternative conrpared to the more volatilechaotic stock or bond markets. lnvestor winners
and losers are measured daily in the stock and
bond markets, while incomc- property portfolios
are. measurc'd over vears. lncome property investments move so slowly that most investors believe
it is predictable. Since the average "sell time" takes

deflationary pressure' in rents or investment sale
prices because they have long-term leases backed
by quality tenants occupying thL'entire propertv or
are a "ont'of-a-kind" superior location property.

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
CAN BE ILLIQUID
Investment property real est.rte can be verv illiquid
when economic uncertainty is high. For example:
buyers typicallv acquire income propertv if they

six months, de,flationary pressures can have a sig-

proiect Earnings, Befort' Interest,

nificant negativ(, impact on income property
investments held over long periods of time.
Predicting when or if deflation will hit a market is
debatable bc'twee.n buyc.rs and sellers. As it takes

Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA) being
stable or having upside potential. Buvers will be
out of the market if EBITDA growth is uncertain or
has downward pressure dut' to ncgative cconomic
data in the subiect's market area or overall economic conditions. lncomt properties are an investment that can take years of finarrcial hardship
before recovering from a deflationary cycle experience. Many real estate investors lost their entire
fortunes on income property investment altematives over a ten year time period from 1987 through

about 6 months to gL't out of a propertv, investors
display a propcnsitv to hold on longer during the
beginning of deflationary cycles. Therefore, when
it is time to sell, most investors have waited too
long to capture the sales gain at the market top.
Most investors discover when the top of the inflationary markc't occurred after they are already on
the investment cycle's down slope. When investors
in aggrL'gate believe it is time to sell, it is often too
late as the top of cycle has already occurred. When
investors try to sell on the down slope with vacancies increasing and with downward pressure on
rental rat!'s, it is very difficult sell since buyers typically have an unc'ertain outlook and are waiting on
the sidelines for lower purchase prices. Spieker
Properties, with the benefits of hindsigh! selling to
Equity Office is one example of a sale near the top
of the inflationary cycle in February 2001. This
transaction was obst'rved bv many CREs as the
best-timed major income properry portfolio sale in
the San Francisco Bay Area marketplace.

INVESTMENT CYCLE PERIODS
Given the recent l0-year investment qvcle (19912001) in the San Francisco Bay Area, the first 5 yearperiod throuBh 1996 was in aggregate deflationary
for income investment properties purchased or
refinanced from the previous inflationary period1986 through 1991. The last 5 years (1997 through
2001)was an inflationary pL'riod with rents/values
in aggregate increasing on properties because of
high demand for space rt,lated to the Tech-Boom
economic expansion. Civen existing lackluster
demand with nL'gative nc't absorption in the San
Francisco Bay Area and give'n very high vacancy
rates, the next five years will result for many property types deflationary pressures on rents/values
for investment propertiL.s in aggregate. There will
be exceptions. Some properties will not experience
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SAMPLE SIZE
Income property loan portfolios provides for an
excellent cross-section sampling of investment real
estate pattem observations over many years of
observation. Over a l0-vear period from 1987 to
1997 on income property loan portfolios in excess
of M.5 billion, many of the negative risks of income
property ownership we're' discovered including
most of the product types, locations, and various
forms of ownership risks. The statistically sigrrificant sample size provided a portfolio overview
perspective that over timc' displayed deflationary
investment cycle trends. The size of the loans that
are at risk of deflation does not matter since many
Ioans affected were in excess of $50 million with
one at $250 million. These loans were iust as prone
to deflationary EBITDA and value pressures as
were smaller loans. However, the smaller income
properties were more liquid in terms of disposition
since there is a larger pool of buyers at the smaller
end of the property size scale.
HISTORY
The last deflationary cycle in income property permanent loan portfolios bcgan in thc Oil Patch
States in 1986. The weakness in the income property markets then expanded to the Atlantic seaboard
in 1989, and to the West Coast in 1991. The camage
of Iosses for all financial institutions was significant with the brunt of this deflationary income

l5

this cargo." Elses'her., he have outlined a four-fold, comprehensive
strateg), which will address this prcblem and other risks identified in
thr Council on Forci8n Rclalions Rcport without constraining international commerce and trans border population movemcnts (S..
JamcsH. k hns{rn, rr., "U.S. Immigralion Reform, Homeland Security,
and Clobal Eronomic Comp€titiveness in the Aftermath ofSeptember
11, 2001 Terrorist Attacks," No/th Otrclnn bwtnl of Lt.natb al lru'
rnn Cot nc/tidl Rtguldtbr, Zl 12002:al9-bal). UnJortunately, the fed
eral govemment have been slori' to act on the types of r€comm€nda
ti{}ns mntained in our study
52. For erampl€, a lvall Str€€t disasler contin8enc_v plan, developed
b)'"the Federal Resen'e Board, Securities and Exchange Commission,
and the Oftice of th€ Controller of Currenry...to safeguard the cndcal

financial markels from futur€ lerror atta(ks or other disruptions,"
.alls ior th€ developmenl of "oul-ot-re8ion backup sites" that would
b€ separated, at geat distanes, from New York locations." It has
b.rn estimated that, if this plan is tullj/ implemented, 2G25"./. of N€w
Y{)rk Cit_v s financial s€rvices iobs would be lost. S€e Dou8las Feiden,
?m2 "Wall Str.,et Disaster Plan ProFxal Could Cost Cit_v Thousand
or lobs, " Ddilv N,?\ (Nerv York), Octob€r 21, p. 7.

DEruauoN Rrsr ON
INcouE PnoPERTY
PEnUaNENT LoeN ANn
INvTSTMENT

53.

nt

Eli4beth Neif, "lnsuran(e Cuts Hit UtaI Publi. Satetv Wbrkers,"
Sil! Lnt. Tribn,E,11 August 2002: A1.
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lty Marc R. Thonrpsott, CRE

ver the past 18 years, the author has observed pattems in large
income property loan portfolios during both inflationary and

deflationary investment cycles.
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An inflationary

investment

cycle is when rents-prices for investment propcrties are increasing in
aggregate. This inflationary trend occurred in the San Francisco Bav
Area Tech Boom period from 1997 through 2000. A deflationary investmcnt rycle is whcn rcnts-prict's for invcstncnt propcrtics arc dcclining
in aggregate. There is significant evidence to support a deflationary
trend in the San Francisco Bay Area investment properties comnrencing
2001 with a 3- to s-vear duration.

INVESTMENT PROPERTY MARKETS ARE CHAOTIC
lncome property portfolios react similarly to chaotic or non-predictive
patterns in other invcstnrr'nt portfolios such as stocks and bonds. The
primary difference is that the time of change is very slow as measured
in years in income propL,rty loan portfolios conrpared to the more
volatile stock or bond portfolir) reaction measurecl in days. This timr'
difference is rather largc sincc- it typicallv takes 6 minute's to sell a stock
ve'rsus 6 months on average to st'll an incomt' property. These "sell
times" are averages from the'point an investor rlecides to market an
investment to the timL, nL.t proceeds are re'cc'ived. Furtlrer, income prop-
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maturing regulatorv approach to contaminated propertv means that anyone involved with development needs to take brownfields redevelopment
striouslv and make it a viable part of their business strategy. Those that
fail to do so will forego a competitive advantage and forfeit opportunitv
to industrv peers and rivals.
This admonition not only holds true for the private sector, where the coin
of the realm is the conventionally commercial transaction and where vertical or horizontal development is contemplated, but also equallv the case
for communities where local Bovemments distinguish themselves, and
market quality of life, with and through the number and design of their
conservation and open space amenities which may not involve anv construction at all.
Civen the amounts of money, the sweeping and innovative array of regulatory initiahves, and the comprehensive types of liability protection vehicles now being made available at all levels of govemment, cleanup, and
reuse and redevelopment of contaminated Iands are no longer esoteric,
opportunistic adventures for the abnormally, precociously risk tolerant
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CONCLUSION

2OO2

Median Family lncome

2000 % groMh

5% higher than Spokane

Seattle-Bell-Everett.WA

779OA

65800

18.39

Rochester, MN

74300

66500

11.73

Madison, Wl

71300

64700

10.2

Indicators of local economic growth should be
part of every real estate market analyst's
toolkit as the nature and amount of economic
activitl, will be part of every investor's investment criteria. One good indicator is the median family income estimate that is produced

65000

59800

n

annually for each MSA by the

Omaha, NB

64400

58600

9.9

tnd'"-opoti.. tt'l

64100

57700

1'1.09

Ft Wayne, lN

59800

54500

9.7 2

Topeka,

59200

54000

9.63

57740

54000

6.85

57300

52900

8.32

Department of HUD for determining the qualification level of families to receive housing
support. It serves as a final measurement of
the ability of the local historical capital structure to employ and pay a wage level that creates local spending power.

Portland- Van, OR WA

57204

53700

6.52

Salt Lake City, UT

57200

53400

1.12

Colorado Spgs, CO

56800

51300

10.72

Boise City. lD

54500

50200

8.57

Olympia, WA

53000

49900

621

Sioux City, lA-NB

s2300

48100

8.73

KS

Sacramento,

Cl

52000

49100

5.91

51500

49800

3.41

Provo Orem, UT

50400

46500

8.39

Bellingham, WA

50200

48100

4.31

Rich-Ken-Pasco, WA

49500

48200

2.7

Springfield, MO

49200

45200

8.85

Comparable with Spokane
Muncie. lN

48900

47944

Grand Forks, ND-MN

48800

45400

7A9

Billings. MT

48600

47300

2.7 5

2.09

Flagstaff, AZ'UT

48244

45500

5.93

Stockton-Lodi, CA
Spokane, WA

47500

45400

4.63

46600

44100

5.67

Modesto, CA

46500

43900

5.92

46300

43800

5.71

San Antonio. TX

46200

43100

7.19

Ltrbbock, TX

45500

43600

4.36

Amarillo, TX
San Angelo, TX

44800

43000

4.19

44400

41300

L51

57o

Median family income can be combined with
other useful statistics such as the range of low
and high family incomes in the area in question. The percent of families that fall at the
high and low ends, respectively, is useful on
the distribution of purchasing power. The
community can be composed of high wage
earners or those at the lower end which influences trade area and potential development.
Should the analyst want to compare the local
economy with other comparable areas, two
criteria are important. The first is the absolute
level of income that shows the ability of the
historical investments in the area to employ
and pay a workforce. The second is the
growth rate in income as it shows the ability
of the invested capital to improve on its productivity.

43600

40900

6.6

42700

40400

5.69

Great Falls. MT

41900

40000

4.7 5

Medford Ashland, OR
Abilene, TX

41900

38800

7

4124O

40300

2.23

Wichita Falls, TX

40900

39800

2.7 6

40500

38200

6.02

40300

37600

7

38600

4.15

Fresno, CA

Outside MSAs, WA
Pueblo. CO

E Paso, TX

40200
39400
36300
median

.99

.18

37500

5.O7

34900

4.O1

The purpose of this article then is threefold. First, it
is written to provide a sense for how successful the

Florida brownfields program has become in just
under six years. Second, to provide a broad
overview of the tangible benefits that are now
available to underwrite the cost of brownfields
cleanup and facilitate redevelopment by making
the process more predictable, more certain, and
less riskv and costly. Finally, to provide a step-bystep strategy for actually obtaining a brou,nfield
designation such that a given proiect can take
advantage of the many incentives that currently
exist as well as that are likely to be created over the

48900
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redevelopment

of old brownfield sites in

These are all impressive statistics, which
continue to trend in the right direction.

2002.

will likely

Closer to home, in South Florida last year there
were three broad areas designated as brownfields,
two on behalf of local govemments and one on
behalf a private developer. In March, the City of
Lauderhill designated 504 acres of land in the U.S.
44ustate Road 7 corridor. In September, the City
of Hollywood designated 148 acres in the
Liberia/Oakwood Hills area. Finally, in December,
a private developer designated a twelve-acre former landfill in the City of North Miami Beach and
plans to build a grocery anchored retail center
which is expected to create in the aggregate almost
400 jobs.

next several years.

A RAPIDLY MATURING ENVIRONMENT
IN FLORIDA FOR BROWNFIELDS
The idea of utilizing market incentives to encourage the private sector to invest in and clean up contaminated lands is so simple and elegant that it has

to qualify as one of the most important regulatory
initiatives of the last fifty years. Although original-

Iy coming out of the federal govemment during
the first term of the Clinton Administration, the
Brownfields approach to redevelopment has
spread spectacularly throughout the country and
just about e'very state in the union nor,r'has a viablc
and vigorous revitalization program, with Florida
leading the wav in many respects.

in 2002, the Florida Brownfields Program exhibited
a surge in interest and activity. Twelve local govemments throughout the State designated eighteen new brownfield areas in counties and municipalities, bringing the total number to sixty-three
and encompassing almost 69,000 acres of land.
Seventeen Brownfield Site Rehabilitation
Agreements or "BSRAs" were entered into in 2002
for a total of thirty-two the incepfion of the program in 1997. Six "No Further Action Orders"
were issued by the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection this year. From 1998
through 2002, the State's Voluntary Cleanup Tax
Credit program issued a total of just over $850,000
in tax credits. Last year, the amount applied for
exceeded $1.125 million, with over 87% of that
claimed for brownfield sites alone. According to
Office of Tourism Trade and Economic
Development figures, over $26.5 million of new
capital investment was directly attributable to

lower than Spokane

Joplin, MO
Grand Junction, CO

12

U.S.

but strategic and long term plavs for both the traditional development community and the highly
risk averse local govemment community.
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This activity builds on what has been historically
strong participation by South Florida in the
Brownfields program. In March of 1998, the City
of Miami was only the second local government
ever to desip;nate a brtrwnfield area, an impressive
3,932 acres of underutilized and partially blighted
land ripe for cleanup, redevelopment, and job creation. Opa-Locka, an area where many believe
we'll see silpificant investor interest over the next
several years, followed shortly thereafter, designatrng 1,286 acres in February of 1999. Miami-Dade
County got into the brownfields market in dramatic fashion in July of 1999, designating over 33,000
acres. Pompano Beach, Miramar, Lauderdale
Lakes, the City of Miami Beach, Dania Beach, and
West Palm Beach round out the class of South
Florida communities paving the way for private
and public sector parties willing to tackle the many
issues associated with brownfield sites.

THE INVISIBLE HAND: THE
BROWNFIELDS INCENTIVES TOOL BOX
Here in South Florida, with land at a premium and
large parcels of developable property simply not
available, a strategy that involves the identification, remediation, and reuse of polluted property
provides significant new opportunity for commercial, retail, residential and mixed use projects. The
number and variety of success stories across the
state is compelling, and we are seeing in Broward,
Miami-Dade, and Palm Beach Counties a healthy
mix of local, regional, and even national development firms aggressively compete for the rights to
purchase old gas stations, dry cleaners, factories,
nurseries, and landfills (especially landfills), environmental blemishes included.
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Notwithstanding all of the activity, excitement, and
progress being made with and on brownfield sites,
many sophisticated actors in the real estate market
remain in the dark as to the benefits associated
with such an undertaking and, critically, the
process required to have a site formally obtain
brownfield stahrs. V\rhile a complete briefing on
these issues is beyond the scope of this article, we
address four of the more basic building blocks to
an integrated brownfields strategy: liability protection, risk based corrective action, financial incentives, and the brownfields designation process
itself. The balance of this article focuses on the first
three elements, while Part II disc-usses in detail
what it takes to get contaminated propertv formally designated a brownfield and then eligible for a
host of regulatory and financial incentives.

Liability Protection. Provided that a developer
successfully obtains a local govemment resolution

designating a site a brownfield and enters into
what is called a Brownfields Site Rehabilitation
Agreement or "BSRA." the State will provide the
developer and its lender with comprehensive liability protection under State law against suits in
cost recovery and to compel more cleanup than
what is initially agreed to with the FDEP or, more
Iikely in South Florida, a delegated local pollution
control program such as Miami-Dade County
DERM or Broward County DPEP This helps to
ensure that cleanup cost estimates you receive
from a contractor stay relatively fixed. While there
remains some level of exposure under federal law
with respect to private third parties and under
state Iaw with respect to property damage and personal injury, thorough pre-acquisition due diligence along with an environmental insurance policy creates a comprehensive risk management
strategy to address even the most complicated lia-

bility scenarios.

Risk Based Corrective Action. Obtaining the
brownfields designation and entering into the
BSRA also facilitates the use of Risk Based
Corrective Action or "RBCA"

the site with concrete and asphalt, you have
removed the risk of exposure of humans to contaminated soil. If, on the other hand, you were
going to reuse this same site as a park with open
space and playground facilities, the risk of exposure would be high, and excavation and removal of
the contaminated soil would likely be reqrrired. As

2000
Rank
MFI

2000-02

2002

MFI

%

Rank

Grorvth

Rank

Nine Reporting Areas
$48,100

6

$s0,200

5

4.37

6

49800

3

51500

4

3.41

8

nature of the redevelopment process, sites that are
in the brownfields program are uniquely posi-

Olympia

49900

2

53000

2

6.21

2

Rich Ken Pasco

48200

5

49500

6

2.1

9

tioned to take advantage of the flexibility-and
high cost savings-that RBCA provides.

Seattle-Bell-Everett

65800

1

17900

Spokane

44'100

7

46600

7

5.67

5

Tacoma

49100

4

52000

3

5.91

4

Yakima

38200

9

40500

8

6.02

3

Outside MSAs

38600

8

40200

9

4.15

7

a general proposition and due to the dynamic

Financial Incentives. In 100% of the sites that I
have worked on for both private and public sector
clients, the first question is always the same: "How
much money is available for our project and how
do we get it?" The list of funding sources is long,
creative, and expanding, and a full catalogue is not
possible in this space. That said, the first answer is
this. Financial incentives come in the following
forms: tax credits, tax refunds, low interest loans,
loan guarantees, and grants. For private sector
proiects, the first four categories are directly available. By and large, significant grant dollars are
available only to local govemments and certain eligible non-profit entities but only on a highly competitive and somewhat attenuated and convoluted
basis. This money - up to $1 million in grant funding for eligible applicants - is accessible but
requires skilled assistance during the application
Process.

In terms of funding available directly to the private
sector, there are two incentive programs that can be
Iucrative and are fairly easy to understand and
apply for. The first is the Voluntary Cleanup Tax
Credit, referred to above. This program provides a
tax credit of 35% of every dollar spent on assessment and cleanup activities up to $250,000 per site
per year. [n the final year of cleanup, the state provides a "kicker" of 10% of the total cost of cleanup
up to $50,000 in tax credits.
The math here adds up very quickly. Take the fol-

RBCA is a relatively recent regulatory initiative
which tailors the amount of cleanup required by
the State to the actual risk posed by the reuse. ln
other words, where a redevelopment project
involves, for example, the construction of a big box
retailer with acres of parking, a remediation plan
that calls for leaving contamination safely encapsulated in plan can be approved. The justification
for such an approach is that by effectively capping

lowing example: Cleanup of an abandoned strip
mall with two heavily contaminated former
drycleaner tenants is estimated to cost $1.5 million
and take three years. In year one, a major soil
removal action takes place and $750,000 is spent.
In year two, groundwater contamination commences at a cost of $500,000. In year three, the final
year of the cleanup, the remaining $250,000 is
spent. Applying the 35% factor to the first year
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cleanup strategy.
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$48,200

18.39
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Exhibit 3
State of Washington and the U.S., 2002

Although the Spokane economv has not maintained
a growth rate equal to inflation in selected years, all
rates are positive which reflects slow steady growth.

Total
Washington

u.s.

Metro

$60,600 $64,800
54,400

58,600

Non-metro
$40,200
39,700

HISTORICAL COMPARISON
IN THE STATE
Two criteria were used for a comparison of the
Spokane MSA u,ith other comparable regions. One

was the absolute level of median family income.
Using similar levels means that the local composition of the invested capital must be paying the
workforce a similar amount. The second criterion
was a similar growth rate This means that the
workforce is paid approximately the same for
increases in productivity.
Using these two criteria produced the ranking and
comparable economies shown in Exhibit 2.
The Spokane MSA ranked seventh in median family income among the nine reporting areas in 2000

and remained

in the same position in

2002.

Although the growth rate between the two years
was a respectable +5.67"k and ranked fifth among
growth rates, it was still not sufficient to increase
the level of income to a higher relative position.
The Spokane MSA year 2000 median family income
of $,14,100 was below the 9 reporting area median of
$4&200. The 2002 figure of $46,600 remained below

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MSAS
The attached tables show a comparison of the
Spokane MSA median family income with 44
selected MSAs. [n the search for comparable
areas, two criteria may be used: absolute dollar
levels that are close to $46,600, and a similar rate
of growth (Exhibit 4).
The Modesto, CA, MSA median family income
of $46,500 in 2002 and the +5.92ok rate of growth
in 2000-02 makes it most comparable to the
Spokane economy in the 44 MSAs examined

This method to select comparable MSAs is useful to local groups such as the Chamber of
Commerce and any economic development
organizations. It shows which MSAs can be
emulated and used as benchmarks, and concurrently, the MSAs which have a similar capital
structure and value added workforce that generates a similar level of income.

the 9 area median of $50,200. The state is higher
than the U.S. in all three categories (Exhibit 3).
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Exhibit

The result is that local economic growth must be

explained by an economic growth index that is
constructed around incomt, Ievels of the workforce, or the selection of an indicator that can be
used regularly and reliably. Such an indicator is the
median family income statistic described in this
PaPer.

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME
Median family income is a critical component of
consumer demand that drives

a

good indicator of the fuhrre level of consumer pur-

chasing power that will appear in retail sales,
building permits, and housing purchases.
Every community has a historical investment of
capital in firm assets that are used to produce
products and services. This composition of investment will demand a workforce with special knowledge and skills that will result in a wage structure
unique to the local economy. Measuring the resulting family income is a good indicator of the change
in the composition of the workforce, wages, or
both.
One local income account figure that is produced
annually by the U.S. Department of Housinli and
Urban Developme'nt for every MSA and selected
non-MSA areas is the. median family income estimate. Used to determin.' family income clualification levels for Section 8 housing, these estimates
may be found at the HUD Web site
(www.huduser.org/datasets;.

Another source for this income account are the
tables shown on the website of thc Ftderal
Financial Interagency Examination Council
(www.ffiec.gov/). This agencv shows selected census data and median familv income by census tract
for MSAs in tables that can be downloaded.
CURRENT USES
Median family income is used currently by several
organizations:

National Associahon of Realtors includes median family income in its affordability index which
estimates the ability of the public to purchase
housing.

10

Year

Median Family lncome

Annual Growth

2002

$46,600

1.75

2001

45,800

3.8s

2000

44,100

0.92

1999

43,700

4.05

1998

42,O00

5.26

1997

39,900

significant amount

of local economic activity. One of the principal
goals of the local planning process and government and private expenditures should be to
increase the ltvel of family income. It provides a

I

1

Historical Assessment for One MSA

r U.S. Department of Housing and
!
I

Urban
Development uses median familv income in its
estimation of low income and very lon, income
levels to qualifu for section 8 housing.
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
uses median family income for its Low Income
Energv Assistance Program.
Federal Financial Interagencv Examination
Council, Washington, D.C., requires covered
financial institutions to use median familv
income when accumulating local data for
reports to indicate Community Reinvestment
Act and Home Mortgage Disclosure Act compliance.

cleanup costs yields $262,500, however, that number exceeds the cap, and the total tax credit is thus
limited to $250,000. In year two, 35'1, of the
cleanup costs amounts to $175,000. Finally, in year
three, the applicant would be entitled to a tax credit of 35% of 9250,000 - or $82500 - as wcll as the
kicker, 10% of the entire cost of cleanup capped at
$50,000. Here, l0% of $1.5 million is $150,000, so
the kicker would in fact be limited to $50,000. Thc
total award over three years comes to $562,500 or
an effective rate of 37.5"/o.

It's important to note that this is a tax credit that
can onlv be used against personal intangible propertv tax or corporate income tax. That said, the
credits are freelv transferable once as of right. S,o
even if the applicant doesn't have anv qualified tax
liability, such as would be the case for a local gor,emment, they can still be sold for value on the sec-

ondary market or transferred to an end user as a
further inducement to build and create jobs in disadvantaged areas.
The other major incentive readily available for pri-

vate sector developers is the Brownfield

Job

Program which is designed to reward job cre.ation

This family income estimate is produced annually
by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development for every U.S. metro area ancl nonarea. The annual figures are based on the 1990 census data updated to 2002 using Bureau of Labor
Statistics earnings and employment data and
Census median family income data.

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME VS MEDIAN
HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Median family income measured by the U.S.
Department of HUD is not the same figure as the
median household income measured bv the U.S.
Census. A familv consists of two or more pe'ople
Iiving in the same housing unit who are related bv
birth, marriage, or adoption. One must be tht,
householder. A household consists of all people'
who occupv a housing unit regardless of relationship such as a single person, multiple unrelated
hdividuals, or families living together. The median is the point rvhere one-half of all numbers arc'
above and one-half are below.

on brownlield sites. Provided that an applicant
meets the eligibility criteria, which includes at lt'ast
$2 nrillion in fixed capital investment and the creation of at least 10 new jobs, the applicant is entitled to an award of $2,500 per job created. This is a
cash tax refund - not a credit - against a broad arr.ly
of tax obligations as set forth in Florida Statut!.s.
\Atrhere the reuse - such as a large retailer - is

likelv

to create large numbers of iobs, the award can br.
quite significant. As just one example, most large
grocery stores and big box retailers create on the
average between 300 and 500 new jobs. If we use
the above scenario, the abandoned strip mail, and
assume that the end user will produce il00 new
positions as an example, the total awarci for joh creation would be $1.25 million.
Several caveats are important here. First, the
award is paid out in equal installments over four

years. Second, it's a one time award based on the
number of full time equivalent jobs slots created.
Third, an applicant must have as much tax obligation as potential tax refund in order to obtain the
cntire refund. And fourth, the program provides
for a local government match of 20% - or $500 per
job - which, in most instances, is unlikely given
k>day's budgetary constraints. Thankfully, the lalv
was recently amended to allow local govemments
to opt out of their share and still provide applicants
with an opportunity to obtain the balance - $2,000
per job - from the State. Using the same example
as before - 400 jobs - the award then becomes
$800,000, still very significant. If vou now couple
that amount with the Voluntarv Cleanup Tax
Crcdit discussed above, the total financial package
for such a project rvould come to approximatelv
$1.3 million, an amount that almost completely
subsidizes thc original $1.5 million cost of cleanup.

UNLOCKING A SECOND MARKET FOR
DEVELOPABLE SITES IN SOUTH FLORIDA
To fullv appreciate the significance, utilitli and
potential return on a broh,nfields site, it is important to become familiar with the incentives that
such a starus can confer on a project. The foregoing discussion provides some insight into how
powerful tl.rose incentives can be - and integral to
structuring and consummating a redevelopment
project involving contaminated lands. While the
financial incentives are important and can be considerable, it's important to keep in mind that the
most significant benefit to be derived by a brownfields stratc,gy is the ability to access the intrinsic
redevelopment potential locked up in the contaminate'd land itself by virtue of the environmental
conditions and associated regulatory uncertaint),.
This is especially so in South Florida where a rapidly diminishing in\.entory of developable sites
makes tht, brownfields marketplace a viable and
attra[tivc alterrrative and places a premium on
undemtilized property irrespective of its status as
impacted and subject to the costs and vagaries hisbricallv arising out of the cleanup process.

The Spokane, WA, MSA is shorvn in Exhibit 1. Six
years of historical income figures were gathered
and annual growth computed.
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ike much of thc. rtst of the nation, Real Estate Research Corporation
fnenCl continues to rvatch for signs that the economy is strengthening.
Unemploymcnt incrcases seem to be slowing, and the stock market
appears to be gaining momentum. Low interest rates continue, keeping the
housing industry chugging along while providing the economy with a boost
and giving consumers either more housing choices or more dollars to save or
spend elsewhere. Most analysts believe that consumer spending will increase
and business hiring will increase as the various new tax credits and incentives
come into play.

With a more positive outlook for the economy, investors are hoping to see
some signs of inrprovement in thc dc'mand, or tenant side of the commercial
real estate market equation, too. Investor unease as investment dollars grow
and flow into a deteriorating space market would be put to rest if at least the
space markets would movt'in tandem with the capital markets. This easing of
the disconnect will not happen quickly through demand fundamentals, as we
must remember that real estate lags the economy by 6 to 12 months and it will
be some time before definite in.rprovement is seen in this investment class.
There are certainly opportunities for well-leased properties with solid fundamentals and in good locations, but ir.r general, total delivered retums have not
met expectations.
RERC has noted during the last few quarters, that institutional investors have
begun lowering their total return expectahons to match the financial markets
and the observed signals be'ing sent by investors trying to get deals done in the
commercial real estate market. In fact, in the summer 2003 RERC Reol Estale
R4,ort, "Separating the'Wheat From the Chaff," RERC reported lower expected pre-tax vield rates for all property types than any time during the last two
years. Realized retums (retums reported by NCREIF) remain in the single digits as property values are being realigned to reflect the future market
prospects.

A comparison of rrluired total returns vs. realized total retums reflects that
the two have yet to meet at a market equilibrium point. The confluence of pressures to push required total retums down and realized total retums up is at
work, but these'dynamics move too slowly in a technology-flush world that
desires real-time information popping up on the screens of investors. We are
in that frictional period where re-pricing, revaluations, and expectations
change relatively slowly in a monolithic industry The data is showing that
slowly, over timt, expt'ctations are coming down, but most investors are vocal
that they are too higlr kr get de,als done..
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the economic health of the local economy should
be of interest to every real estate analyst and counselor. The potential for maximum future income
and appreciation will be directly influenced bv the
rate of economic growth, and these measurement
krols will be a useful and essential part of everv
counst lor's trxrlkit.

ECONOMIC GROWTH
AND MEASUREMENT
Economists have traditionally labeled an increase
in productivity from the traditional factors of production of land, labor, and capital, as economic
growth. One metl'rod to measure the production
function can be in goods and services which means
that a het('rogeneous combination of units of production must be aggregated. The current method
use'd bv the U.S. Department of Commerce is to
total the dollar income Benerated from the demand
or sale of all units produced. This income has been
reportcd regularly as gross domestic product
(CDI') and personal income (PI).

Two difficulties arise when the CDP or the Pl
measurements arc. used at the regional and local
leve,l. First, tlre income figures produced by the
federal and state agencies typically are two years
old. Second, the local income account data often
docs not exist, and if it is produced locally, may not
be reliablt or compatible with state totals.
Five methods are discussed typically for the measurement of economic growth and to project the
economic future (Sullivan, 1990, pp. 13-154). One
is to measure the amount of basic employment that

produces primarily for export compared to the
number of non-basic employees who produce primarily for local consumphon. Economic growth is
viewed as an increase in the base employees only
as the sale of the products they produce generates
new fresh dollars that are used in a multiple effect
on the non-basic workers. Further, the number of
basic workers can be expressed relative to total
population which creates a ratio that can be used to
project employment and the resulting impact on
the economy.

that can be used to find the. be.st historical relationship among these variables that can be used for
pro,ections, if desirc'd. The regression model relies
on the skills of the analyst to accuratoly identify
and update the variables and the equation(s).

The third approach is to rely on an input-output
tablc that shows thc rc'lationship between the
products that have been produced by local industries and the industries that supply the factors of
production that are purchased (Epley, 1972-73).
The results can be expressed in production dollars,
employment, or income.
The fourth approach is to assemble a number of
local economic indicators into an index that is
labeled typically as "economic activitv" Different
methods of construction include one that is based
on export prices (Cross, 1997), a heterogeneous
grouping of indicators that are measured in varying units such as number of employees, dollars of
retail sales, and number of building permits (Jones
Lang LaSalle, 1998; Govemor's Office, 1994), and
an estimate of changt's in the value added of the
Iocal work force (Epley, 2002).
The fifth approach is to locate or construct local
inclicators of family income. Following tht same
concept used at the federal levcl that economic
growth is measured by a change in income, a good
Iocal indicabr of family well-being, such as median family income, can be usr'd.

In sum, the measurement choice depends on the
potential use of the indicator and the available
budget. The input-output method is the most
detailed and the most accurat!., and at the same
hme, the most expensive. Once constructed by
state agencies, the,sc, mode,ls have almost been discarded as a tool that is too c\pensive.

The econometric model is the typical choice of the
economist. Its accuracv is subject to the talents of
the analyst and can require expensive data. The

result is typically information on economic relationships and impacts that are difficult to understand and explain to users outside the economics
community.

The st'cond method is to construct an econometric
modc,l that finds the best relationship between a
dependent variable, such as personal income, and
other indc.pe.ndcnt variables such as employment

and retail sales (Cordon, Mosbaugh, and Canter,
1996). The typicrrl approach is a regression model
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The economic base analysis is a good first step to
determine thc basic structure of the community. It

is too simplistic and does not contain sufficient
detail that can be used to explain changes in
growth and income.
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n important part of local market analvsis is the measurement of
economic growth that can be used to track progress in the econI
l, \orny through time and assess the relativej productivity of the
local base in comparison to other areas. This information is a critical
part of the analysis to determine if a market has the potential for sufficiently increasing rents and equity to justify an investment. One anaIytical approach is to clerive a local inclicator tlrat is consistent with the
concepts and tools used by the federal government to measure growth

for the national economy.
The purpose of this article is to suggest that a useful local indicator is

(

E-tnail : rlepl ey@nrsu. tclu ).

E

the median family income statistic that is produced annually by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. It is a measurc
of local income that results from the. skills of the area labor force that
have been employed by the historical accumulahon of regional capital.
Also, it is consistent with the federal and state govemments' emphasis
on the measurement of various income accounts as proxies for growth.
The gross domestic product (CDP), gross national product (CNP), and
personal income (PI) accounts have been published for a number of
years under the label of "economic growth."

REAL EsrAlE lssuEs,

retums for power centers is 5.63 percent, and 0.74
percent for re'gional malls, and 0.13 percent for
neighborhood/community centers. Retail remains
a highly volatile investment, but at least the variance between one-year required retums and realized returns is positive, indicating that manv retail
assets have already been re-priced and prices have
become more centralized. Hotels have the greatest
volatility of the major propertv types, with a
spread of -10.61 percent between one-year required
retums and rtalized retums.

Howe'ver, a comparison between rL'quircd total
and re'alized total retums over the past one-year
time period demonstrates that real estate expectations clearlv are not matching market realities and
shows how wide the current disparitv is betwec'n
sellers ancl buvers among all property types:

Adjusting to the market realities at hand takes time
in an industrv that is slow to change its ways, but
it is becoming clear that in most cases the real
estate industrv has to lower their expectations if
thL'v want to compete in today's low-retum envi
ronment. This is not easy when market fundamentals are' deteriorating at such a fast pace, and doing
so requires making some difficult decisions.

CBD office prurperties are showing a -6.17 percent
one-year average variance between required total
and realized total returns, and suburban office
properties show a -10.0.1 percent variance over a
one-year time period. The space fundamentals in
this asset class are getting hammered and driving
down rents, returns, and overall performance.
Investors have a big pit in their stomach as they
hope for spacc' demand to retum. If an investor can

by Donald R. Eplev
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Over a l0-year average, all propertv types, except
apartments and industrial R&D, show a negative
variance between required total refums and realized btal retums. Five-vear retums look better,
with industrial R&D properties, CBD offices,
apartments, warehouses and power centers showing a positive variance between required and realized retums. Suburban offices, neighborhood and
community centers, regional malls, and hotels,
show negative variances between recluired and
realized retums for a five-year time period.

Sum\ter 2003

predict the cash flow performance (i.e., a fully
leased building with long-term duration), retum
expectations are lower, but if it is a spotty asset
with risk, expectations are not easily swaved. This
asset class will continue to be characterized by
fully leased properties that have value vs. properties with risky tenant structures (and who knows
their value?). Re'pricing in the asset class has to
come about through confidence in predicting
where cash flows and values will be over the next
several years.

The investment world is becoming a place where
those properties that have or can unequivocally
attract tenants have value, and those that suffer
vacancv are being written down or written-off the
list to buy. However, the fact that investors are separating the wheat from the chaff is a solid sign that
the real estate industry is indeed growing into a
credible investment vehicle. As the stock market
rebounds, the economy grows, and given the current prices of properties, commercial real estate is
less attractive today than it was 6 months ago, at
least for those properties directly related to joblessness and it appears this will hold true for the ncxt
6 months.
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Eslaft' Rcscnrrlr CorltLtrnliott (RERC). RERC offers

Much like the situation with office properties, the
one-year spread between total required returns
and total realized returns for R&D properties
is -9.25 percent. However, warehouse properties,
which are expected to be one of the first property
types to see improvement, slrows a variance of
only -3.tt8 perccnt between rtquired and realized
retums. For apartments, the property type generally considered to have the least risk, the one-year
spread between required returns and realized
retums is -2.'15 percent. On the othr:r hand, the gap
between one-year required returns and realizttl
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jurisdictions will all take an active and direct interest in deciding how water is gathered and who
shall have access to it.

INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE

Rrnr EsrnrE Is Dowu: Lrr rHE Gaurs
lty Dr. Mark

be'comes scarcer, and therefore more
valuable, it will take on many characteristics of
another important commodity-- oil. Water will
become more expensive to many users, and those
users who have the most money or political clot
will get the water. Entrepreneurs may also get an
opportunity to control water resources and exploit
water's value. Undoubtedly, private property
rights will be challenged as the public's need for
water expands. The challenge of providing water,
however, will vary greatly throughout the country
All states will protect their water resources. Water
rich areas will have fewer concems about water
shortages, and may even find that their excess
water provides a monetary benefit. Those areas of
the country that are experiencing water shortages
will continue to aggressively develop new
approaches to deal with their water problems.
These approaches will include water conservation,
water marketing, the long distance transfer of
water, waste-water reclanration, and probably an
assault on private property rights as the general
public requires greater amounts of water.

As water

FOCUS ON THE ECONOMY
BEcrrrr!

Lce Leztittc, CRE

1'-|t1 here is nei qut'stion that thc'real estate market, for residential ancl comI mercial properties, is down in many sc'ctors throughout the United
I States, with some erceptions. [n the commercial area of most markets the
real estate trend for the last half of 2002 has moved downward, and will continue to decrease, when compared to performance over the past several years.
This is true whetlre'r the grouping of properties involves office space, industrial, retail, multi-family use, and most special purpose properties (such as hotels
and golf courses).
Str.rdies throughout the Unitecl States shorv a declinc in the markctplact for
these groupings of properties, with only a few exceptions throughout the U.S.

Nothing realisticallv appea.s on the horizon in 2003 for the general U.S. market to think that it will do other than continue to decline. The level of decline
will vary in the markets, but few markets can hope to retain the posture which
existed in 2001. Markets will go down.
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The residential market has been strong for 5 years, but a recent article in hrsidt'
Morfgrryt'Firrarc (January 2003) noted the'position by the FANNIE MAE econ-
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omist which proiects a drop in the market.
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ln the same edition, many industry experts noted their
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seem to focus on a major reduction in activity of mortgage loans in 2004.
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Finance, David Lereah, Chief

Economist for the National Association of Realtors (NAR), noted that for 2003
there will be a drop of about 4'2, in home sales, even if the dollar volume
remains fairly strong because of increased pricing of those homes.

Also noted in that same edition was a comment through the National
Association of Homebuilders (NAHB) by Chief Economist David Seiders.
Seiders noted that the question is "sustainability" relative to housinS activity.
It is clear to many economists that sustainabiliiy will not be present, given a
number of factors existing in today's market. Those factors include increasing
unemployment, with recent figures noting around the 5.5'2, Ievel in many
jurisdictions of the United States. Although interest rates are the lowest in 45
years, they are certainly postured to rise, whether in 2004 or in 2005. Such

increase

in interest

rates reduces the incentive

for some lenders to extend

themselves as far as they might have extended in recent vintage.
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ly due to concems over environmental protection
and the fact that the most obvious water proiects
have alre.ady be'e.n built. Moving already developed water from one location to another is often a
more practical option, but can bring negative con-

sequenccs

for rural agricultural

areas.

Development of deep, mostly non-renewable,
groundwater is also an attractive option in some
sifuations, but it is not a permanent solution to the
water demands of Browth. For manv Rocky
Mountain Statts, the real issue is not one of
impending shortages, but the very real problems of
environmental, economic, and social costs that
must be paid to keep the water flowing to growing
regions. The cost of water will likelv go up as competition increases for limited supplies.

Tht're are several criticisms of the riparian system.
One is that because the rights are not adequately
defined, the system does not encourage investment
in watcr development. Also, it depends upon litigation for enforcement of rights, and it lacks protcction for environmental and other public values.
Finally, because it is based upon ownership of the
adjacent land, it places geographic limitations of
the use of water.rs The riparian system has worked
when the supply of water was sufficient, bnt these'

limitations havc caustd it to fail in areas affected
bv drought.
As concem over the quantity of lrater grows to
include all states, not onlv those in the west, there
is also growing dissatisfaction with the existinB
svstems for establishing water rights. Some favor a

STATE WATER LAW

There are t\^o maior approaches to determining
legal rights to water in the U.S. One is the riparian
rights system, which is generallv followed in states
east of the Mississippi River The other is the system
of prior appropriation, followed in Westem states.
The two systcms are similar in that they determine
who has the right to use the water. They do not

determine. who owns the waterway. As water
become.s scarcer, ancl thus more valuable, there is a

growing concern that neither of these systems adequatL.lv protects thc. rights of the general public.

public trust system that would reaffirm the public's paramount interest in water as a resource. This
could bt, coupled with a regulated riparian svstem,
which would allow those owning property adioining the waterway to make reasonable use of thc
water, but would require a permit for any withdrawal over a stated amount. The water left after
reasonable use would be for the benefit of the public and the environment. Others favor the privatization of the water use system. This would allow
each user to appreciate the true cost of using water,

and might best promote the conservation of this
resourcc.

The svstt'm of prior appropriation allows parties to

acquire rights to water that exist independentlv of
any othc,r propertv inter!-st. The acquisition of such
rights is basecl upon actual use of the water. There
must be a diversion of the water. Then the lvater
must be applied to a beneficial use. When this
appropriation is complete, the rights are treated
similarly to real property rights. They can be con-

veyed, mortgaged, or otherwise encumbered. In
states that recoBnize prior appropriation, the water
rights thus acquired can be sold to remote buyers
without regard for the interest of the public located in the area from which the water was derived.16
Riparian rights refer to the rights of those through
whose land a natural waterway flows to make reasonable use of that water The water right is part of
the land that borders on or contains the water flow.
It is limitc'd to a right to use the water on the riparian land. The wate,r cannot be diverted to non-ripar-

ian propert\i even

if

the same parw owns that

propertv. The right is not however, dependent upon
actual use. Ownership of the property, not Previous
use of the water, is the derivation of the right.tT
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Economic Prognosticfltio
As noted rn Econonric Outlottk Sunnmry (February
2003), published by AMG Cuarantee Trust, and
particularly noting its economist, Michael
Bergmann, the economy is weak. Bergmann noted:
"Economic output experienced little growth in the
fourth quarter (of 2002). Tlre anemic .7"/,' growth
rate for real CDP was a reflection of consumer
spending on cars and trucks, which decreased after
last summer's surge."
Unemployment
The unemplovment position continues to be of
great concem, notwithstanding that there have
been some blips within the lint's of unemployment.
One looking through optimistic glasses might conclude that the economy is "out of the woods" relative to iob losses. However, nrany other sources,
economically speaking, support the position that
unemployment will continue to be around the
5.5% level throughout 2003.
The Meyers Croup Rt1xtrt for April, 2003, cc'rtainly

noted this type of position as well. The implications of such outlooks are clear, as stated in this
R4rorl, when it noted: "Therefore, with continued
negative readings for our demand/supply and
emplovment/permit ratios combined with dampened income growth, we expect a far more moderate level of homebuilding activity in 2003 than se'en
last year."

CONCLUSION
somc'

attention on water shortages, and remind us how
precious and perhaps scarce water can be. Ciq/
dwellers in particular often have little appre'ciation
for the difficulties that are associated with acquiring and transferring water. We tum the tap and
water appears. In the United States, water is generally safc to drink, doesn't cost much, and we often
don't make mtrch of an effort to conserve it.
As our urban areas continue to grow, particularly
in the arid southwest, the demand for water will
create an even greater friction between those who
use this limited natural resource. Urban growth
will pit agricultural users against city dwellers.
Ultimate,ly, the political power and economic muscle' of urban users will wrestle control of water
awav from those who have tradihonally controlled
its use. In the Westem part of the country water
will be transported 5;reat distances from areas of
surplus to areas of need. Federal, State, and local
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What About Other Market Aspects?
As noted in the Crislrrrrrl a Wnkt.fit'ltl Mnrket Bcat
R4ro/l (year end 2002), there continues to be concems with nonresidential markets as well.
The above-noted Marktt Bt'at Rr'port cited, on Page

3, the Moody's R.?,orf, which concluded that the
overall commercial position on industrial real
estate is not strong.

This Martel

Bul

Rtport also noted that manv met-

ropolitan areas have weakening economic conditions; therefore, average rent rates have been dropping, while vdcancy rates.rrt' increasing.
Consumer Confidence
Consumer spending has declined. Consumer confidence continues to be a major question, and the
confidence level also seems to be decreasing. The
University of Michigan publishes the "Consumer
Confidence Index." It noted in Tlr Econonist
(February 22, 2003) that such confidence level has
fallen in Februarv, dow,n to 79.2'2,, which represents lhe lowest level sinct'1993
Consumers have been a key factor in the growth of
economic achvity within the United States. l\rhen
the consumer confidence level continues to drop,

this supports additional concem in the market-

Many Americans take lr'ater for granted. For most

of us, it took the recent drought to focus

rates face a potential increase. One cannot simplv
assume that interest rates will remain at low levels.

lnterest Rates
With interest rates remaining the lowest in 45
years, whether under the Meqt'rs Croult RtTrort, as
noted above, or other sources, the thought is that
the housing market will continue to be strong.
However, rising unemployment, concem with consumer confidence, and tht' fear that interest rates

will rise in the not too distant future, have led
many to speculate that interest ratcs alonc are not
going to support continued strength in the residential real estate market.
With strains on the economy, reduction in the GDP
growth rate, and other pressures for spending
faced by the U.S. govemment, whether from the
rebuildhg of Afghanistan, rebuilding of lraq, support for other foreign policies, additional credits
and tax incentives approved bv Congress within
the United States to stinlulate the U.S. cconomy,
among other items, it is fairlv certain that interest
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place and delavs the recoven. Such recoverv was
projected by manv to be at the c'nd of 2002. Many
prognosticators have moved this forecast to 2003.

(As noted in the conclusion of this Note, it is the
Author's opinion that rccovery will not take place
in the general real estate market in 2003.)

FRAGILE SETTING
Newspapers throughout thc Unitc'cl States have a
plethora of commentariL's by economists and others regarding implications to the market as a result
of deficits that the United Statc's faces, and additional deficits that it will face as a result of new tax
laws designed to create incentives and to energize
the marketplacc.

Whether incentives such as eamed income credits
- or additional refunds, elimination of the dividend
tax, a reduction of the Alternative Minimum Tax

(AMT), reduction of capital gains tax rates,
increased depreciation allow,ances, increased

;13

expending allowances, additional credits, addi
tional deductions allowed aboveline or belowline, for Federal income tax purposes -- or other
incentives are present, thert is concem that such
positions will increase the deficit, which will damage the countr\i ovt'rall, and will not produce the
anticipated incentives. Rather, many ar6;ue, such
positions create a genc,ral negative impact on the
marketplace and potentially increase interest rates.

given strains on the purse strings of the U.S., after
facing an elimination of the prior surplus within
the govemment. A deficit now exists within the
U.S. 6;ovemment. Dependenry on the marketplace
to continue its growth position in many areas, or at
least sustain close to its prior posihon, is very
much aligncd to thc favorablt, interest rate position, since' uncmplovment has been rising.

It is fairll,

The single factor of an increase in interest rates will
substantiallv and negativt'ly impact the entire U.S-

market, and, in tum, other countries that tie their
positions to the Unitcd States.

clear in the view of many U.S. economists that if there is an additional spike upward on
unemploymcnt, or an increase in interest rates that
is substantial (often dcfincd as 200 basis points or
more), tlre same would be devastating to the eco-

nomic position in the. U.S.

Given that the Ievel of interL'st rates, historically,
has peaks and valleys, coupled with the fact that
the rates are the lowe'st in 45 years, such levels create great consternation for planning purposes,
even if one anficipatcs an incre.ased interest rate of
only 100 basis points.

As mentioned, consumer confidence has continued

to

detr.riorate. As reported in The Econonist
(February 1, 2003), such consumer confidence level
fell to a 9-year low in January 2003.
OTHER CONCERNS

It is likelr,, in the gpinion of manv L'conomists, that
interest rates will rise in 200.1 or 2005. It appears
that interest ratts will hold to their current range
for 2003, and possibly urrtil the Presidential election in 2004, although manv ccononrists and other
prognosticators question even this assumption.
The snolvball impact of such change in interest
rates could devastatc the. c.conomy. It could further
reduce consumer confidt'nct', increase vacancies,
cause corporations and other businesses to reduce
or halt expansion activitios, most likely raise unemploymcnt lcvt'ls and crcatil other major economic
concems within the, entire, United States.
The costs to undertake business in the U.S. is relahvely low, compart'd to other countries. There is
concem with economic sustainability of growth in
the United State.s, given the factors noted.

According to a D'fZ Research Study, 6th Edition
(2003), global "Class A" office rates in U.S. dollars
is much higher in London, West End ($146.70), or
in Tokyo ($91.90) or in Paris ($8i.40), as compared
to the U.S. (Of course, it is of little comfort to consumers in midtown Manhattan that "Class A" U.S.
lease rates are lower in the U.S. [$62.80 per square
foot per yearl.)
The U.S. is in a fairly fragile economic position,

-+-l

Office spact'continues to be in an oversupplv position throughout most of the United States. Vacancy
rates have, incre,ased in most jurisdictions for office
space, and ratc,s have decreased. Concessions
offered, through additional tenant finish, waivers
of certain monthly rents, inclusion of parking ben-

efits and otlrer incentives lrave further distorted
rent rates. This indicates that actual rents are certainly below thost- of stated rents in many leases
for office space throughout the United States.
For additional comments on these same points, see

the Studley Report for the Fourth Quarter (2002),
which can be found at:
http://www.stud ley report.com

any discharge permits if the water did not leave his
Iand. The Edwards Water District dttermined that
the proiect's holding pond design was faulty and
that rvater was indeed still being discharged into
the Medina illegally.

Faced with the prospect of enormous legal fees,
Mr. Pucck agreed to once again shut down. In the
farming communitv, and in the eyes of those who

champion private property rights, Mr. Pucek's use,
of all the water he wanted nas totally lawful and
proper. Many hoped he would continue his fight to
validate a property owner's legal right of capture.
The city of San Antonio was relieved that thL" catfislr farm wasn't operational, but was still very concemed about their capability to assure futurL'water
needs. Some believe Mr. Pucek and his backe,rs
were merely angling for a big buyout of their water
rights. The fact is that on December of 2000 the San
Antonio Water System agreed to buy the catfish
farm and its water rights for $9 million.t: The sale
brought an end to almost a decadt' of contentious
squabbling and terminated the possibility of future
Iitigation. The sale may also have caught the attcntion of other Texas enkepreneurs who know how
to make a buck.
Texas is well known for its oil barons, but it may
become known for its water barons. Water, nt>t oil,
may become Texas liquid gold. T. Btxrnt' I'ickens,

the former oilman and corporate raider whose
takeover bids once struck terror in boardrooms, is

now actively trying to corral and market water.
Pickens owns ranchland on the high plains of the
Texas Panhandle. His land sits atop the southern
tip of the Ogallala Aquifer, one of the world's
Iargest underground reservoirs. The Ogallala is the

source

The office market continues with a high vacanry
level, given negative absorption and the concem
with additional supply of space in many markets,
with some companies consolidating. Such vacancy
increases are common in manv markets throughout the United States.

of groundwater and irrigation br

Pickens has offered neighboring ranchers $350 per
acre for their water rights if he can secure enough
acreage to provide adequate supplies of watcr for
export to major Texas cities. He believc,s he can

build billion dollar pipelines to cities such
In the Colliers Intemational Report (january 2003),

which can be found at the web site

at:

http://www,.colliers.conr, the office market has continued to have problems in the U.S., as well as in
many otlrer markcts. Collers Intemational Report
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eight

in a

174,000 square mile area that stretches
from &ruth Dakota to Texas-l-l

states

as San

Antonio, El Paso, and Dallas and Fort Worth. He is
betting that rising demand for water will cnvt'r the
costs of the massive proiect and make a profit. Mr.
Pickens is not the only big-time operator to see the
possibility of megabucks in water. Billionaire
brothers Ed and Lee Bass of Fort Worth, also oil
barons, bought 45,000 acres of wate'r rights in
Southem Califomia in 1997. They sold those watcr
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rights to U.S. Filter Corporation, which provides
water to a thirsty San Diego. The water rights
brought a cool $250 million, and the brothers are
said to be interested in repeating their success in
Texas. Not everyone in Texas is happy about transporhng water from the Texas Outback to fast growing urban centers, but the movement of water over
long distances to urban centers is an ongoing
theme around the country.
FEDERAL WATER POLICY
In the Westem United States, much of the land is
still owned by the federal government. It is not
unusual for more than forty percent of the land in

Western states

to be owned by the'

U.S.

Govemment. In Nevada, for exantple', thc. figure is
almost 83 percent, in Idaho 62 percent, Utah 64 percent, and 45 percent in California. For this reason,
and many others, it is not unusual that the federal

government has been involved in developing
water proiects for a varit'ty of purposes. For more
than a century the federal govemment has been
active in t-lood control, navigation, power generation, irrigation, and settlement of tht West.
Two federal agencies are most activelv involvc.d in
water proiects throughout the countrv The Bureau

of

Reclamation, in the Department of Inte.rior,
operates nearly 350 storage reservoirs and approximately 250 diversion dams that provide water to
17 states, over 31 million people, and irrigation to 9

million acres of land.ll The Bureau controls significant (40-85%) portions of river flows in nearly all
major river basins in the West.rs The other federal
agency that actively carries out water policy is the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which is housed in
the Department of Defense. Thc, Corps operates
hundreds of flood control, navigation, and multipurpose works throughout the country Over the
last decade, both the Corps and the Bureau have
undertaken projects or progranls aimed at mitigating or preventing environmental degradation due
to the construction or operation of large water projects. These initiahves have been quite controversial

since each involves many stakL,holders at federal,

state, regional, and local levels. Water users,
landowners, farmers and ranchers, commercial
and sports fishermen, urban water suppliers and
users, navigational interests, hvdropowe'r customers and providers, recreational users, and environmentalists are all parties-at-interest in an ongoing debate over water policy.

Developing new water through new dams and
reservoirs has become increasingly difficult, large-

the tap. The Southem California Metropolitan
Water District will lose one quarter of its rvater
supply. Seventeen million people are served in this
water district. Luckily, rcservoirs have two years'
supply to buffer the shock, and plans will speed up

for building desalination plants and cutting consumption. Why did Califomia not develop a plan?
Thc sticking point that prcvcntcd a dcal was the
ongoing strife between cities and farms. Farmers
account for only 3 percent of the state's economv
but use [30 percent of the water.lrr The battle
between urban water demands and agriculfure's
long standing access to water will continue to
cause strife.
Texas also has its share of water problems. Texas is

a growing state, with population expected almost
to double by 2050. Rather than being uniformly
distributed, growth will fcrus most heavily around

urban centers. Although most rural communities
and small cities are growing, they are' not growing
as fast as those areas near urban centers. This trend
will create issues of resource sharing and competition between rural and urban areas.

By 2050, the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) estimates that almost 900 cities, represent-

ing 38 percent of the projected population, will
need either to reduce demand or develop additional sources of water beyond those currently
available to meet their needs during droughts.
Twl.ntv percent of irrigation demand cannot be
mc,t bv cxisting sources if a drought-of-record were
to occur todav. Seven percent of municipal demand
cannot be met by existing sources of rvater were a
drought to occur now. However, the TWDB estimates if a drought occurs in 2050, almost half (43
percent) of the municipal demand could not be satisfied by olrrent sources of water. These dire forecasts have motivated Texas to pass two maior
water resource plans within the past six years.

In 1997, for the first time in their state's historv,
Texans mixed the concepts of devc,lopment, consL.rvation and management with the state's most
precious resource---water. The' state legislafure
passed a comprehensive statute that called for a
statewide water plan to cope with drought, population growth, and environmental issues. One of
the primary elements of this initiative was to
changt' the planning process to one based on public participation at each step of the process and
local and regional decisions to produce regional
rvate,r plans, which will form the basis of the State

.l

Water Plan. Approximately .150 r!'presentatives
having a broad array of interests, including 11 special interest groups required by statute, worked for
more than 3 years to develop their 16 regional

stated: "Over two-thircls of global office markets
registered rising vacancy levels in the second half
of 2002." Many markets internationally were cited

plans.

for additional

Using the grcat wealth of infornration and the recommttdations provided bv the Planning Croups,
tht'state enacted Water for Texas-2002, the first
state w,atr'r plan since the 1997 legislation. This
action approved four of the six recommendations
common to all of the regional plans. The changes
w!,re to continue the plaruring process, provide
adequate funding for regional water planning provide adequate funding for implementing water
plan recommendations, and to clarify provisions in
the 1997 act on unique stream segm(.nts.

York.

vacancy, including London,
Frankfurt, Paris, Hong Kong, Tokyo, and New

ln Texas all surface water is considered public, but
groundwater is privately owned. In Texas the
"right of capture" allows a landowncr to take as
much groundwater as he or she desires without
regard for their neighbors, as long as the water is
put to a "beneficial use." Back in 1991, Ron Pucek
brought many of South Texas' water issues to a
head whtn he opened his Living Waters Artesian
Spring Catfish Farm just outside of San Antonio.
News reports indicated Mr. Pucek was using
enough water to raise catfish as would be necessary to support about 250,000 people, approximatelv the amount of water use,d by one fourth of
the population of San Antonio.!r
Pucek had spent over $1 million to drill the world's
largest water well, a well that was capable of producing 40 thousand gallons of water per minute.
Was this use of water a waste? Should anyone be
able to use that much water? Cc.rtainly the City of
San Antonio had grave concems about their future
supply of water, most of which comes from the
same' Edward's Aquifer that Mr. Pucck was pumping from. The law and the agricultural community
were clefinitelv on his side. And thev found it easv
to point out that his use of water to p;rorv a food

crop seemed much less wasteftrl than using water
to keep lawns green in the summertime.
The catfish farm was fully operational for only one
season before it was forced to shut down because

they did not have the proper permit to discharge
wastewater in the nearby Medina River. In 1996,
Pucek reopened the project on a smaller scale,
using a holding pond so that no water would
escape from the propert),. Mr. I'ucek did not need
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The office market generallv has felt strong downtums throughout most of the world; therefore, the
United States cannot assume that there will be
stronger economic positions in other countries

which will embolden the U.S. position. This is
especially true when one considers terrorism
issues, SARS, the prior war in Iraq, notwithstanding the "conclusion" of the same, the rebuilding
processes necessary in especially Afghanistan and
Iraq, and concems in other countries that have
faced intemal wars or nr'ighboring wars, among
other issues.

THE MARKET IS DOWN:
LET THE GAMES BEGIN
Historicallv w,hen manv economic indicators are
negativelv inclined (such as increased unemplovment rates, increase,d cost of doing business, reduction in consumer confidc,nce, growth in vacancie's,
and so forth), there are, many economic "games" or
"adjustments" that seem to bt gtnerated. Some of
these attempt to continuc the image of positive
positions and growth; others seem to generate outright fraud and perpetuate individual benefits.
Some of the Games . . .
Consider some of the following games or positions
that seem to be Senerate,d once the market has neg-

ative indicators which arise following a positive
growth phase.
Market Image -The market image of a company
having positive eamings, growth, and a position of
a bright future, was onlv one example of the
"dot.com" (."com") companies that are now
"dot.gone" (."gone"). Tht.se are good examples of
an attempt to project positive positions, notwithstanding that such companies were often never
productive, economically; however, they had thc
"image" of "potential" growth. With stocks skyrocketing, "potential" was the key synonym in thc
days of the late 1900s and early 2000s.
Creatiae Accounting- Whiclr

ad

je'ctives that might
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be used with various accounting schemes allow
one's imagination to wande,r. "New" accounting,
"informative" accounting, "industry specific"
accounting, and so forth, are only several examples
of labels that were employt'd for presenting positions, such as those of Clobal Crossing, Enron,
WorldCom and other companies which took positions that were not transparent. Thev often distorted positions of understanding for potential
investors (assuming investors read financial
reports and other financial information supplied to
them).
Off-Balance Sheef-The approach to exclude some
items from the balance sheet (because the given
company was, arguably, not liable on a position, or
was involved in a partnership and showed a net
number, or for other reasons), exemplifies concern
that the balance sheets prcsented bv many companies were distortions. Thev did not reflect debt
positions or potential surety positions that many

companies faced if an investment or business
which thev undertook went south and resulted in
losses. These accounting "irregularities" are now
giving rise to bankruptcy positions and charges of
liability and exposure for many executives in these
companies.

"Nothing Dowtr" Sqndrontr- Another indicator
for the economic position of real estate, along with
other major purchases, are acquisitions where the
consumer is encouraged to bu1, propertv *,ith
"nothing down" or "ve'rv little down." That is, the
purchaser invests verv little of his or her own equity. In such circumstances, there is clear evidence
that where the consumer has very little or nothing
invested to buy, except as to payments over time,
there is a much p;reater fortclosure or default rate.
Tlre investor/purchase'r/consumer has very little of
his or her own monev involved in the transaction.

Pull Equity -Encouraging investors, consumers,
and homeowners to "pull out" equitv from their
realty to utilize cash in other ventures (whether
investing in the stock market, or for purchase of
other real estate), further exemplifies concem within the marketplace. It is also an alarm that should
cncourage the cautious lender to review financial
positions and consider whether there is the potential of a negative result which is forecast because of
such alarms, such as thL. "highly leveraged" pur-
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chase. (Often the conc€,pt of "leverage" is taught in
university classes, in finance, real estate, etc. Such
concept is that the retum can be increased in many

reported in financial statements to indicate a positive eaming position.

circumstances, where the refurn on such borrowed
money is greater than the cost of borrowing said
firnds ["positive leverage"]. This simplified state-

Many types of arrangc'ments between related parties, whether by swaps or otherwise, are at the
Ireart of some transactions being questioned today
by the Securities and Excl.range Commission (SEC)
and state securities commissione'rs, among others,
wlren examining companies that have entered
bankruptry over the last year or so because of a colIapsed financral position tl'rat often distort and hide
the true financial position.

ment also emphasizes that such leverage position
may prove to be very beneficial in some settings. )
However, if such positivr. posture changes, whereby the cost of said funds is greater than what those
funds can produce, there is "negative leverage." In
such event, disaster, financially speaking, will
often not be far behind. Such result can easill,take
place where interest rates are projected, for purposes of the investmcnt, to be at current low levels.
lf, in fact, they increase, for example, by a one-third
amount of the anticipated interest rate, such
increase can spell disaste.r for the entire investment
position.

Artificial Rerfs-As indicated earlier, many

concessions are being given by landlords to tenants to

thereby encourage tenants to undertake leasin6;
arrangements with the landlord.
Such concessions, or benefits, to the tenants can

Implications

of the Games-The

games noted
above are played, or represe,nted, to investors, govemmental officials and otht'r regulators as only a
small sample of those that have been utilized within the marketplace. Lack of transparency, or lack of
proper transparency, as to what has actually transpired within a given entity, through the use of
Bames, cover-ups, "creative accounting," or
accounting irregularities, to use some of the
euphemisms. only illustratc some concerns in
these areas.

This often means that a company could have been
placed into banlruptc\i or it slrould lrave been ter-

Swaps anrl Other Afttrtgefirca rs - Swaps, or transactions between or among related parties, related

30, 2002). This article noted
potential exposure and some of the distortions that
h,ere present within Enron, and, in hrm, the dam-

a subsidiary or a controlled entity of another type,

are only basic examples of this type of artificial,
and thus distorted, rent positions which are often
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Despite semi-arid climates and public perception,
the Rocky Mountain States are actually water rich.
Winter snowfall provides an abundancc' of water.

The challenge'for water providers is to adapt the
timing and location of snowmelt to meet the timing and location of water demands. Generally, this
means storing sprinpl snowmelt in reservoirs for
use in other seasons. It also means movin8 water
from resource-rich areas to demand-intense areas.
A good example of this would be West Slope
snowmelt mo\.ing to East Slope irrigation nee,ds in
Colorado.

URBAN GROWTH ISSUES
The desert Southwest is home to many of the
nation's fastcst growing cities, and none of the.m
has grown faster than Las Vegas. It is the fastest
growing major nretropolitan area in the United
States. Since 1980, the population has grorvn fron.r

to

1.5

million. During the decatle of the

1990s Las Vegas grew

minated many years before its formal demise.
However, because of the cover-ups or distortions,
many companies continue down a path that causes actual damage to investors, employees, governments, and other companies that rely on what
appears to be strong financial positions, only to
leam, too late, that such companies had substantially negative financial positions for many vears.

ties, such as lease payments between a parent and

ed population growth: They live in a near-desert
where watc'r is a limited resource.

'180,000

occur in the simple lt'asing of an apartment or
home, as well as in nonresidential areas, such as
with office leasing circumstances and retail leases. Certainly hotels antl other special use properties utilize such approaches. These incentives
produce a distorted rent figure. When one considers the cost of such concessions in reducing
the "stated" rent to an "effective" rent, the reality of the rent being charged must be examined.
Such artificial rents and rent concession positions
must be carefully reviewed. These are often good
prognosticators of a weakening market; they can
be potential indicators for reduced property market values, or even a collapsing market.

entities, or actions involving a quid pro quo
between or among entities, often arise rvhen entities attempt to paint a better picture than reality
would dictate. Transactions between related enti-

1980s when they experienced a relatively long, wet
rycle that coincided with a period of unprecc'dent-

The argument that CEOs of many companies may
be responsible for continuing to mislead employees, trusts, and others in the,se types of setthgs was

illustrated

in

the article by Dugas, Christine,

"CEOs May Be Liable For Losses [n 408(k)s - Enron
Lawsuit Sheds Light On Feds' Position," USA
??triay (September

.1ge that was generated to retirement plans of
employees within Enron, among other places.

In summary these games that are played, these
distortions and lack of proper transparenry and
results that were taking place', clearly reflect circumstances that cannot go on without correction.
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by almost 45 percent.i

Las Vegas is not the onlv example of a
Southwestern boomtown. Phoenix, Tucson,
Albuquerque, San Antonio, and many othcr westem cities, have experienced substantial growth in
recent vears. All of these cities consume more
water per person per day than cities in other
regions of the country. In 1995, the U.S. Ceological
Survey reported that per-capita water use per day
in its Loner Colorado River district was 120 6;allons compared to only 70 gallons in the Northeast
part of the U.S.i'Las Vegas uses 400 gallons per day
per person, and Phoenix, the city with the next
highest use consumes 310 gallons per day per-capita. Largely due to agricultural irrigation, total per
capita "off-stream" water use in Colorado and
other interior Westem states exceeds 3,700 gallons/day. Off-stream use refers to water used for
domestic purposes, commercial and industrial
applications, thermoelectric power generation, irrigation, Iivestock, and mining. Off-stream use in
Westem states is nearlv three times the national
average of 1,280 gallons/day.7 Nearly eighty percent of the water used in Westem states goes to
agriculture and ranching, activities whose survival
has been based upon federal subsidies related to
massive water proiects.
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Califomia and Texas have especially Ereat water
needs, and may be viewed as special cases in the
water poliry debates. Califomia is the nation's
most populous state, with 35 million citizens.
Twentv-one million residents call Texas home,
making it the nation's second most populous state.
These two states perhaps face the greatest challenges of any state with regard to limited water
resources being available to quench their enormous population demands. Both states have bee'n
actively involved with water rights issues for some
time.

California relies for its existence on massive
hydraulic works that move enormous quantitie's of
water from areas of relative abundance, both within and outside the state, to areas of relative scarciry Despite such impressive technological achic.vements, Californians are currently using more water
than will be available on a long-term basis. lt is
estimated that they run a 1.6 million acre-foot
deficit annually, and during years of drought, the

shortfall can

rist to over 5 million

acre-feet.

Currentll,, the shortage is made up from groundwater coming from aquifers that are being pumped
of water faster than they can be recharged by
nature.E

California's growtl.r, and particularly that of
Southern California, is directly tied to thr'1922 creation of the Colorado River Compact. Los Angeles
needed more water, and the Golden Statt's power
Iet it takc, the lion's share of Colorado River
resources. Arizona, Nevada, and five other states
got what was leftover The relationship between
Califomia and its neighbors, the junior partners in
Westem growth, was made clear by the allocation
of water. Nevada got 300,000 acre-feet compared to
Califomia's 4.4 million acre-feet.e This dispropor-

tionate sharing was not a real problem until the
1980s when other Westem states started to grow
even faster than Califomia.

In

1999, the U.S. Secretarv of the Interior told
Califomia that it had to cut its use of water from
the Colorado from the 5.2 million acre-feet rrf actual use to its legal allocation of 4.4 million acre-feet
a vear. Califomia was given three years to work out
a plan for reclucing consumption, and the-n until
2015 to phase. it in. lf the state could not conrL'up
with a plan, the de.partment would simply cut off
its share of the surplus water supply. Oddly
enough, the deadline passed on December 31, 2002
without a plan, so the department has turned off

3

Obviously, some areas, like the Amazon River
basin, have a surplus of water. Other parts of the
world, such as the arid deserts of Africa and the
Outback region of Australia, have very little. Watcr
shortages are, likely to grow as the world population increases and as the number of "mega-citir.s"
continu!, to expand. In the past, manv cities were
located next to rivers. Toda1,, a growing number of
large cities, such as Mexico City and Los Angeles,
depend upon distant outside sources for their
watt'r supply. Drought, pollution and unsanitary
sewage conditions, and private control of water
rights are sonre of the factors escalating the urban
water crisis. History is littered with tales of major
cities that disappeared mainly because they ran
out of water. Can what happened in the past, happen again in the future?
U.S. PERSPECTIVE
This article will focus on water issues in the United
States. North America is a region that is ge.nerallv
rich in rvate,r resources. ln the U.S. most of the
health problems associated with poor rvater quality havc bee'n alleviated, but we still may be facing

a }vater crisis. Throughout the countr\i a recent
drought and population growth have placed a premiunr on water. [n manv states, the days of plentiful watt,r are Bone. As the population grows ancl
droughts occur, states will face continuing pressures on their limited supplies. To a lartie extent,
the way we deal with this issue will determine our
economic futurc and the quality of life we enjoy.
Who owns the watL'r, and how will it be distributed for human consumption, agricultural needs,
and rtcreational uses? The politics of water are
becoming quite interesting. Private propert), rights
will be severelv tested as urban areas find they cannot sustain growth without securing water rights
that mav come from great distances. City dwe,llers
will compcte with farmers and ranchers for adcquate amounts of affordable water. States sharing
water resources such as rivers, lakes, and undc.rground atluifers are already battling their neighbors when they perceive an unfair overuse of this
precious commodiry

and cities, individuals, and businesses have found
that it has become much mort' expc'nsive. Mark
Twain once commented "whiskt'y's for drinking,
and water's for fighting." This may have always
been true out West, and today it may be true in
many parts of the countrv.

DROUGHT
The Rio Crande rvas n:nning so drv last spring that
the famous Texas rivet that shares an eight hundred mile border with Mexico, failed to reach the
Gulf of Mexico for the. first time in fifty years.
Across America water supplit's ran out, drained bv

drought and rising consumption. Drought is a normal, recurrent feature of climat!-. It occurs almost
everywhere, although its features vary from region
to region. For the record, 2002 was the 19th
warmest year in the United States since record
keeping began in 1895.3 Those'above average normal readings, combined with lack of moisture
across much of the nation, plunged more than half
the country into drought bv summer. It is part of a
record-breaking cvcle in rvhich the l0 h'armest
vears have occurred since 1987, nine of them since
1990. The vear ended rvith approximatelv 36 percent of the nation still in drought, about the same
amount as when 2002 began. That figure far
exceeds the average of 20 pt,rct'nt of the countrv in
drought annually since 1900.r The most extensive
drought on record in the United States was in July
l934, when 80 percent of the country was parched
during what is often referred to as the "Dust
Bowl." Researchers say global warming, which is
the heating of the Earth's atmosphere because of
exhaust gases from the burning of fossil fuels, is a
major cause for the drought. Natural fluctuations
in climate also affect temperaturr'.

The abnormallv warm lveather condihons and
accompanving drought have focused attention on
U.S. nater problems. This was particularlv true last
summer on the Eastern Seaboartl, a region that is

not as accustomed to drought. Heavy precipitation
during the last three months of 2002 and early in
2003 helped to reduce. long standing moisture
deficits across the Eastern Seaboard.

The damage to employees within companies,

3. Like the economy, business is stagnant.

investors, the marketplace, gove,rnmcnts, and taxpayers, to fund many of the bail-outs that resulted
from such activities, are important issues to be
addressed. The impact on the world economies
must also be er.aluated for countries and entities
that follow the lead of the UnitL,d States.

4.Rents are down and aren't going anywhere fast.
5.Development profits are getting squeezed.
6.Building security remains a concem.
7.Mold is a big problem.
S.Recovery is a moving tarliet."
See the comments b1, Doug Herzbrun, Managing

Director, C.B. Richard Ellis Investors, Page

The SEC, the U.S. Senate, U.S. House of
Representatives, and the President of the United
States are attempting to address some of these
issues, as are states and other regulabry bodies.

"THE RESULTS...."
Some economists continue to suggest that tlre economic position in the United States will improve at
the end of 2003; some suggest that such improvement will be at the end of 2004. For example, see
the positive outlook on the economv as written by

Thredgold, Jeff, "Economic News of the Nation,"
lrrsi.g/rl (Spring, 2003).

9,

Development (2003).

This short list illustrates a concem with todav's
market and why it is unlikely that the market will
change to the positive position in 2003. And, there
are additional hurdlcs for 2004.

Market Projections
Obviously it is difficult to project what various
markets will do. Jessica Rcr addressed this in her
article, "Deflating Expectations: A Pessimist's
Cuide To the 2003 Real Estate Economv" Page l,
Connnercial Propr'rfy Nr'a's (Januarv 1,2003). (See
also http://www.cpnonline.com.)

Horvever, manv other economists disagree with
srrch projections, given the increase in unemplov-

ment, concem that interest rate's mav increase,
problems with the global economies, potential of
atlditional world conflicts between countries, lack
of resolution of the Mid-East crises, continued conce m with Iraq, terrorism, and uncertainty on many
other issues, such as SARS.

Wten Will the Economy Recoaer
Ce.rtainly the economy will recovcr. The question
is: "WHEN" will it recover? To what LEVEL will it
recover? The more realistic position secms to be, in
mv opinion, that it will not occur, at the earliest,
until sometime in 2004. Even then, it should not
recover unless certain concems, such as the potential of rising interest rates and increased unemploymcnt are addressed in a rvav that is positive
for the growth position.
Consumers need to feel a level of confidence. What
issues are seen as impacting that conficlence?

Ms. Roe stated in the article; "Perhaps there is no
surer sign that commercial real estate will hit bottom this year and linger for a while than the near
total refusal by industry insiders to volunteer forecasts on when the recovery will begin."
Ms. Roe continued k) notc that because of the sluggish job growtlr, and limits on business spending,
there is probably no rccovery reasonably in sight
for the real estate markL'tplace.

bv Prt'sident Harvey Green, and
Managing Director, Hessam, Nadji, in National
Research Report - Apartment Report, Marcus &
Millichap (First Quarter, 2003). They noted in tht'
introductorv commr.nts to this Report that: "The
economic recoverv has fallen disappointingly
short of historical post-often re.cession trends due
to the absence of pent-r.rp demand." "We cannot
ignore risks posed by geo-political turmoil,
increased layoff announcements, and evidence of
potential cooling in rt,tail and home sales."
See the comments

"Trends" in Dertelofnent (tNinter, 2002), located
at: http://wwwnaiop.org. Some trends that should
be considered in the current marketplacc, pcr this

CONCLUSION
The increase in the unemployment rate, and

article, are:

decrease

See

It

is certainly true that water is no longer a "free
good" so abundant and so commonly available
that no person has to pay for its use. Rapid population growth, especially in the American "Sun
Belt," has led to numerous conservation efforts,
and in some cases outright rationing. Water seems
to have suddenlv become a valuable commoditv

,)

in the Eastern part of the United
States often do not realize that watcr is a scarce
commodity until they actually erpt'rience a prolonged period of drought. And when a drought
does occur in the East, it is generallv the agriculrural communitv who is harde.st hit. Westemers
are rediscovering a truism obscured during the
Those who live

REAL
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"1. The economy has no momentum, and the real
estate business is dragging.
2. The economy is going nowhere.
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in consumt'r confidence, among other
items, bode well for the position that the 2003
market will not readilv improve. It is likelv that
additional accounting "irregularities" and other
distortions in reports cominB forth in the Iast cou-
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ple of years will continue to be publicized and
will continue to create uncertaintv within the
marketplace.

with many earlier-mentioned items
(including the current U.S. cleficit, r'luestions on the
recently passed Federal tax change,s, economic
strain in the economy btcause of commitments to
rebuild Iraq, other global financial commitments,
and overall, an increase in supply and lack of proportionate demand) are indicators that 2003 will
not see a major recovery in almost all real estate
markets throughout the United States. It is likely
that such recovery and improvc'mc'nt in real estate
rycles will not occur until 2004, at the earliest.
AND, should any of the "indicators of concem"
(such as rising interest rates, and unemployment,
along with decreasing consumer confidence) not
be favorable, such recovery could be even further
postponed in the economic cvcle.
Concern

THE GnowrNG Warun Crusrs:
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We cannot survive
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without it. We drink
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what oil was b the last? [t is quite possible that vast fortunes will be
amassed by those who control water"]iil
and nations will go to war to preserve access to ont' of earth's most precious resources,
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From a distance, Planet Earth looks like a beautiful blue sphert,. This
special color arises from the vast amounts of water found on Earth.
However, the apparent abundance of this life-giving source is an illusion. Almost all the water on Earth is salt water in the oceans and is not
useful for normal human consumption. Only about 2 percent is fresh
water, and of that, less than half is available for use b1, tht nearly six billion people around the world.
Global consumption of water is doubling every 20 years.r That is twice
as fast as the world's rate of population growth, and according to
United Nations data, more than one billion people on Earth already
lack access to fre'sh drinking water. The U.N. estimates that by 2025,
approximately 2.7 billion people will face severe water shortages if consumption continucs at current rates.2
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INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE

FOCUS ON THE INVESTMENT CONDITIONS
Becx ro rnE FuruRE roR Rsar Esraru m Nrw Tax aNo Accoultrlruc Ruus
by Dale Anne Reiss

A

stream oi events over the last 12 months from passage of the Sarbanes-

Olt"y Act to President Bush's tax cut package to i wave of recentlv
I
l, \cnucied accounting rules has hit the industry and corporate America.

it will take some time for real estate companies - and companies generally - to sort out all the ramifications for their businesses and the
economy. This much is clear: govemance, accounting and tax issues are front
and center for the foreseeable future, and real estate companies will have to
give them close attention, for they could have far-reaching effects on companies'financial statemcnts and operations. In plain terms, the risk management
profile for companies in the real estate sector just became much tougher.
So much is new that

\

Here are some of the changes that are particularly important for the real estate
sector.

REITs
Real estate investment trusts may represent only 10 percent of the enhre commercial real estate universe but they are a tremendously important and visible

minoritv within the sector. The cumulative effect of Sarbanes Oxlev new tax
reforms and various accounting changes, has hit REITs particularlv hard.
It still remains to be seen exactly how REITs will fare in the capital markets as
a result of the removal of the dividend tax on corporate dividends. The dividend tax excludes from the taxable income of individual investors the dividends thev receive each year from corporations, but onlv to the extent that the
company pays taxes on this distributed income. This clearly creates an incentive for corporations to raise dividends, a fact that may make REIT dividends
Iess attractive to some investors. REITs would not receive the same benefit
because they already make tax-free distributions, and this could cause a possible loss of REIT share values. In fact, REIT prices alreadv have fallen. The
good news? Tax-exempt investors like pension funds, IRAs, and 401K
investors could see improved yields from REIT investments.
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act required the SEC to issue rules about the disclosure of
pro forma financial information in any report filed with the SEC, or in any
public disclosures or releases. Regulation C, as it became known when adopted in January 2003, went beyond the requirements of the Act by restricting the
presentation of non-CAAP financial information in SEC filings. Funds From
Operations or FFO is considered a non-CAAP financial measure and REITs
would have to defend its use as a key measurement of company performance.
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Reg C requires that when a company presents non
GAAP financial measures, a numerical reconcilia-

tion of the non CAAP financial measure must be
made to the most directly comparable measurement calculated using GAAP (generally either
Eamings per share (EPS) or operating cash flow.) lf
a REIT elects not to present FFO, it would have to
use Earnings Per Share as the measuring tool, in
which case depreciation would become a key issue
for analysts and investors. For FFO calculations,
depreciation is an add-back, so investors paid little
attention to the useful life of an asset. By contrast,
depreciation expense reduces EPS, and the useful
lives of assets would be a key focus of investors if
the SEC proposal were adopted.

It has been estimated that the overall impact of
Sarbanes Oxley and increased corporate governance requirements on REITs could be anywhere
from two to five cenls per share on an eamings per

share basis. There has been an expectation for
some time within the industry that there is another major wave of consolidation coming in the REIT
sector. Given the new playing field and it's heightened cost of doing business, this wave of mergers
and acquisitions may be even closer at hand and
there's also the strong possibility that some REITs
will abandon the public arena once and for all and
retum to private status. Some REITs with weak
share prices and portfolios of underperforming
assets might improve shareholder returns by
merging with larger, stronger REITs by converting
to private companies or partnerships, or simply by
liquidating assets and passing the proceeds along
to investors.
OFF BALANCE SHEET TRANSACTIONS
The Financial Accounting Standards Board in
January issued a final rule (lnterpretation No. 46,
Consolidation of Variable lnterest Entities, also
known as FIN 46) as to when companies must consolidate variable interest entities, including special
purpose entities that have been widely used as off
balance sheet financing vehicles. It is estimated
that U.S. companies have financed approximately
$60 billion of real estate, much in synthetic leases,
and another 940 billion of equipment leases
throuSh property owning entities that are SPEs.
Off balance sheet transactions have also been widely used by homebuilders, REITs, and other real

Putting SPEs back on their balance sheets could
saddle companies with major debt, raise debt
covenant and credit rating issues, and make it
more difficult for them to raise capital in the future.
As an altemative, companies could dispose of the
assets underlying SPEs through sales, saleleasebacks and other disposition strategies, and a number of companies could follow this route.
One unintended victim of FIN 46 is the residential
development sector. Homebuilders typically
option land for development several years out and
typically this land is held off balance sheet in joint
ventures, development partnerships or other such
structures until the land is "taken down" for development. Under FIN 46, homebuilders must now
determine whether they are required to consolidate these entities - a move that may have significant financial ramifications for manv
FIN 46 came into effect immediately but public
companies weren't required to comply with the
rule until 10 Qs filed in the third quarter of 2003.
For private companies, FIN 46 applies at the end of
the first year beginning after June 15, 2003.

OTHER ACCOUNTING RULES
Other new or proposed rules that affect real estate
include:

FIN 45 is a new FASB interpretation of a guarantor's accounting and disclosure requirements for
guarantees. Because many real estate transactions
contain some kind of guarantee, broader disclosure requirements could affect sellers, buyers,
lenders, and others who issue guarantees, including the reevaluation of guarantor transactions. This
new rule is already having an impact on business
strategies in the sector. Look for an even wider
impact as companies begin to gauge the impact of
this additional disclosure requirement.
Under a clarification of a FASB rule, a portion of
the cost of acquiring a propertv must now be allocated to existing leases, based on whether the lease
is valued above, at or below market value.
Historically the cost of the acquisition has been
allocated between land and building, with the
building being depreciated over its remaining useful life and with no value allocated to the in-place
leases. This is retroactive to acquisitions since
7l-U01.

estate companies.
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and even drop substantially while the general level
of prices is rising. The debate has shifted to the
potential threat of deflation, and we are pleased to
bring you a thoughtful analysis of asset deflation as
it affects permanent loan and investment portfolios.
Mortgage lenders have long known that they have
to price the prospective change in the general prices
into the interest rate. Now there is a further question of yield degradation and/or default risk due to
systematic asset price deflation. If AIan Greenspan

and his colleagues are talking up the Fed's preparedness for coping with deflation, it is clearly
something for all of us to be thinking about.
Now that it has been two years since the watershed date of September 11, 2001, we have an opportunity to look someu,hat more dispassionately at

the ramifications of that date on our lives. lames
Johnson and Iohn Kasarda offer us their views on
"9/11 Reassessments of Urban Location Costs and
Risks." Drs. Johnson and Kasarda, both at the
Kenan-Flagler Business School at the University of
North Carolina, examine the post-9/11 environment
irom the perspective of corporations, employees,
and insurance firms. ln this tl.roroughly researched
article, they also examine the debate about the
effects on central city business environments in the
future. While they conclude that 9/11 is likely to
accelerate the pattern of deconcentration of businesses, thev acknowledge that how (and whether)
such a pattem in fact plays out is quite uncertain
and so they offer some useful hints on how to monitor this issue in the coming months and years.
Dr. Donald Epley, who holds both the CCIM
and MAI designations, contributes an applications
article that should prove of direct practical benefit
to real estate counselors concerned with fundamental economic drivers, "Measurement of Local

Economic Growth as a Critical Part of Market
Analysis." As a rule, real estate professionals look
to employment statistics as the primary measure of
economic vitality in any locality. Dr. Epley's article
helps us understand incomes measures as a supplementary analysis. Clearly, income data is directly
relevant to property types such as housing and
retail, but also provides clues to the health of the
local economic base, especially be comparison to
alternative locations across states and the nation.
Epley shows how this data is being used in the public and private sectors, and how to access it on the
Web and elsewhere.

Our menu of feature articles is rounded out
with joseph Rabianski's overview of "Education in
the Real Estate Profession." Dr. Rabianski, the chairman of the real estate department at Georgia State's
J. Mack Robinson College of Business, takes head-

on the question of how academic and experiential
learning confront one another - "bookJearning"
versus "on-the-job training." He seeks to transcend
the debate with a "matrix approach" where the two
intersect. Rabianski offers some pragmatic suggestions on how such an approach can be implemented by a partnering of academia and industry. We
hope that this will be one in a series of articles Rta/
Estnld Issues will publish on the subiect of educational challenges facing our business.

Rounded out by our Insiders' Perspective
columns by Ken Riggs, Mark Levine, and Dale Ann
Reiss, we hope that our readers will find this slim
edition of our journal an example of "good things in
small packages."
Hugh

F.
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ne of the real joys of working in the real
estate field is its complexity. There is always
somethin8 new to discover, and everything
seems linked to evervthing else. The "seven degre.cs
of separation" game has nothing on our business. At
times, it feels like the only rvay to get arvav from rtal
estate is to take a cruise and to stay out of sight of
land. When it appears that real estate is ubiquitous,
it helps to remember that the planet is two-thirds
coyered with water.
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other new guidelines that must be follorved by the
enhre sector or bv certain companies operating
within the sector - businesses such as opportunity
funds, mortgage banks, pension funds and others.
For some in the real estate industry, this is a time of
tremendous upheaval, of momentous change. The
good news is that, for others, this feels like back to
the future. Which is to sav that, to some degree,
we'r,e been herc' before. There have been times
when the industry has had to adjust, reconfigure,
regroup. The comforting aspect of all this is, that
for as much as the industry has been forced to
clrange or take steps back, it has always, eventually, moved on.

issue or one that impacts sparsrry
popu latL'd areas between the
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EDITOR'S STATEMENT
by Hugh F. Kelly, CRE

JohMn & Zadda.k, lnc - Phlmix, AZ
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tions of urban growth and the sustainability of tconomic expansion in such huge states as California
and Texas. Couple his in\.estigation u,ith an au.areness of aquifer depletion in Florida, and real estate
professionals should immediately start thinking
about the distribution of proiected population and
employment change in sume of the nation's most
dynamic markets. This is a timt'ly and provocativt
piece.

For most of our professional lives, the leitmotif
of economic discussion has bc'en the impact of inflation. For a while, real estate was touted as a great
inflation hedge for investors. No one has been arguing that recently. For one thing, inflation has bee'n
largely tamed since the Oil Shocks of the 1970s and
the double-digit CPI increases of the early Eighties.
For another, real estate has witnessed some rather
sharp ups and downs in its pricing and it is clear
that whatever its ability to hedge inflation over the

long haul, values can clearlv fall behind inflation
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9/11 REAssEssMENTs oF URBAN
LocATroN Cosrs AND RrsKS
hy lames H.lohnson, lr., and ltthn D. Kasarda, CRE
Followi-ng the September ll, 2001, terrorist attacks, corporate leaders, their employees, and the insurance industryall began to re-evaluate location risks and costs associated with occupying commercial real estate in densely settled
urban centers, especially downtown high rise of6ce towers. [n this article, we review these post-9/11 re-assessments
and their likety impact on corporate location decisions and employment distribution across U.S. cities and metropolitan areas.
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All of the empirical evidence available to close observers oi the brownfields marketplace points to this: the scarcity
of land combined with the demand for land set against tht, backdrop of a maturing regulatory approach to contaminated property means that anyone involved with developmcnt needs to take brownfields redevelopment seriously
and make it a viable part of their business strate8y. Those that fail to do so will forego a competitive advantage and
fbrteit opportunity to industry peers and rivals.
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As the. aclage goes, "the only constant is change." For 28 Yr.ars,
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assisting inclustry trperts in meeting the challenges of a changing market.
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PUBLIC PoUCY \TRSUS PRIVATE PRoPERTY RIGHTS
by lanres D. Tirnntons
Water is the staff of lifc. We cannot survive without it. W(r drink it, cook with it, bathe in it, play in it, irrigate crops
with it, and use it in manufacturing. Will water be in thc 2lst century what oil was to th(, last? It is quite possible
that vast forhrnes will be am,rssed by those who control water and nations h,ill Bo to tvar to presen,e access to one
of earth's most precious resources.

Order your single copies €t subscriptions below or online at uttula.cre.org
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MEASUREMENT oF LocAL EcoNoMrc GRowrH
As A CRITICAL PART oT MARKET ANALYSIS
by Dondd R. Epley
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An important part ol real cstate market analysis is an estim.rte of the economic growth uf thc Lrcal economy. The
correlation between local tconomic growth and competitive, growing rental incomc and incrcasing property equity
is a well-known relationship that causes profitable rates of return and signals new invcstment. This paper suggests
that median family incomt, is a conceptually correct and readily available indicator of [amily well-being that can be
examined periodically to det(,rmine the level of productivity of the local ivork force. This slatistic is used to show
the history of one MSA, its comparative performancc relative to other meho areas in thr. stnte, and its relative position with selected MSAS in the Midwest and West.
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DEFLATToN RrsK ON Ir.tcoMr Pnoprnrv
PERMANENT LoAN AND INvESTMENT PoRTFoLIoS
hy Marc R. Thonpson, CRE
Over the past 18 years, the outhor has observed pattems in large income property loan portfolios during both inflationary and deflationary investment cycles. An inflationary investment cycle is whcn rent!i-prices for investment
properties are increasinS in aggregate. This inflationary trcnd occurred in the San Francisco Bay Area Tech Boom
period from 1997 through 20ft). A deflationary investment cycle is when rents-prices ti)r investment properties are
declining in aggregate. There is significant evidence to support a deflationary trend in the San Francisco Bay Area
investment properties comnlencing 2001 with a 3- to 5- ytar duration.
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lose1th S. RnlinrrsA'i
Iieal estate education takc's at least three general forms: academic education

in colleges and universities; professirrnal education from professional organizations, tradc associations, and educational programs; and experience garnered from on-the-job training. This article considers thcse three educational forms and discusscs past and present
relationships between and among these options. It points out thc best interrelationship among th('se three options
and discusses the benefits to thc real estate professien that can come from the bonding of thesc educational options.
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